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It's official !
Volkswagen Vanag6n is the
o ficial vehicle of 1-lobie Cat and
the World Hobie lass Association.
Volkswagen and Hoble Cat
have teamed up to bring you
the Limited Edition Hoble
Cat Vanagon. Ht the van
that comes with an Alpha®

sallboard: And il's going to be :.
making waves al beaches -,

all over America.
Now while supplies last.

when you buy or lease *his li
special Vanagon, you can get •

an Alpha® sailboard from
Hoble Cat, plus our own
specially designed sailboard
roof rack, and eye-catching
Hoble Cat Rainbow graphics-
all for a special price.

Look ·for this exciting

.-.
-· 042-*=ar 042==-.'..."....'*:•

1 .'.-• :- , • pt Vanagon-the van with
:i'i!2 • .. i\\\. p • 'A/1 more passenger and
·'. • :-.'9 1 cargo space than any

 036N..4\ \ mini-van-at Hobie-
11}21 .4 :1. ' Ii..., ..4 sanctioned regat*as.

Or cruise over to your

i.,1.: • s. 1 participating
iI• .• '• 1 Volkswagen dealer.

····.·i-i:· • · • .E \ But hurry. The warm

F-1-: • '- ·-----3, 11 -3 weather won'* last.--..... 036..... 036. 036..'--
11.12 • .b, : 11 And neither will our
1 1'=»»«· "111 -11,• .il• f. supply of these

• • 11--• --ibf• :• special Vanagons.

®Hobie Cat and Alpha® are,.,
· 1,-·.......·'·-:... >.. · .....---4 registered trademarks of

Coast Catamaran Corporation.,-- ... ---- .1- -7
' . :."U # 4/6.4• ....5.., 036• A• P,,.:·.''• |seatbelts savelives.1 © 1986 Volkswagen

lowl
f> /6\Limited Edition

tv....« • Hoble Cat Vanagon

Amdiero'.br#.
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YOLIR HOBIE FOR 1986!
Cat Equip has been the leader in the design and marketing of covers

for Hobie Cats since 1974. As active sailors in the largest Hobie fleet in the

country, we know first-hand what Hobie owners want and need.

59*- p.7-• • terCover •

1 ..7• I

• TECHMALON MATERIAL
Made from a high tech breakthrough
in fabric design, the Technalon is

the most water repellant,
./ breathable boat cover
available. Repels light rain

showers, morning dew, ocean
salt and mist. Any moisture under
the cover quickly evaporates
through the breathable fabric.

I Z.1. 4 ....:- .4: ......:6*f -..-:..
2 1 i..·: -:. 251-;'a'...-..
/)43• t - /

4- 52 -.-,//• • 2
.. .... - r.

HOBIE HALTER COVERS

"Cover it when you're done playing
with it" is more than a smart way to
protect your Hobie's-value. Safe-
guard your Hobie from harmful
ultraviolet rays, inconsiderate birds,
acid rain, and polluted air. Skipper's
choice of three different types of
fabric for most models.

POLY-COTTON MATERIAL
Cover is light green 65% poly-
ester/35% cotton and can be
machine washed. Secured with
velcro and straps, cover can be
used with the mast up or down.
Excellent sun protection.

PRICES
Hobie 18 Magnum
One-piece full coverage,
#H-18-1M ..............$185.00
Hobie 18
One-piece full coverage,
#H-18-1 ...............$175.00

S'eN
Hobie 17
One-piece full coverage,
#H-17-1 ...............$160.00

SE.\N
Hobie 17 Wing Covers
Priced per pair,
#H-17-2W..............$59.00

Hobie 16
One-piece full coverage,
#H-16-1...............$152.00
Trampoline cover, #H-16-TC $ 47.00
Hobie 14
One-piece cover, #H-14-1 ..$ 127.00
Trampoline cover, #H-14-TC $ 43.00

PRICES
Hobie 18 Magnum
One-piece full coverage,
#H.18-1M ............... $209.00
Hobie 18
One-piece full coverage,
#H=18-1..............$199.00

SEN :.
Hobie 17
One-piece full coverage, '
#H-17-1 ..........$199.00 :,U.

/
Ilt'N
Hobie 17 Wing Covers
Priced per pair,
#H-17-2W ...........$ 65.00

Hobie 16
One-piece full coverage,
#H-16-1.............$191.00
Hobie 14
One-plece cover,
#H-14-1.............$160.00

HOBIE HALTER HEAVY
DUTY COVERS

Made of blue Sunbrella acrilan
canvas with nylon cord ties and
leather chafe strips. HD covers are
also available for towing your
Hobie at freeway speeds. Note.· Do
not attempt to use covers not
specifically designed for towing.

PRICES
Hobie 18 Magnum
One-piece storage,
#H-18-1M HVY .......... $440.00
Hobie 18

One-piece storage,
#H.18-1 HVY ..... $440.00

...$400.00
--*-fl One piece trailerable,

- • • #H 18 1 TOW
't ..="i-- Hobie 16
4- 1 One.piece storage,
r .Al #H-16-1 HVY ....
'K. -I- -

. -"t....:..f,
, 71 4«, 2

2 :1.f.'t:f
'4*.

$385.00
, One piece trailerable,
i #H-16-1 TOW ... $355.00
\

1..\\
'. S M• -•
'. ..J "Cover It" T-shirt

with any order over
$40.00

' (offer expires Aug. 1,1986)

If you just want a "Cover It"
T-shirt, fill out the coupon
below and send $10.
Sorry, no phone or credit

'• ': card orders for 7:shirts.

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, 8:30-5:30 PSTORDER TOLL FREE
Call 1-800-231-5180 outside California
In California call 1-800-231-4971

Part # Description

Use your
credit cards i:Emigr: FEEBEE• Ij• imjil

Unit Price

Credit card # | Calif. add 6% tax
0 American Express 0 VISA/MasterCard | UPS Handling $5.00

Signati ire Expires TOTAL

SHIP TO: '..................-0------4

Mamp 1 CAT li,11111, LAdriress .................................
Cit)(/State,/7ip

8282 Miramar Road
0 YES! Send a FREE "Cover It" Tshirt with my order. San Diego, CA 92126
0 All 1 want is a"Cover it" T-shirt @ $10.00 postpaid: (619) 549-2100
O Sma 0 Medium 0 Large 0 XLarge

Send $1.00 for the latest Cat Equip catalog (refundable with first purchase).

\. ...... ,·

1 1
1 1

1(jgii'"1• jiii-1
1
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FREEDOM Harness from
Murrays. Nmv crotchless harness
with optional 12" spreader buckle
provides state-of-the-art comfort and
support at a popular price. Color: Blue
Sizes: M & L. #30-0320

Spreader Trapeze Buckle. New,
12" wide stainless spreader buckle
eliminates "trapeze squeeze" at the hips
and waist #01-0135

Wind Suit from Murrays. one-
piece suit can be worn over swim suit.
sweats, street clothes or wet suit
depending on the weather conditions.
Features hood-in-collar, pockets in
sleeves and knee patches, reinforced
seat. Color: Blue. Sizes: XXS-XL.
#38-5770
For more information on orer2000 items, see
your local dealer or return the catalog request
card included in this magazine.

P.:, 036 036.*"/.*%

FREEDOM SEAT from
Murrays. All new! Crotchless
skippers seat accomodates either new
12" spreader or standard buckles. You
have to feel the difference to believe it.!
Color: Blue. Sizes: M & L. #30-0330

Saij John Wetsuit from
Murrays. Special features for
catamaran and dinghy sailors include
reinforced seat & knees, and full front
and ankle zippers. Coordinated
accessories include neoprene jacket
with nylon sleeves, cap, gloves, under
sleeves, knee pads, boots & slippers.
Color: Navy Blue. Sizes: Ladies XS-XL,
Mens S-XXL. #38-2100

Murray StandardTtapeze
Buckle. (not shown) 4" wide stainless
buckle features a low-profile hook with
replaceable plastic retainer. #01-0134

1.:*SI.1....7.
'/: 042.fts.. 042
2..J-*-ir "'• Mi• .t

3-%&2.

. 449.

... , .'

..r:*. -
*:..3.

Neoprene Dry Suit by Refugio.
New, warm & comfortable! Smooth-
outside 4.5mm neoprene body with
2.5mm replaceable seals sheds water
and fits close while stretching
comfortably with your movements.
Ideal combination suit for sailing/
sailboarding/surfing. Color: BIack with
colorful nylon reinforcements. Sizes:
Ladies S-L, Mens S-XXL. #38-3100

l• MURRAYS MARINE· p.O. Box 490  042Carpinteria, California 93013  042(805) 684-8393
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ON THE COVER

/ t.,

ia . .... . ..../; : /.9

• • .• ....i
Whether racing, picnicing, or
iust lazing in thesun,
celebrateyourown Hot
Hobie Summer. Photo by
Robert Brown.

IM'll ...All.A.../.....

silli• llillitrillip• llir• illi• elliallilillililii
.Ell ... .../.I ... .....

July/August 1986

FEATURES

Volume 15 Number 4

20/Ask the Expert
Hackney tackles boat stiffness, righting and davits.

22/Surviving a Summer Storm
Ask sailors in the Hog's Breath 1000 how important this is.

24/Backstage with Hobie Cat Manager Mel Wills
He's the guy who looks after your cat, before and after you buy

28/Hit the Road!
Mike Shearer of the travelling Shearers says it's worth it.

37/Summer Sails
It's the HOTLINE's look at the beauty of summer and sails.

48/Sizzling Facts About Skin Cancer
If you read only one storM make it this one.

64/Time Equals Speed Equals Challenge
A HOTLINE interview with the man who set a new world speed record at Alpha Speedweek.

66/Waterski the Alpha Waveski® Way
That's right. Here's how to use the Waveski® without waves.

REGATTA REVIEW

32/Fun in the Southern Sun
Hobies, Holders and Alphas party at Midwinters East.

42/Aussies Win Stormy Hog's Breath 1000
It was frightening, exhausting and exciting. And guess who won.

70/Wind Teases Sailors at Speedweek
It was there, then it wasn't, then it was.

DEPARTMENTS

6/Hobietorial
11/Letters
14/Briefs
19/Tips
77/Hot Products

HOTUNE Publications, all rights reserved. The HOTUNE magazine is published bi-monthly by World Hobie Class Association. 4925 E.
Oceanside Blvd., Oceanside, CA 92056. Subscriptions in USA $11 per year (six issues); in Canada and foreign countries, $16 per year.
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Are We Having Fun Yet?
OK, so the season's in full swing. Some of the best Hobie sailors in the world

You've got those first couple of regattas were there, and we've got the late scoop
under your belt and things are looking with photos hot out of the camera.
pretty good. This looks like it's going to be Hobie Cat owners will be interested to
a summer filled with memories. Why not hear from Mel Wills. He's the product man-
save some of those memories and share ager for all catamarans and an important
them with the rest of the HOTLINE read- part of an owner's life, especially if a
ers? To encourage you, we've initiated a problem arises. In an informative HOTLINE
special program for budding pho- interview, Wills describes warranty pro-
tographers. All you have to do is take the cedures, hints at what new things may be
camera along on some of your sailing in the catamaran future, and tells us a little
adventures. We're looking for shots that about what his job is like.
depict the perfect sailing summer That Colorful sails and Hobie sailing have
could be anything from high action hull gone hand in hand for a long time.
flying to a lazy day sunning on the tramp- Although hard-core A fleeters often go for
whatever perfect summer sailing means to white sails, colors are still the preferred
you. Send those into HOTLINE; well pick style for most Hobie sailors. Our photo
the best of the bunch and publish them in essay presents a tribute to sails and the
the January/February1987 issue to help us feeling of summertime sailing they
all get through the winter. We'll even pay engender
$30.00 for each picture we use. See the We're packed with features! Look for
"Briefs" section for all the details, then get instructions on waterskiing with the Alpha
out there and shoot away! Wave, travelling to regattas outside your
Getting back to this issue, we've got home area, a report on Midwinters East

some serious advice to pass along to and more "Hot Tips,""Briefs," "Hot Prod-
every Hobie and Alpha sailo[ With sum- ucts" and "Letters."
mer in full swing, there are two things we The HOTLINE is growing and getting
should all remember. First, too much of the better all the time. We've got some terrific
warm summer sun can not only cause a things in store. Next issue, look for a report
burn, but could lead to skin cancer For- on the Hobie 17 National Championship
tunately, skin cancer is easy to prevent. All and find out what the top skippers are
you have to do is use your head and some doing to squeeze more speed out of the
extra caution. For all the nasty details and boat. We'll also have a special feature on
the good news about prevention, turn to wetsuits, those sometimes uncomfortable
Brian Alexander's"Sizzling Facts About but indispensable rubber clothes that
Skin Cancef' make it possible to sail long passed the
Second, summer storms are occasion- summer months. Stay tuned to this station.

ally romantic and sometimes deadly. The Same Hobie time, same Hobie channel.
midsection of the country is especially
vulnerable to sudden, violent outbursts. .
What do you do if you're on the water

when one strikes? John Schuch explains 9-
the procedure.
High wind wasn't a problem at Alpha

Speedweek. In fact, a little high wind
would have been welcomed. Still, things
managed to get off the ground and a new
world record was set when the event Was
extended one day. Jeff King surpassed all
other sailors to record a speed in excess of
36 miles per houk Dan Mangus comes
through with all the scoop from Palm
Springs and an interview with King.
An event that stirred a great deal of

interest was the new Hog's Breath 1000.

6/HOBIE HOTLINE
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THICK,FOAM
PADDED SHOULDER-
STRAPS FOR-
COMFORTABLE
FIT !

OUR SOFT,
PLIABLE,801.
COATED NYLON
PACK aoTH
HARNESSES
COME IN COLORS
11/A-r COORD/NA7E
Will/ MOST
SAIL PLANS.

71//CKER F>\DDING
MAN AAN OTHER.
HARNE:SON THE
MARKET. 3/s'
CLOSEDCELLFOAM
PADDING, PLUS
FOAM BACKED
UNING MATERIAL!

ADJUSTANE CRoTCH
5TRAP FoR A BETTER
CUSTOM FIT.

NO AWKWARD AND
UNCOMFORTABLE
LEG STRAPS AS iN
CROTCHLESS
HARNESSESf

SEE FoR. YOURSELF f

-----···NJ--7
< , /• • ----- rl L

( C-)./,1 1
4 ' 1

%.

'• n -*..--.1---., -- )-.........
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TRAPEZE SEATS OF SUPERIOR

DESIGN, EXCELLENT QUALITY, AND

A SPLASH OF COLOR!

yOUT LOCAL DEALER HAS SSL /

HARNESSTS IN LIN 036ING.QGLORJ--_i

/1 < -
61.--(

1; b -I.
/.. R 0.1 (:

L R: -=='-.- ---.... ).-7• -nl-

TUE BACKOF -IHE 1/2 HARNESS CURVES UP HIG+1%
PICK UP-TNE WEIGHT INTHE SMALLOF THE BACKAND
A\101DTHE "BELT ONLY"FEELOF OTHER. HARNESSES

,/ MANUFACTURED AND DUTRIBUTED BY SAIUNG SYSTEMS,-/4(R·.._
/ 48/5 AMY DRIVE, CRYSTAL LAKE, /L. 600/4 (815) 455-4579

1-

*
*

.
i

2* '92'
"3 ..- *<l

FASTEX 5'DE
RELEASE 8UCKLE5 :. ....'i . 7 '4

SUPERIOR•
ALLON QUICKENTRANCE LOAD DISTRI-

\\ AND EX'rFR°M mESEAT ., "./* b .. ........... W 8(mON 7HROUGH
3 ''' No NEEDTO WORRY ABOUT SmAP Pl.XEMERP.

VELCRO SUPPING! 1 6 ' 4.• = ··..2• 7NE WAIST 57RAP/5 A
LITTLEAMVEWAISTLEVEL

,/-4.5 ToSUFFOR:r7HESMAUCE
7HE BACK.-INE LOWER 511*Pfil

RUNS ALDNG7RE 86rl[,470
MOVE THE LOAI)7877ELNEK
HIPS-7HEN FASSES -THRPUSH

' THE BUCKLETDJWN 7HEWAIST
STRAP WHERETHEYEQUAUZE

THELOAD-10 5uiT 'yOUR.AKED
-our KSrneNf



If you own a catamaran, you need a.. 7.,
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.44*-**f• • i• CAT WALKER ':,

.• • Si,--/.. dollies make boat launching < 1
...-·- -· simple, fast and easy. ------ 036----*I.*
,.And, CAT WALKER is quality. Durable and lightweight. Innova-
' tive and proven tread design for superior rolling. Extra tough

21" high, 12" wide polyethelene (non-pneumatic - won't go
flat) tires. Stainless steel shaft. Hull protectors. Tie-down

'• • · system.
Standard Unit fits 14118' ( 12' and 19' units available by request)

$249.95 SEE YOUR CATAMARAN
DEALER ANYWHERE IN THEPlus $17.50

shipping and handling in continen- WORLD or order direct by calling toll
tai U.S.A. Nc residents add 4.5% free ( in NC call 1-800-532-04761
sales tax. Shipped UPS C.O.D.
Mastercard VISA

i• • = INNOVATORS UNLIM,TED,INC.

1-800-438-1242
4600 Park Road, Suite1000,Charlotte,NC 28209

JULY·AUGUST 1986/9
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SPOMMAKEIRS
A custom designed

reacher powers up the Hobie
17 and a special spinnaker adds fi#h gear to
the Hobie 18. Every Ultimate Speed Package

comes with a complete hardware kit thal's
easy to.install

These headsails are not legal for Hobie class
racing. Theyre made to give you the

Sails By Smyth performance edge in any type
of open class racing, and can easily be

removed for Hobie class racing.

For an information packet on the Ultimate
Speed Package, contact Terri Crary at

Sails By Smyth.

SAILS BY SMYTH
15640 Graham Street M• ijim

Huntington Beach,
California 92649

014) 898-2434

ORDER YOUR FREE

SSI
1 9 8 6

-I - -
SAILING SYSTEMS,INC.

4815 AMY DRIVE CRYSTAL LAKE, IL. 60014
815 · 455 · 4599
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P 0 Box 5356 Playo Del Rey CA 90296
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MOVING?

El Let us know six weeks in advance so

you won't miss an issue. Just attach

your mailing label and write out your

new address.

0

New Address

City State Zip

El Mail to: HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside CA 92054

Attach Mailing label Here

TEX-CAT
INDUSTRIES WE ARE CLOSING THE GAP

on having a full line of soft goods.
Through our ad in the Hobie
Hotline, we now have products in
31 states.

4 OUR PRESENT SOFT GOODS
INCLUDE:
Light padded crotched harnesses
-Standard
Heavy padded crotched harnesses
- Professional

4 .4 Heavy padded crotchless harnesses
-Southern Comfort

t Trailerable Boat Covers for Hobies
16,17, and 18

: -. Padded Rudder Covers
..'. i- · Dagger Board Covers

Sail and Boom Bags
Block and Sheet Bags

WE HAVE MANY DEALERS DISTRIBUTING OUR PRODUCTS.
We need many more to get our soft goods introduced to the Hobie Cat sailors. Tex Cat wants to work with Fleets

and Fleet members. We are offer-
SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG AND PRICE LISTORDER FORM. ing a special Fleet Discount.
Call toll free 1-800-826-8270 Please call our toll free number
in Texas 713-455-4194 and let us explain to you.

Tex-Cat Industries  042RO. Box 24141 · Houston, Texas 77229
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Hong Kong Is Hopping

Imust tell you that our cozy little Hong
Kong Hobie Club (as Ms.'Paula Alter can
testify) is full of sailirig'activities like fort-
night club races,'opencatamaran
regattas (where we confirm each and
everytime that those Darts and Sparks
from other clubs only /ook fast) and the
sailing event of the year, the Round Hong
Kong Island Race which is open to any
wind powered boat.

You might be proud to kri6w that the
1985 Rouhd Hong Kong Island Race saw
five Hobie16s and two Hobie 18s in thetop
15 after PYS handicapping. The speed
record of 3.5 hours is held by. a Hobie 18!

Dont you think that is really hot news?

Moh-Pheng ONG
Hong Kong

Who's at Fault?

It has been a long time since I was as
angry as I was when I read Dr. Hall's letter
to Baltimore Gas and Electric Company. 1
hope you were printing it to show how
careless some people can be!

The idea that Dr. Hall is trying to force
BG&E to pay for his carele• ness is
beyond comprehension. One of the first
rules when trailering a boat to and from a
launching site is to look for power lines, not
to assume that they are not there. It's
episodes like this, precipitated by care-
lessness, that force our insurance rates sky
high and raise the price of boats, cars,
airplanes and just about everything else
due to the product liability iridurance the
manufacturer is required to maintain.
Hobie is not untouched either. I am willing
to bet a month's pay that the need for the
"plastic" [actually an epoxy and fibeiglass
composite] insert to the tops of their masts
is a direct result of other people's"gross
negligence."

Not trying to side with his argument, I do
see the need for power companies to
reroute power lines which might become a
problem at boat launching ramps and
other areas dedicated to launching sail-
boats. Good PR could be garnered by
making an attempt to help boaters instead
of being a hindrance to them. Let's work
together with the power companies
instead of suing them to remove obstruc-
tive power lines. Until, then, it's our
responsibility to stay clear of powerlines.
On the flight deck of an aircraft carrier one
of the most hazardous environments in the
world, we use a term, "keep your head on
a swivel!" It seems it might apply here too.

Lt. Benjamin M. Trapnell USN
Corpus Christi, Texas

To Move or Not to Move

This is in respohse to the letter from
Dean Heinz, Fleet 45, Melbourne, Florida
which was printed in the March/April issue
of HOTLINE. My husband and I also had
job opportunities which would take us 1100
miles away from our beloved California
and all the great sailing competition we
knew so well. We decided to take advan-
tage of the opportunities and have been
adjusting ever since. We didn't serve our-
selves round after round to help us decide,
nor did I have a copy of the HOTLINE in
my back pocket.

I knew moving to Montana would put a
crimp (to say the least) on our sailing, but
we were hoping for a better lifestyle; one
that would afford us clean air to breath,
clean water to swim in (when weather
permits) and a chance to better our lives in
the long run. It's been a long haul and after
three years, things are starting to feel
familiar again. The sailing howeve• has
been quite damaged. The Hobie fleet here
is dying and for us to race with any com-
petition, we have to travel at least six hours.
It's put a damper on our sailing style and
even though we love the sport, other
things have had to take priorit• I'm hoping
that some day, when all this is over, we can
pick up our things and follow the circuit
around the world, just racing and racing
and racing. So, for what it's worth, I hope
this might enlighten you about the decision
you made.

Barabra Skarstedt
Fleet 470
Whitefish, Montana

Alpha Criticism

Although you will find my renewal to
HOTLINE enclosed, I am not happy with
the recent turn of events concerning the
editorial of the magazine.

I am referring to the recent inclusion of
Alpha sailboard articles into the HOTLINE.
Thenameofthemagazineis HOBIE
HOTLINE and it is the official publication of
the World Hobie Class Association. What is
Alpha doing in my magazine?

I certainly don't pretend to understand
the relationship between Coast Cata-
maran, Hobie Cat, Coleman the World
Hoble Class Association and all the other
corporate entities, but it's pretty obvious
that this is an attempt to piggyback Alpha
on the success of Hobie Cats. The March/
April 1986 issue contained 10 pages of
Alpha articles, eight of which were thinly
disguised advertising!

There are any number of sailboard mag-
azines on the market, but only one
devoted to Hobie Cats or any other small

Continued on page 13

Pocket
Protector 442

LU FF CAPS ( Pat. Pend.)

...... 1.
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Without Pocket Protector With Pocket Protector

HC-14-5-L................$ 5.95
HC-14-6-L(6 Battens) .....$ 6.95
HC-16-L..................$8.95
HC-16-JL..Jib..............$ 3.95
HC-18-L..................$9.95

Jib Pro-Tector Kit ( Pat. Pend.)
HC-18-P..................$9.95

Gooseneck Bearing Kit
( Pat. Pend.)

HC-14/16-GB.............$ 3.95

Jib Traveler Car
For HC-16 ( Pat. #4,319.537)

HJC-16(setof 2 ) ......... $14.95

Also Available From TrenTec
Perfect Pocker Draft Gauges 442

HC-14 (for 5 or 6)......... $ 4.95
HC-16...................$4.95
HC-18·...................$4.95

Perfect Pocket® Batten Caps 442
(Pat.#4,335,669)

For Stock Hobie Battens
HC-14 ( incl. 6 caps).......$ 9.95
HC-16 Main..............$12.95
HC-16 Jib................$ 6.95
HC-18...................$14.95
For Foam Battens ( set of 10)
FB-10....................$14.95

Kick Back 442Rudder
Return Kits ( Pat. #4,218,986)

For H C-14 & 16
(each set equips 2 rudders)

Standard Kit(s)............$11.95

'Fast Cat' Window Decals
Decal(s).................95¢ea.

Available at most Hobie©
dealers or order direct

by writing:

@3edec Inc
P.O. BOX 1146

JENSEN BEACH, FL 33457
(305) 692-2329

Be sureto specifyyour boatand size and include
check. Florida residents add 5% sales tax. We pay
postage. MasterCard and Visa, include card num-
ber and expiration date.

4870
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0 Jul/Aug Ultimate Crew .
0 NoWDec Winterizing your Hobie

0
g 0 Jan/Feb Trailering
CD + 0- 0 Jul/Aug Tuning the 18 Part 11

0 Sep/Oct Aussie's Tune the 16 •
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= 80 0 Comfortable & stylish; wear them anywhere...on board or ashore · Hard-grabbing,
e Z 62 suction cup "Octopus Grip" soles · Adjustable velcro closures; no break-in0O. 0... 20 needed · White PVC, waterproof leather-look uppers · PVC suede trim with rugged

12
& • nylon double stitching  042Air vents keep feet comfortable; drain holes let water out

. ·C 0  042Quick-drying removable insoles with arch support  042Mens and Womens whole &

m % half sizes available  042Comfortable price, too: Only $29.95! Distributed by:

-6 le.0 0=3 5 6* • MURRAYS MARINE
: m I• » 48 0 0 V RO. Box 490 · Carpinteria, CA 93013
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LICENSE FRAME
-.1 $1.85 .

SUPER DECK/• 7\ NEOPRENE

JaHS.95 JACKET SKINS
$74.50$63.50

SET $150.00

.' i ..1
1

1

CAT HOUSE
KEY
$3.95

Call or send check, money order. Visa or Mastercard number (include expiration date). Add $2.50
for handling. California residents add 6% sales tax.
Send for our free 1986 catalog with parts, accessories and savings for you.

THE CAT HOUSE, RO. Box 171185, SAN DIEGO, CA 92117 (619) 276-3190
Dealer Inquiries Invited

D-E WATERSPORTS QUARTZ -
30 Meter AIarm Chrono

 042Watert ght to 30 meters
(thats 100 feet)

 04224 hour stopwatch w th
1/100 second resolut on

and lots more !
$10 95



LETTERS

Continued from pagell ucts. As time goes on, we think readers So go out and have a great time and
catamarans as far as I know I hope that will see the same sort of concrete, don't be a bully. Likethe saying goes,
you will publish this letter in the HOTLINE authoritative editorialaboutAlpha prod- "Have a Hoble Day"
. . . Give us back our magazine! ucts as they have seen in our catamaran Ron Fikes
GregoryW Enders features over the years. HOTLINEwill con- Palo Alto, California
Fleet 171 tinue to offer a lotofexcitementwhether
Ypsilanti, Michigan you're a Hobie sailor, an Alphasailoror

both Wanted: Hobie 17 infolEditor's Note: Sincewe began to include
Alphafeatures in the HOTLINE, we have I have recently purchased a Hobie 17
received avariety of responses. Some, like Limit Protests from Trail and Sail in Richmond, Virginia.
Mr. Enders have been critical, but most The owner, Tom Dew, answered all my
have praised the waywe have integrated "You're under protest, so do your questions until it came to"go fast" ques-
coverage ofsailboardswith Hobie Cats. 360s!" Does that sound familiar? At the tions and suggested 1 write to you.
We have printed both points ofview in past 1986 Berryessa Regatta, I served on a Since the Hobie 17 is new, there are no
"Letters"columns. ASwe stated in the first protest committee and I want to pass along performance manuals to buy I have many
issue that included Alpha coverage, we some strong feelings about protests. First, questions about how to get the most out of
are committed to this course for severa/ learn the rules. It is very important to know the boat and no answers available.
reasons. First, coverage of Alphawill not the rules, but sailors sometimes forget why Could you send any information you
reduce coverage of Hobie Cats. We have You learn the rules so you do not get have about mast rake, rotation, sail shape;
printed more pagesthisyear than ever caught in bad situations. When you see a how to sail to weather, reaching and off the
before. situation forming and apply what you wind?

Second, we felt a need to accommo- know, you stay out of the situation. You I have a pretty good understanding of
date the increasing number of Hobie don't find yourself in a protest position. how a Hobie 16 sails. I have raced one for
sailors who also enjoy sailboards. Third, Yes, I know what you are thinking; there the past four years. Any information you
we see the addition of Alpha coverage as are many times that you cant help getting can supply would be greatly appreciated
away for the magazine to grow and trapped. That's true, but in most instances and will help in eliminating trial and error.
improve. That improvement, seen as more you can avoid trouble. And the one thing to

Robert Kirkcolor pages, better photos, more compre- do if you get protested is to do your 360s
hensive articles and better design, is built and do them on the water right away! After Richmond, Virginia

upon income received from advertisers. all, Hobie racing is supposed to be fun, not Editor's Note: We forwarded Kirk's letter
Without advertisers, the magazine cannot a life or death battle over a possible trophy. to Hobie Cat productmanager Mel Wills
grow and improve and the addition of . The rest of the sailors want to have a whowas able to help. Everybodyelse
sailboards has meant more advertising. smooth-running regatta, one that isn't mar- should refer to "A Hobie17 Primer,"which
This, in turn, has allowedus to betterserve red with shouting and yelling attheend of appeared in the May/June 1986 issue.
both Hobie Catsailors and Alphasailors. each day's sailing. On Sunday; it's a real Lookfor more Hobie17 tips in"the next
As to Mr. Enders'criticisms ofour editorial, bummer to have to wait around for the HOTLINEwhenw 254llgleanwhat tuning
it is possible that we were overenthusiastic scores, waiting, that is, because of last and sailing information we can from the
in some ofourdescriptionsofAlpha prod- minute protest decisions. Hobie 17 National Championship.
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HOBIE BRIEFS

Sandy Banks Stricken By Stroke
Just before Alpha Speedweek got underway, Sandy Banks,

Executive Director of the World Hobie Class Association and
director of the Hobie Cat Regatta Department, suffered a stroke.
Fortunately for Banks and Hobie sailors everywhere, the stroke
was not of the catastrophic, paralyzing variety but it was serious
none4he-less.

Banks was able to see his hard work on Alpha Speedweek
come to fruition. His doctor agreed to allow Banks to come to the
event, but insisted that he take an indefinite medical leave
immediately afterwards.

Everyone who knows or works with Banks is hoping for a quick
and complete recovery but it appears that Banks will be away
from his duties for some time while he recovers. As impossible as
it may seem, Banks' shoes needed to be filled temporarily,
especially since this is the height of the regatta season.

With this in mind, Doug Campbell, president of Hobie Cat, has
announced a"perfect solution" to this need by placing Paula Alter
in charge of the Regatta Department during Banks' absence. For
those readers who are new to the HOTLINE, Alter, a two-time
national Hobie champion, was editor of this journal for five years.

"She is taking on big responsibilities in an important area of the
company," said Campbell. "1'm confident that, with the help and
cooperation of all of us, Paula will be a huge success in her new
job."

The staff of the HOTLINE, the people at Hobie Cat and
everyone in the sailing comrnunity join together to wish Banks a
complete and thorough recovery and wish Alter luck in pinch
hitting.

Become a Published
Photographer

Photography is a big part of the HOTLINE. Now, every Hobie
and Alpha sailor has the chance to see his photography pub-
lished and earn a little money too! All one has to do is follow a few
simple rules. From now until the end of summer, the HOTLINE will
be accepting photos from sailors which have been taken
between Memorial Day and Labor Day. The best photos received
will be printed in the January/February 1987 issue of HOTLINE for
a look at the perfect sailing summe[ The photos must be taken
between May 24 and September 1,1986 and postmarked no later
than September 10. All photos submitted must be taken on
Kodachrome or Fujichrome 35 mm slide film. Ektachrome and
print film is not acceptable. Names: addresses and phone
numbers must be printed or stamped on the slide holder of each
submission. Slides should be placed in protective slide sheets
and backed by cardboard for mailing. Those photographers who
want their slides returned must enclose a self addressed,
stamped envelope with the submission. Submissions without the
SASE will not be returned. Photographers will be paid $30.00 for
each photo used, so get out there and create. Remember, the
theme is The Perfect Sailing Summer

Alpha Super Series
Well, summer is here and summer means fun, great weather (if

you live in the northern hemisphere), friends, warm thermal
winds and sailing regattas. Your local Alpha dealer probably
already has some races and other fun activities on the calendar.
Start practicing on your favorite Alpha sailboard on an assort-
ment of different courses and get ready for the Alpha Super
Series in your area. Check with your Alpha dealer to find out
more.

Continued
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Ever drop your jib clew blocks
in the drink? Never again! The
SSI Fast Shackle is a halyard
shackle with a removable keeper
pin and an Avibank ball lock
pin permanently wired to the
shackle. Especially created for
the Hobie 16 and 18.

Sailing Systems, Inc
4815 Amy Drive
Crystal Lake. Il.
60014
(815) 455-4599

SSI
.t.
. 1.4

-

Fast
Shackle

.7. '. "=0• .,7. ."CL..*t
4 1,1 - ... • .·:,.:9'·' 04212081*--d=

---9'8- Leng x 21' Wide x 12" Deep
- All Fiberglass Construction  042Super Strong
 042Rust-Proof Marine Hardware  042Light Weight
 042Ample Storage Space  042Durable
- Mounting Blocks Included  042VVeather Proof
 042Security Latches  042Perfect Storage for sails,
 042Stripes Optional life jackets, rudders,
 042Smooth Exterior trampoline, coolers, etc.

Factory Direct Price $250
plus shipping

HOYS SAIL AWAY Phone 1-904-681-0197
608 Wildwood 904-222-9778
Greenville, MS 38701 601-332-0663
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The races will be hosted by Fleet 252, Trade- · Meeting assistance in Nadi for groups arriving and

winds Marine of Suva and the Fiiian government. departing.
[lualifying races will be held Sunday, August 3 · Lei greeting and fruit punch on arrival at Pacific
through Tuesday, August 5. The Championship series Harbour.
Will start on Wednesday, August 6 and the  042luggage tags and document holder.
announcement of the top teams held Friday evening, · Event t-shirt and "sulu."
August 8. The finals competition will be held on · 3 banquets Iwelcome, finalist, and awardsl.
Saturday, August 9 and Sunday, August 10. Package 1: The M/nt'Getaway-$895.00 per per-

Each country has been allocated prequalified and son double occupancy/5 nights
qualifying positions. Any skipper wishing to qualify Package 2: Oualifying Skippers Choice-$970.00
from the North American Region must submit a per person double occupancy/7 nights
sailing resume including the following: number of Package 3: The Vacation-$1050.00 per person
years sailing experience, number of years Hobie Cat double occupancy/9 nights
experience, your division and fleet number, size of Package 4: The Filian Ho//lay-$1085.00 per
boat you normally sail and any other special sailing
accomplishments. The resume should be sent to the 5 -' · ' '--"• • ' -' - -'' ·''-- ' -'-
Hobie Class Association, P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside, 1
CA 92054.

Resumes will be necessary if entries exceed 1 Ommnialp«• "%=!t•
allotmentand must be received prior to Mayl,1986.
All skippers eligible for the qualifying races will be i
notified by May 31. Date of receipt of your resume
will be taken into consideration if necessary. All AS IT APPEARS ON YOUR PASSPORT

i Nama

skippers other than North American should contact '
their respective associations or the World Hobie Atifirpw
Class Association regarding the allocated positions. STREET CITY

Additional race information will be printed in the i
May/June HOTLINE. i I

Whether you want to take your time and explore
Fiji and its surrounding islands or just go for the
event, we have the package for you. It's even
possible to make your own itinerary. Just let us
know what your needs are.

For example, you could leave from Los Angeles
several days early and spend three or four days on an
island resort far removed from the outer world. Then
you would be taken from the island and delivered to
the site of the Hobie 16 World Championship iust in
time for the races. There are many possibilities, plus
Air New Zealand will allow a free stop-over in Hawaii
either going to or coming from Fiji.

Add-on airfares from your hometown can be
arranged to assure a smooth and timely transfer in
Los Angeles to your Air New Zealand flight.

All packages include the following:
· Round trip airfare from Los Angeles to Nadi, Fiji
aboard Air New Zealand, the official carrier of the
Hobie 16 Worlds.
 042Hotel accommodations at Pacific Harbour Inights
depending on selected packagel.
 042Round trip transfers from Nadi to Pacific Harbour.

person double occupancy/10 nights
Package 5: The Fleet Retreat-For those of you
travelihg with family and friends. A limited amount
of villas 12 bedrooms, 2 bathl, Complete with kitchen
and living room are available on a first-come-first-
served basis. If you would like information, please
check the appropriate box on the reservation form.
Note: Space is limited at Pacific Harbour and each
country has been allocated rooms. Other accom-
modations are available close by. Rooms at Pacific
Harbour will be reserved on a first-come-first-served
basis on date of deposit. For information on other
destinations such as Australia, Tahiti or New Zea-
land, check the space on the registration form.
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Number in party

STATE/ZIP

Phone/Homp I Work I 1

I will be sharing a room with

, I will be sharing a villa w'th
i
• We would like package number

1 Please make my airline reservations from to L.A.

.. Enclosed is a $100.00 per person deposit to guarantee a room/villa.

I
*air nEw ZEaLano

Fiji New Zealand
• Il Three-day circle island bus tour 0 Auckland city stay
1 0 Fijian hideaway island resorts 0 Auckland Waitomo Caves and Rotorura
1 0 Suva Ithree-day tourl
f 0 Three-night Blue Lagoon Cruise 0 Motor home rental
. 0 Tavarua Island Ithe surfer's retreat, limited 0 Skiing on Mt. Hutt on the South Island
& spacel Tahiti1 0 Pacific Harbour Villas

0 Papeete
Australia 0 Moorea
0 Sydney city tour

Hawaii0 Great Barrier Reef
0 Oahu• 0 Motor home rental
El Maui& 0 Fly-drive-rental car and accommodations

0 Yes, I want this to be a dream vacation. I want a South Pacific expert to call and discuss all the
w things to see and do in the South Pacific.

• Mail Reservation form and deposit to: Innovations in Travel Attn: Hobie Worlds, 1233 Hermosa Ave.,
s Hermosa Beach, CA 90254. Or call 213-379-2483 Iwithin Californial orl-800-832-8357.
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HOBIE BRIEFS

Alpha Team Rider Program
Hobie Cat is pleased to announce the"Alpha Team Rider"

· program. Each Alpha dealer can choose up to three hot local or
regional sailboard riders who are, or could be, leaders on the
local sailboard scene. The Team Riders will receive Alpha boards
at a special price and an exclusive Alpha Team Rider accessories
package having a combined value of over $200, all free for being
picked to represent the team. All Team Riders will be pre-qualified
to all North American Alpha events where qualifying rounds are
part of the event and will be recognized in the HOTLINE. There
are more exciting things to come, so if you think you might qualify
as an Alpha Team Rider in your area, contact your local Alpha
dealer for all the details. Good Luck!

Lake Enterprises and Hoble Meet
the BBC

4 British Broadcasting Corporation director Dan Purvis and actor
Howard Stableford came to the Land of Enchantment in New
Mexico to produce a segment of the BBC series "Tomorrow's
World." The documentary was aimed at showing American "low
technology" inventions to the European audience.

The University of New Mexico's Technology Innovation Pro-
gram referred Purvis to long-time HOTLINE advertiser John Lake
of Albuquerque. Lake is the inventor of Cat Righter boat righting
systems. Lake's invention of the righting system was spurred by
hours of sailing his Hobie Cat and a wish to right the boat safely
and quickly when sailing alone or with a lightweight crew.

The filmakers and Lake travelled to Cochiti Lake about 40 miles
north of Albuquerque. Buddy McDowell, owner of the Sailing
Center in Albuquerque aided the crew in setting up camera and
sound equipment on a 28-foot yacht so the team could capture
Stableford during his first-ever Hobie sailing excursion aboard a
Hobie 18. Stableford capsized then demonstrated Lake's system.
In a short time, he had recovered and was sailing again.

"Tomorrow's World" was seen January 30,1986 in Britain.

1986 Alpha World Championship
For all of you that participated in last year's Alpha Worlds you

know how much fun it was. Well, it's going to happen again, even
bigger and better. This year, the Alpha World Championship will
be held in Key Biscayne, Florida, very near Miami, on November
24-30,1986. The events will be funboard course racing, slalom
racing and long distance racing, within four classes: Men (light-
weight and heavyweight), Women and Masters (men over 35
years of age). More details will be available in the next Hobie
HOTLINE. If you can't wait to get on the list, send your name and
address to Hobie Cat,'86 Alpha Worlds RO. Box 1008, Ocean-
side, CA 92054, Attention: Regatta Department.

Wanted: HOTLINE Reporters
If you are a Hobie sailor who has a good grasp of what's

happening in your region of the world, the HOTLINE would like to
hear from you about reporting on some of the events, person-
alities and developmehts taking place in your sailing community
In an effort to stay in closer touch with sailing life on a regional
level, HOTLINE will begin publishing reports from various sec-
tions of the United States, Canada, Europe and the Pacific Basin.
Those selected will receive a HOTLINE reporter's packet includ-
ing -Fshirt, accredidation for events and cooler cup. If you are
interested in becoming one of our "Corresponding Editors,"
please write HOTLINE, RO. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92054 or
call 619-758-9100.

Continued on page 78
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-THE ORIGINAL NOWl -INTRODUCING

<«©Le=Fr Tr[RAX<33< 111- li'DGER TRAX ill
WITH ROLLER BEARINGS  036•. --1- -The New High Performance-4-
- The Most Popular Beach • - - Dolly With Roller Bearings.

Dolly on the Market V ..*.
• .UN#. 4 ONLY $249.00 + FRT.

Since 1977 'i *f1
1

JUST $359.00 + FRT. 1 fic• 4 r ''1 - i -Tough polyethylene wheels
-Bright regatta blue or orange

. 6 g -"%. 444 -No air pressure required
7,#9- 9/7.Lt- -" Mlis,£85,+ 1. .

----P k
I Roller Bearings '\., • ' \

Soft rubber ATV tires /* 4.- -56* 1 Make The Differencel \

will flex over rocks t
and coral - spread )

-Your wheels will turn , .-tr
'freely under heavy j IF

loads, even after i .-&
the weight evenly in \ r-' , r·.5 IL .3 • ' many years of 4
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$

faithful service. f

stand up to years • Vi.....,7 .t ,- -
'r

.<"i ..*,let--of rough use. L /'• , --/-
/ Both models have large padded end caps • '

C- '. to center the boat and protect the hulls. )

NOW FLORIDA SAILCRAFT
OFFERS TWO ROLLER BEARING

Wide-track TIGER TRAX wheels

DOLLIES:
ride easily on top of soft sand.

-TIGER TRAX for sandy, grassy or
paved launch areas.
-CATTRAX forroughterrain and
deep powder sand.

SEE BOTH AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER Acetal Plastic roller bearings are '• i 6 i S ; , ' 1 ·
-OR CALL US TOLL FREE-

self lubricating, and they will last
SEE OUR 800 NUMBER BELOW ..rte :

almost forever.
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*- TRAX HANDLE - $98.00
1 -Roller bearing handle lets axle

i.-] spin under hulls for easy loading.

- • t'*• , 036,Aa• 15-Now you can launch a catamaran
· i .fRECE+:1-1, ·- · and return it to the trailer single-

handed.-7 pAY KING • ·
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Raise Your Sail Without A Snag!

gA= fla

".t......,1 2,1 r#*re' :
You don't have to hand-feedyour sail anymore!
Sail Trax is the answer for sails that jam in the track. just start the
head of your sail through a Sail Trax - stand back - and pull the
sail up, all the way to the top of the mast! Sail Trax is a pair of
stainlesssteel guideswith sphericaltipsthat lead yoursail smoothly
into the track. They are easily installed in a few minutes. Full
instructions included.

Save yourtime andtemper - getSail Trax...$14.95
Order by mail from: Florida Sailcraft

1601 N.E. 18th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305

AXLE EXTENDER SLEEVE
$35.00

-Increases axle length 6 Inches
and returns to normal length by
changing clevis pin

r  036.1i- *fira#A CAT CRADLES - $139.00/PAIR9-2• 1.• 2 -Recommended for round bottom
hulls to distribute weight, Made of

r. ,.2 * r. form fitting fiberglass, padded to
.. '\./ protect hulls.

YES, you can see these products at your local catamaran Please send me Sail Trax @ $14.95 ea.
dealer's store - or contact us: plus $1.00 postage and handling

FLORIDA SAILCRAFT, INC. (305) 561-9777 Fla. residents add 5% sales tax

1601 N.E. 18th AVENUE, FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33305 Total amount enclosed
To Order With MasterCard/Visa Call Toll Free: Name

1-800-332-2049 Ext. 3003 In Fla. 1-800-525-0129 Ext. 3003 Address
Please Add 6% Shipping Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax Gry State Zip



THE RIGHTING SYSTEM
THAT REALLY WORKS!

CAT RIGHTER'"

. -_, : i.--5--
. 254S:• ..

CAT RIGHTER 442comes fullv assembled with
everycning you neea ana a one year

satisfaction guarantee!
Now there is a righting system designed for use on any make of
catamaran up to ZO feet that allows every person weighing as little
as 100 pounds to Safely Go It Atonel
The features that CAT RIGHTER• M offers you are: ( Patent Pending)

 042No capsize paranola when sailing solo
* No boat modifications required (Protects Warranty)
* Rightscatamaran quickly from• knockeddown or turtled positions
* Works even without wind
* Lightweight. no irritating rope burns. easy to install and stow
* No additional righting systems required. color coordinated to

match your boat
Name
Adrirpcs
city 4/7

St//P 7ip
Telephone C )
COLORS: 0 Red 0 Yellow 0 Blue r \\

14' 0 $105QQ 16' 0 $115QQ 17'.18' 0 $125QQ CATIft'GHT•
(Postage C.O.D. within continental U.S A. - otherwise F.O.B. delivered)
Please make check or money order payable to.
Lake Ente,prises inc., 76 Mnon Helshts Road (505) 28 I -947813>- C•
Sandia Pazic, New Mexico 87047 SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE! • P- ..

The First Outboard
Motor Bracket
for Hobie, 14,16, and 18"
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The portable li ® "AST-CAODIE'

-9: Hon.E

- TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT
OF TRANSPORTING YOUR

» s MAST --i
is the Ideal way to

transport yourmast and boom Sternand/or bowinterlock-
ing carriers clamp on securely and remove easily. Fits all

) Hobles. Made of polypra brass or stainless Safety tie not
included bllt recommended I

SI

- MFF 4

1
• - - 79• , 5=: 2

./168
• -iL - i

The AQUA·CADDIE holds coolers up to 101/x143A and also is great for weather
gear, etc. Crossbeam mounting helps keep basket out of water and eliminates deforming dolphin
striker as when wave hits striker mounted product. Cooler not included. Model for Hobie 18 (mast
mounted), all other cats, Holder12. etc...»:A...-/ SA,9'M]kin" MURRAYS MARINE DIST

P.O. BOX 490• • CARPINTERIA, CA 93013
8930 DEXTER-PINCKNEY (805) 684-5446PINCKNEY. M148169

(313) 426-4155 (California residents add 696 sales tax)
""' "--"""" One Year Warranty ..................

O caD.(US. only) XEE YOUI LOCALIEAlER u odu dirxt0 Check Enclosed SHIPPED IN USA VIA UPS (no P.O. Box #'s please)0 Master Charge
OVisa (BankAmericard) Name

AQUA-CADDIE Address0 Hobie 18 $49.95
0 Other models $39.95 City

MAST-CADDIE State Zip
0 Stern Only $44.95 Account0 Bow Only $44.95 number
Indicate Model of Boat: Expiration Date

0 Please send more
information U.t Nest hd#V* U.t ht M

L

Hoble Sailors have more Fun
Trailex Anodized Aluminum
Trailers for Hobies assure

that Fun

 042LIGHTWEIGHT- for Beach Launch
- Compact Towing

 042NO RUST - Maintenance Free
 042STRONG - Heat treated Special

Extrusions
3 YEAR GUARANTEE

ON ALL ALUMINUM PARTS.
Various optional tire sizes available.

./ ,<.99'.4

,

,.
TRAILEX aluminum
trailers are also available for EXPORT. Our 22nd Anniversary Year

The Original Aluminum Trailer
TRAILEX manufactures aluminum trailers for all Hobie

models including the new 17.
TRAILEXalso manufacturesa lightweight aluminum

trailer for transporting sailboards.
Askyour dealer aboutobtaining one of

our aluminum trailers for your Hobie Cat.
Or contact TRAILEX for further information.

TRAILEX, INC.
Box H, 60 Industrial Park Dr., Canfield, Ohio 44406

Phone (216) 533-6814
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HOBIE HOT TIPS

Making the Bdat Look Like New
We'd like to plug the hand spray container of a product called

Tilex®.
After scrubbing with cleanser, ammonia, bleach and detergent

in an effort to remove the discoloration on the tops of the hulls
and the tramp of oOr Hobie 18, we tried Tilex. We sprayed it on,
with care to avoid application to aluminum or painted surfaces, let
it sit for 30 minutes and just hosed it off!

The result was excellent With one simple application, we
turned our 1982 Hobie 18 into an '86! Now, does anyone know
howto getlOW 30 motor oil out of a sail? Sigh...

Bill, Bump and Margaret Ross.
Camden, South Carolina ,

Editor's Note: Tilex,-a pioductof the Clorox Company, is a
powerful chemical liquid designed to remove mildew stains and
soap scum from tile and bathroomfixtures. As the Ross family
discovered it hasavariety ofother uses, but be sure to read the
instructions on the backof thespray bottle carefully toavoid
damaging parts ofyour boat.

John Lowe's Maintenance Check
Editor's Note: John'Lowe, commodoreofan Arizonafleet,

passed these tips for sailing season preparations along to his
members in the fleet newsletter.

Well, get ready Hobie sailors, the sailing season is in full swing.
Maintenance of your Hobie is one of the most basic elements of
sailing. Preventative maintenance will save you time and money
in the long run, help you become more familiar with your boat
and last, but not least, it will keep the boat in the water and not on
the beach during that weekend you've long waited for.

Let's start at the bottom with the trailer. We rely heavily on our
trailers to carry our boats between 150 to 400 miles over
everything but good roads. It's not asking too much to clean and
re-grease the wheelbearings. You may even want to carry a
spare (nobody wants to be stuck in Why, Arizona with a Med
wheelbearing). Check the air pressure in your tires and spare(s).
Make sure the lights are in good working order Check all bolts,
welds, nuts and the rollers.

Next are the hulls. If your hulls leaked water last year they're
going to again thih year. Pressure check them to find where they
are leaking. Orie commonway to do this is to get a vacuum with
an exhaust function,"(so it blows air). Have a friend (crew) hold the
vacuum hose over the drain opening to pressurize the hull. At the
same time, you can go arot.Ind.'and apply soapy water (spray
bottle orsponge works good) to areas where you suspect a leak.
Most leaks usually occur Where the pylon post and hulls come
together, under the deck lip at rudder mounts and drain openings
and at daggerboard wells. When you find a leak, seal it with
some clear silicone sealant and presto, no more leaks!

Next, check to see how much of your hulls you have left on the
beach by using a templatd. The bottom of the hulls are built up
extra thick so don't panic if they are worn a little. While you're at
the hulls, fill in any scratches with a polyester resin and powdered
fiberglass, then entirely sand the hulls with that black, wet
sandpaper. Finish them off with 600-grit. This not only is the most
efficient way to clean them,· but it also removes the oxidation.

N6w you need to makecertain the boat is stiff. Having a loose
boat hurts your pointing ability decreases your acceleration in a
puff and causes you to bury that leeward bow easier. Start by
checking your corner castings for excess wear, loose rivets and
cracks. If you have loose rivets drill them out and replace them
with new ones. If the corner castings have worn badly you should
shim them or glue them to the pylon post with resin or epoxy

Continued on page 78
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KOOL·RAK designed to hold the popular'PLAYMATE and LITTLE PLAYMATE
beverage coolers by IGLOO. 042Fits Hobie 16 &18  042Allstainless steel
 042Mountslowoncenterline mountinghardware
 042Easy to use push button  042Rubber insulators, no

lockwithswingdowntop metal to metal contact 042Black vinyl coated for corrosion protection  042Easyon andoffF---7-T-wea
....i 0. t. Your IGLOO cooler is rugged high

Ir L Iimpact plastic. A tough hide that
8 ilwon't chi rust or corrode.

IL.. ; lif'.3yearguarantee
./b,Ji,1.3-

-...................................KOOL-RAK complete with (circle one) id blue yellow
PLAYMATEcooler(h6lds 18 cans} ...................,.,......

KOOL·AAK only
LITTLE KOOL-RAK complete with (circle one) red blue yellow

LITTLE PLAYMATE cooler(holds 9 cans} ......................LITTLEKOOL-RAKonly .........

0 $50.95
0 $31.95
0 $41.95
0 $29.95

Add $1.50 postage (outside Mainland USA add $3.00). California residents add 6• 96 sales
tax. We accept check or money orders. MasterCard and VISA.

Card.No.......................................... Expire...........
Name
Address
City........... ................... State............ Zip........

CAT-RAK DESIGNS
19632 Sequoia St., Cerritos, CA 90701 (213)865-6871
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ASK THE EXPERT
By John Hackney

Editor's Note: John Hackney, the water does not lay in the sail hindering Tacking a righted boat to reattach the
HOTLINE's resident expert, answers ques- your righting attempt. Also, uncleated sails shroud can be a problem in heavy air. Still,
tions about how to best enjoy your Hobie will not cause your boat to sail away as shroud lengthening seems to be the most
Cat. Address questions to "Expert." Hobie quickly when righted. Some people like to accepted method for lightweights, unless
HOTLINE magazine, RO. Box 1008, furl the jib on the Hobie 18 and Turbo 14, of course you sail with a friend.
Oceanside, CA 92054 so try this also. Grab the dolphin striker as In summary, you must first obtain a good

the boat comes up or you could find your righting line. The water bag righting
boat trying to impresb you by flipping in the system works well for the athletic type and
opposite direction. the shroud lengthening system is a time-
Many different companies produce proven way to success. So go out on a

righting line systems and most are warm day and experiment with a water
adequate. The line itself should be large so bag. If that does not work, install a shroud
it is easy to hold and long enough to wrap lengthening system.
around a harness hook allowing you to get
low to the water. The simplest righting KEEP IT STIFF

RIGHTING YOUR HOBIE system is a line tied to the front pylons but I have a 1983 Hobie 16 that has a hull
I have a 14 Turbo, which I love, but my one end must be untied to use, which is rigidity problem. You can lift a hull

problem is trying to right the boat. I am 5 time consuming. A self-retracting system is (especially the starboard one) from the
feet 3 inches tall and weigh 150 pounds. 1 easier to put into use and may also double bow about four feet off the ground without
have all the weight I need but not the as a chicken line. The retractable lines may lifting the other hull. Last summer I riveted
height. So, which righting system on the use shock cord inside the line or use a the corner (with the correct rivets) and also
market do you recommend, the Cat pulley system attached to shock cord tried those copper spacers sold by Hobie
Righter, Easy Righting system or some which retracts the line after use. Personal on the pylon-corner casting joint. The play
other righting system? preference should dictate which you use. was never alleviated and the rivets

Cesar Q Parra Once you have the type of righting line loosened up again. The pylon bolts are

San Antonio, Texas you like the next problem is how to get snug. The corner castings simply pivot
your lightweight or short body to right the when you lift a hull, especially the rear
boat. Two ways that require no extra starboard.

Righting a Hobie when you are too light equipment involve using waves or using I've read about pylon gluing for rigidity
or short does present a problem. Solutions the wind under the sail to start the righting but I am scared stiff (unlike my boat)
include growing, gaining weight or process. Practice, wind and waves are because of the comments like"Let the lord
adopting a large child, preferably one who required to master either of these help you if you ever have to replace a hull"
likes to sail. Other methods for lightweight techniques. Increasing the weight on the or"Do it right or you'll windup with a boat
self-righting include; sailing with a friend, righting line with a device to hold water like permanently out of whack.
shroud lengthening device, water bag, or a collapsible bucket or plastic bag, will help What would be reasonable solution for
using the wind or waves to right the boat. to right the boat. Additional arm strength is my problem? Please Help.
In an emergency dropping the mainsail required to lift your own weight and the
helps to right the boat in calm, flat water. water bag as the boat starts to right itself

Jeff Rose
Parma, Italy

Flagging down a power boat and having There is a system advertised in the
him pick up the mast will also work. HOTLINE which appears to have a pulley
Proper righting technique has you system to help pull the water bag out of the Owning a Hobie 16 with a loose corner

standing on the center of the hull, holding water. This system might also be casting can be annoying and cause a loss
the righting line, placing your bodyweight something to check out. Make sure you try of boat speed, but fortunately is repairable.
as far out off the boat as possible with your these methods in shallow water or where When I first started racing, I thought tactics
back parallel to and just above the water It assistance is available. were for wimps and boat speed was
does not matter whether the righting line is A system to lengthen the shroud everything. Since a rigid boat was said to
over or under the hull as far as leverage is commonly called an "Easy Righter" is an be a fast boat my first few Hobies were
concerned, although less physical strength excellent alternative for lightweights epoxied together right out of the box. 1 :
is required of you if the line is over the hull. (pardon the term). A problem with this stopped doing so many years ago when 1 2
Try hooking the righting line to your system is that the mast may come out of realized it was not that important and 2
trapeze hook to eliminate fatigue, since the mast step. Everything must be installed epoxy would not dry between races at the 1
you must keep your butt out of the water as and maintained properly to prevent this nationals. Epoxy does work well to make 8
the boat starts to right itself. Remember to from occurring. There is another draw that loose boat rigid but if you ever want to •
uncleat the main and jib sheets so the back to the shroud lengthening system. disassemble the boat later it may be a 2
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problem. Heating the casting usually
softens the epoxy allowing thd parts to be
separated after epoxying. Notice I said
usual/y: Onealsomust m'ake surethe boat
is level and square asthe'6p6xy is drying
or your boat will forever be'out of
alignment · .

The next best way to tighten up your
boat, and the one which is'most
recohimended, is usibg ships.'Shims may
be inserted at many»c• tionsdepending
on how loose your boat has become.
Places to shim include: frohtbeam to
corner casting, rea'r. b#arh tb corner
casting, side bar td corner ca-sting, and
corner castings to pylons.·The'shims will
varyin thickness from 126er cans (yes there
is a use for all those old beer cans) to
sixteenth-inch (maybe eighth-inch)
alumihum sheet.'Makeiure'the shims are
long enough to hook BVer the end of the
aluminum extrusiori and'6)(tend to the
edge of the casting.; Not to disagree with
the fActory's accessory,shinis,'but I do not
like to use brass shims as-elettrolysis may
take place between thdhhim and
aluminum parts. Onte th6 shimsare
installedi, replace all lobse Rop rivets with
stotkthfee-sixteenth-inch ri9ets. Should
the pop rivet holes 6e worn. it may be
necessary to install oversize-quarter-Inch
rivets. Additional rivets may· be used to
connect the corner casting to the pylon.
This is not done at the factory hnd once
installed these rivets must bo drilled out in
order to disassembletho bobt. Keep in
mind this operation must be'done
approximatelypvery other year, maybe
more, if you sail choppy conditions or all
year round. Do not be affaidlo use lots of
shims, WD-40 and a fubber-malletto put
the parts together Restrai• t must be
displayed when pounding the casting onto
the pylon as you could loosen the pylon in
the hull.

For you one liners but there, shims and
new rivets are the first line-6f defense for a
loose boat, followed b-y Oversize rivets, with
epoxy as a last stand, and keep that tramp
tight!

DAVITS FOR YOUR HOBIE
16wn a Hobie 16 and need a light lift.

Lake Michigan's water level is getting

Placing shims as illustrated can help keepyour boatstiff.

higher every year and the adjoining lakes
have no beach. The weight is the problem.

John Heskett
Danville, Illinois

Does you Hobie need a lift? If so read
on. Launching or storing your Hobie at the
water's edge is done ideally from a nice,
white, sandy beach, preferably a beach in
Hawaii. In some cases it may be
necessary to permanently store and
launch a Hobie without the sandy bea6h.
Undesirable solutions to this problem
include selling your Hobie (dread the
thought) or moving. Luckily there are other
solutions. Ruling out dredging, other
possibilities include dapits, hoist, PVC pipe
platform, floating dry dock, and a carpet
covered ramp as common solutions. My
personal favorite is the ramp covered with
carpet. This system allows you to rig and
derig the boat while standing on solid
ground. Sailing right up onto the ramp can
be exciting in the truest Hobie tradition.

Davits or hoists present problems in that

it is hard to rig a boat that's already floating.
Rigging the boat before launching and
trying to launch with the sail up can be a
hazard or lots of fun depending on your
perspective. Unfortunately I do not have
nor could find anybody who has access to
a lot of information on davits commercially
available. So if you want more information
on davits go to a boat show to locate davit
manufacturers. Your local Hobie dealer
may also have more information. In my
travels I have seen Hobies on davit
arrangements, so it can be done. Again,
local information from manufacturers is
quite valuable in solving davit problems.

PVC pipe could be used to build a
platform above the water's surface on
which the boat may be stored. Also, a
floating dock with a roller system similar to
a Hobie trailer can be used by pulling the
Hobie out of the water up onto the dock.
This floating dock section may then be tied
in a conventional dock or moored. Dock-
ing or mooring the Hobie and painting the
bottom is also possible but I do not recom-
mend it. Good luck! XL
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SURVIVING
A SUMMER STORM

Editor's Note: It happened very quickly. A
gathering of sportfishermen and a group of
racing sailors were enjoying a May day on a
lake near Houston. Texas. As can often
happen in the midsection of America, a
sudden and violent storm came up. For-
tunately, most people were rescued. Some
lost boats. Some lost lives. Being prepared
for storm conditions is especially important
during the spring and summer months.
John Schuch explains what to look for and
how to survive a squall.

t's another perfect
early summer da* 74 degrees at 8:00 a.m.
and the sun has burned off all but a trace
of last night's dew The weekend isjust
getting under way and you hear the
weather report over a last cup of coffee
before jumping into the already-packed
Volkswagen van for a great day of sailing.

'Warm and sunnyallweekend, high of
82 degrees, slightly cooler at the beaches.
Wind will be south/southwestat 12to 14
knots with only aslight chance of thunder
showers developing late in the afternoon.
This is KCATweather reporting on the
hour. Have a nice weekend."

It's down to the launch site, rigging up
the 16 and with lunch and libations securely
aboard, you are off with two other boats for
a five-mile sail to the island and a great day
with no phones and all the cares of the
office left at home.

How many times this scenario unfolds
each year from Big Bear to Falmouth must
be uncountable. Each of us has played out
this role over the years more times than we
could count and doubtless more of these
perfect sailing days are yet to come for us
and for sailors yet unborn over the North
American continent as the quintessential
day of summer fun on a catamaran unfolds
again and again. This day; however, is
going to be different and not without inci-

By John Schuch

dent. This will be the day that fireside
stories are made of. They'll be told on cold
December and January nights because
this is the day you were out sailing and it
really blew hard!

At 3:30 things begin to change in our so-
far perfect sailing day. The wind moves
slowly around to the southeast and drops
down to about 10 knots. What was a slight
haze becomes a genuine overcast and
now, suddenly remembering the last few
words of the weather broadcast on KCAI
you become aware that a slight chance of
thunder showers is now probably cause
for concern. It is a five-mile beat back now
and you make a hasty retreat to the boat
and head for home. About half way back it
becomes pretty obvious that you are
going to get a weather change of major
proportions-a squall line forms in the west
and begins moving rapidly across the
open water directly at you. The wind has
more east initthan before, and past
experience tells you that you are going to
get hit with a squall in a very few minutes,
but you are ready for it and you begin to
anticipate the strong westerly shift that is
moments away

Later that evening, over a hot buttered
rum you and your friends will relive those
last two and one half miles of sailing in
conditions not fit for man nor beast. On the
8:00 p.m. news broadcast you learn that
the wind and the squall you sailed through
hit 42 knots or an honest 50 miles per hour.
Granted, the big blow only lasted a short
time but all of you can feel happy; smug
and a little bit lucky that your boats, your
experience and your ability allowed you to
come through unscratched and without
any damage. All because you knew what
to do when it blows too hard.

By keeping aware of a few basic rules
most sailors with at least some heavy air •
experience can get through a high wind Cn
situation without problems. Rule number •
one is to avoid squalls like the one h
described above if at all possible This .8
suggestion may sound a bit trite but it is a 3
fact that the majority of these situations can 2
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be avoided. Our weather forecasts in the
US. and southern Canada will ordinarily
give us enough warning to avoid squalls if
only we listen to them.

Rule number two is to always be pre-
pared for high wind sailing whenever you
expose yourself to the chance for it. Sailing
off shore to an island for a picnic on a
summer day when possible thunder
storms are forecast means you are expos-
ing yourself. Being prepared is to be
satisfied that the boat is checked out and
in good condition to withstand the loads of
heavy weather and it means that you and
your crew are checked out and in good
condition to withstand it also. It means
having the appropriate clothing and at
least a crew in a trapeze harness. Even the
smallest hint of impending high wind con-
ditions means that life jackets and extra
clothing are put on. You may not have a
chance to get ready if you wait.

A few things to remember about heavy
weather sailing are that the wind up to 35
knots will always feel and seem like it is
blowing harder than it is. After about 40
knots, the wind will not seem or feel like it is
blowing as hard as it is. It all feels about the
same. The effect of high wind on you will
not be linear. The difference in the way a
Hobie 16 reacts to a velocity of 20 knots of
wind and 30 knots of wind is substantial.
The difference in the way the boat reacts in
winds of 40 knots and in gusts of 50 knots,
however is negligible. This difference in
sailing characteristics is easy to explain.

When you are sailing in 20 knots of wind,
an experienced skipper and crew can
push their boat and do just about anything
they want with it. At 30 knots even the most
experienced sailors are making substantial
adjustments to maintain control. These
adjustments include travelling out on both
main and jib and weight balance to keep
the boat as flat as possible in the water.
After 30 knots of wind, everyone begins to
fall into line for"survival sailing." By "survival
sailing" we mean sailing to keep the boat
upright instead of sailing to a specific place
directly and efficiently. Even the most expe-

rienced Hobie racing crews get into the
survival sailing mode well before the wind
velocity hits 40 knots, and on a cat you can
no longer sail efficiently upwind or down-
wind at this point. The rule now becomes
'Teathering"-travelling out and waiting for
the breeze to subside while making pro-
gress as close as possible to your intended
course while keeping the boat under con-
trol.

Feathering a cat is pretty simple to do
with a little practice. Feathering puts your
point of sail at about 45 degrees off the
wind. You will want your crew in a trapeze
seat because a 16, for example, will try to
go over while feathering (even if the sails
are substantially luffing in over 35 knots of
wind) unless the crew is in the trapeze.

Although most of the onus of doing a
good job of feathering is on the skipper,
crew coordination is very important. When
you feather a boat, the skipper and crew
both have their hands on the sheets at all
times. The mainsheet is never cleated and
the jibsheet is normally not cleated but may
be better off in a cleat if the crew cannot
hold the sheet clearly and control it at all
times. Trimming is done only enough to
use the last 10 to 30 percent of the jib and
a very little bit of the main at the leach and
near the bottom of the sail. The jib and
main have enough twist off so that the
upper portions of the sails are not being
used to overpower the boat. The skipper
must concentrate on keeping the boat at
about 45 degrees off the wind and keep-
ing just enough tension on the mainsheet
to control forward momentum while the
crew makes absolutely sure the leach of
the jib is pulling slightly while balancing the
boat. Balancing is critical because it is very
easy for a cat to get blown over backward
if the tramp traps enough wind under it to
lift the hulls.

If you must tack, weight goes well for-
ward with both skipper and crew moving
ahead while the jib pushes the boat
around and the main luffs until you are
about 40 degrees off the wind on the new
tack. You will not be able to tack without

going into irons and it is extremely easy to
capsize in 6 high wind tack unless skipper
and crew Work closely together You
should practice this with your crew in more
moderate conditions if at all possible. Even
if you do capsize, do not worry. One of the
safest, easiest places to ride out a squall is
on the hull 8f a capsized cat. If you go over
in a high-vAnd situation, keep your cool
and wait it but. Trying to right a catamaran
during higl) wind gusts just invites multiple
capsizes. The heavy gusts that are com-
mon in a summer squall are not going to
last very long and there is no point in trying
to right your boat in the middle of a squall
that will be • ver in five toten minutes. The
capsized boat will drift very quickly during
astorm, so• stay with the boat and ride it
out. Do not swim away from the boat or
you may firjdit drifting at a rate consider-
ably faster than you can swim. Always
keep in mit• d that these storms are very
short in duration and the waning side of a
squall will 4ave much much less wind in it
than the leading edge of it.

Sailing iIi high winds is never going to
be comfortable or, in extreme conditions, a
lot of fun, bbt you can minimize any dam-
age or pro61ems by remaining calm and
learning hdw to feather through the gusts.
If you are iA a storm with lightning, do
everything • possible to get off the water
before the htorm approaches. Above all,
don't be intimidated in high winds. A Hobie
can and wi• l sail through the extremes quite
well if properly handled and you can
always count on a squall to subside just as
quickly as it came up. If you capsize,
remain witti the boat and don't try to right it
in the high Winds of a storm unless it is
absolutely necessary. The wind will only
last a short time and you will conserve
your energy and take fewer chances of
getting bumped or bruised by just waiting
out the puffs. You can't always avoid
squalls and storms but paying attention to
weather forecasts will eliminate most
exposure to them. For long days on the
water be piepared Mother Nature doesn't
always telegraph her punches. XI-
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BACKSTAGE WITH
HOBIE CAT MANAGER
MEL WILLS

Hobie Cat
Product Manager
Mel Wills

Editor's Note: As Hobie Cat's product
manager in charge of Hobie catamarans,
Mel Wills makes many decisions which
directly affect Hobie sailors. HOTLINE
wanted to know more about him, his job,
and his views on a variety of items of
interest to Hobie owners.

The recently married Wills has been an
inveteiate sailor since the age of 10. He is
now 29 years old,

HL: How long have you been sailing?
MW: I started sailing when I was ten. We

had a small power boat and a dinghy The
dinghy was my boat, so I learned how to
sail that.

HL: So you were self-taught?
MW: Well, yes, but soon after that I got

involved in a junior sailing program at
Coronado Yacht Club and I immediately
signed up for the racing class. When they
asked if everybody knew how to start,
nobody raised their hand to say no, so
neither did I.

HL: What was your first racing
experience?

MW: Sabots. I raced those for almost
eight years and in between I raced Lazers
and Snipes and I raced with Robbie
Haines [The 1984 Olympic Soling Gold
medal winner] on a Soling for two or three
years with Eddie Trevellyn [Haines' crew
with Rod Davis in the 1984 Olympics]. In
the meantime. my dad got involved in
sailing and we went through about seven.
or eight sailboats, the last one being an

Ericson 46 which we campaigned quite a
bit.

HL: What kind of racing did you do?
MW: We did a lot of buoy racing, a lot of

small boat racing and a lot of big boat
long-distance racing.

HL: What did you do before you started
working for Hobie Cat?

MW: When I was 15 I started teaching
sailing lessons at Glorietta Bay Marina
across from the Coronado Yacht Club.
Then I worked for a boat dealer in San
Diego, Jack Dorsee Yachts, teaching
lessons there. Then I ran a sailing school in
Lake Tahoe for awhile. All this in between
surfing, working construction, working in
restaurants, skiing.

HL: How did you end up at Hobie Cat?
MW: I came with Robbie Haines. When

the Hobie 33 project started, Robbie
needed an assistant and we hab been
sailing together for years, so he dalled me
and I came on a part-time basis. That
lasted two days and it has been full time
ever since. They needed help in shipping
the boats, making sure all of the parts were
there, keeping an eye on just about every-
thing related to the 33. I basically worked
as Robbie's eye.

HL: Then you ended up in the warranty
department.

MW: Yes. I started in the warranty
department and handled some of the
monohull stuff, teaching the other guys in
the department about the 33. Then I took
over all the monohull warranty. After that 1
was moved up to product manager of the
monohulls for about a year Now the per-
sonnel have been shifted within the
company and I'rn doing the catamarans. a.

HL: How do you feel being called over to j·
the catamarans after working with mono- h
hulls for so long?

MW: There's a few new things, but it's
basically the same. a

E
HL: So you don't have to have had a lot E
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of cat sailing experience? 1 ..1/3#1·
MW: Well I do have a lot of hours sailing

Hobies. I had a friend in San Diego named • " .• • .. . 1 · . . . .
Steve Undsey who had one of the first ....' • ...2,:.'·': .''' ' IN
Hobie 14s in San Diego. He was really , li
involved in the whole Hobie thing and I '' -1,il_.1 i BBE/ -· ' · .. · .., ' • 0»3: r ....i ..·
had free use of his boat when I was a kid. · .·.,3481
So, I've sailed 14s and 16sforfun as a kid, ..i:'. -_.*. -• I--4.-.-Ir--L.. 2.:.. .7 - ., ...1-«.. ... i . 8, ....4.-i.-2.
but it was always for the high speed fun.
My racing was always in the monohulls. '3--i-:, AjZTT: .7.• . ' .- • t. " . -STE)*Pall<• R

'.-'.-.• -/3.... ........:.- ....:.:.:.':Still, I grew up around Hobie Cats. ...... j...»,L• L&68.-...• ....1• : . .... .. 1-.1 . ..).I,e.1..&..1*:• • '• 5·
HL: What exactly are your respon- ...... ':

• Al: 036........ - ':.i..'.2..E ..,
">..i..'-15'-,-77-Zj:-=,.·':-'=i/:7'-I"'5..iR• '..- 036...'.. . '..1 ...  036' a. ... .. ...---,3 3 -/4

sibilities in your new job as catamaran • ·-·.·.·• .". · · .' • • ·3• -'121*1 %:• 24:• :• 4124***$' • • • i, 036:..it·:.:· . _• ......
product manager? . 24%$91't»/.Ealiwei .' -. %

MW: As product manager for the cats I m

giving the design department some direc-
tion to go in as far as I see the openings in plan to continue to lead the industry. An MW: The Hobie 14 is approaching its
the market. I also serve on the warranty; example of that is the Comptip 442mast 20th birthday. I thinkthe 16 probably is at
marketing and product development which uses epoxy and composite the top. The Hobie 17 is just starting its
committees. fiberglass. That's a little mysterious to a lot upward curve. The 18 is a little further

HL: Was the 17a product of this of people. along. The Hobie 16 is by far the most
research? HL: Can you give us a general idea of popular and the largest seller and it'11 stay

MW: Well, when I came in the design what you see Hobie doing with cata- that way quite awhile. It'11 take the 17 awhile
parameters for.the 17 were set, so I didrit marans over the next five to ten years? to catch up with it.
have much input there. But we've got some MW: Leading the industry. Trying to fill HL: Do you think it ever will catch the
surprises for the future. the needs of the sailor and keeping the 16?

HL: That sounds interesting. Can you tell sailor stoked. MW: We sure hope so. If response is any
us about any possible developments? HL: Is more emphasis going to be put on indicator the answer is yes.

MW: No. I'm sorrK but we have to keep a the recreational sailor or the racing sailor? HL: Do you thinkthe 14 class will ever
tight lid on our R and D. MW: I think we're looking at both. Since die?

HL: What can you say about future I'm involved with racing and recreational MW: No I don't think it will ever die. I think
developments? sailing, I try to keep the same emphasis on that the growth will slow. 1 mean, look at the

MW: The Hobie design department is both areas. number of used boats out there and how
always looking at new designs. We're HL: Hobie Cat now has the 14,14 turbo, long they last. We build a good product
always experimenting with new products, 16,17,18, and 18 Magnum. That's two with a lot of years of life.
we're always looking. We feel very strongly single handers and two crewed boats. Are HL: Is Hobie Cat going to support the
that new products are a key to the com- there any other slots to be filled? Is there 14?
pany's continuing growth and success. room for another catamaran? MW: Oh, sure. Although the turnout at

HL: Well, how about any new develop- MW: There is room for it. AlI I can tell you some of the regattas is not as overwhelm-
ments in technology that might influence is that if you were to guess a new boat to ing as we'd like to see, with the help of the
new boat designs? be smaller than a14 or larger than an 18, existing, avid 14 sailors, we're making

MW: The Hobie 17 is one of the first you'd probably be right. [laughs] every possible effort to keep the class
mass produced catamarans that feature a HL: So the company does feel there's growing. The 14 is the price leader and a
standard Mylar sail. Mylar isnt that new, but room in the market for another cat? good way to get into sailing.
as far as making Mylar standard on a mass MW: I can tell you that we're counting on HL: What are some of the most often
produced cat, we're one of the first. I see that but that things do change over time. heard warranty problems you face?
the use of Mylar growing with our future HL: Well, how about the older designs? MW: There's a lot of small things, but ·
products. HOTLINE occasionally gets letters from 14 although I worry about them, they're easily

HL: What about the actual building mate- owners and some 16 owners who are fixed. The things I really watch out for are
rials of the boat? Any changes? worried that their boats will be forgotten. possible failures in vendor materials which,

MW: We're always looking at new tech- Both those designs are fairly old now Are for example, could result in mast break-
nology, but we are state of the art now We they still tenable in the market place? ages. This means I keep an eye on reports

1
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of mast failures. And, of course, we
changed the construction of the boats a
few years ago by using a new glue seam
process which makes the boats stronger
and also a little lighter although I haven't
had any problems, keeping an eye on
changes as well as possible problems
prevents warranty from getting out of
control.

HL: That glue seam caused a lot of
controversy among people who had older
boats.

MW: Yes it did.
HL: What do you say to those people?
MW: The way I respond is that weight is

a concern when racing but what is even
more important is ability, tactics, pkepara-
tion, psychological advantage and luck.
One windshift on the right side of the
course will far outweigh ten pounds of boat
weight difference. A lot of people tend to
psych themselves out by worrying about
things as minimal as boat weight when
they should be concentrating on t• e race
course, the wind conditions, on the start,
and sailing fast. But to get back to war-
ranty; when we first came up with the new
glue seam, we had a problem with keel
wear because the new seam did not allow
resin to pool in the keel of the boat. So, we
added an additional layup of glass on the
boats which added a couple of ounces
and brought the weight back up a little.
Still, the new boats are lighter, but the
difference in weight can be made up ten
fold from other areas.

HL: How do you handle the complaints
you get?

MW: First, all my calls come through the
dealer He's the sailor's best friend and he's
there to service the customer. A lot of times
the dealer can handle the problem on the
spot. Other times he'll have to have our
approval and hell have to work with us. 1
know that's time consuming for th6 sailor.
He just wants to go sailing, not to have a
boat just sitting idle. A lot of times the
dealer is more experienced than anybodz
including myself. Dealers are the tands-on
guys. They deal with these things bn a
daily basis. We try to be honest ancl fair to
everybody •

HL: When a dealer calls and says, for
example, "1 have a problem with a'mast
and I want it fixed under warranty". it's your
decision to approve that or not?

MW: I ask him to explain the facts to me.
Using your example of a mast, typically, if a
mast is going to fail it's going to happen the
first or second time the boat is out sailing. If
there's a wall thickness that's not up to
spec, or there's soft metal, it will happen
very early If I get a call from a dealer who
says this mast broke and it's the first time
the boat's been out, I say"Give the guy a

NTERVEW

mast." If he's been sailing for a year with no
problems and he comes into a shop with a
broken mast, then I'll question it. There are
a lot of reasons a mast can break which
have nothing to do with the mast's con-
struction. Improper tie-down, over sheeting
with 8:1 blocks, sailing with it counterro-
tated, burying the mast in the mud during a
capsize and so on. They all have some
effect. A lot of these are things that people
experience and sometimes they would like
to believe that it was a defect in materials
and workmanship when actually it was a
problem that was induced by them.

So, those type of things are what I
question. Say a dealer calls and claims that
a pylon is loose. Well if he jumps on the
tramp and can see looseness, then we'll
replace it no problem. If the customer tells
the dealer that the boat'breaks," or the
customer has a hunch but nothing can
really be seen, then I have to question it
because those are a little hard to swallow

HL: What happens when you deny a
warranty claim?

MW: In most cases, if you explain things
to the customer and tell him why you
denied it, then the customer will under-
stand. Occasionally we see a letter from
them indicating their dissatisfaction with
us. I don't want to have dissatisfied sailors
out there. I want to have sailors out there
who are satisfied and having fun. We try
very hard to be as fair as we possibly can
and keep sailors happy

HL: Are Hobie Cats fairly trouble free
overall?

MW: Oh yes. The amount of catamarans
out there? All around the world? Com-
pared to the phone calls I get? It's just
phenomenal. We've got so many happy
sailors out there sailing that it proves just
how well built the boats are and how
successful we've been. Our warranty is
less than one percent of our overall sales.
For any company to be able to make that
claim proves how great their product is.

HL: When you go into a meeting about
new products and new catamaran designs
what do you talk about?

MW: We talk about what hasn't worked
for other manufacturers, what we see out
in the marketplace, what companies are
going under and why. We try to look at
price for what the consumer is getting. It is
not always true that a cheaper boat will sell
better, but a boat that the consumer
believes is priced fairly, that he's getting
everything he's paying for, is important.
Performance is important. Looks. The
Hobie image. We sell and produce fun for
people in water related sports. Whether it's
the cats, Holders or Alphas, it all involves
people enjoying the water.

HL: It's interesting that you should men-

tion the other products. Some Hobie
sailors are worried that with the introduc-
tion of new products and the Alpha line of
sailboards, the Hobie Cat sailor is going to
be forgotten. What would you say to such a
sailor?

MW: Well, I can promise that we will
never forget the Hobie sailor. We could not
forget who brought us to the dance. But for
any company to survive in this industry,
which is extremely competitive, one of the
keys to survival is new products. There is
such a strong crossover between the cats,
small monohulls and sailboards that it was
a perfect combination for our new prod-
ucts to be the Holders, Alphas and the
Waveski. But, Hobie Cats are still our main
product line.

HL: Do you sail catamarans any more?
MW: I sail the Hobie 17. I sailed in the

first Hobie 17 regatta at Newport Beach
although I got third out of four starters.

HI.: How do you like the 17?
MW: I think it's great. It's a lot of fun. I've

had a chance to sail the boat a lot in
different conditions: light air, heavy air and
even in some surf.

HL: How about the other cats?
MW: I sailed the 18 Magnum quite a bit

when it first came out. We got four firsts at
San Felipe [Midwinters West] that year. 1
thinkthat's probably the last time I've raced
cats seriously.

HL: If you had to pick a favorite cata-
maran what would it be?

MW: The 17 is keeping me real
occupied and I'rn involved with it, but I
would prefer to race 16s because it's a lot
more competitive. The sailors and the
amount of boats make it the most com-
petitive fleet.

HL: What do you do when you're not at
vvork?

MW: I go sailing!
HL: Really?
MW: Yeah, I currently own a Hobie 33

although I haven't had a chance to race it
much lately I race the cats, surf, sailboard
and, although I haven't had a chance to do
much lately; I snow ski when lcan.

HL: So you spend your time on the
wate[

MW: Yes. Water related sports, whether
frozen or wet.

HL: You've been the product manager
for Hobie Cats for about a year now How
do you like it?

MW: It's great! The involvement with the
marketing has taught me a lot and being
involved with the design department has
been exciting. Ike also had the opportunity
to be involved with the regatta department
and that's been a lot of fun. The bottom line
is that this is a great company to work for,
especially since I believe in the product.,Rl
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er# GUARANTEED CATAMARAN HARDWARE

r --r T 1• THE ITTM
Ed t-14.3 , i &..*. * t '* • | A H-16 traveler car with up-

TM • - / 4'• • to·uncleat action and
: *1 .,)· THE QUICK

. 3A · fast· connect/disconnect ·:
':·jib .clew clevis for.· all- ",

3 4.- 2: .4.,/ straight-thru jib sheet
• geometry.· An inexpensive
-c, upgrade .for old and 'new

!1. Hobie® Cat jibs, featuring 2

' :26:
• boats. (The camcleats are

:Harken ball bearing blocks ' 1 +$:
I, sold separately.) ($26.95)

'yand· a deluxe Avibank fast t. --
; pin. Nothing to fumble or

C 'drop. ($29.95)

• L'*. "'· tf'*-
.UY .i

THE LTD OK 442-18,.#:, · ...7..
/b .

4- 1- - • 'State of theart jibcontrolfor:'
t#r .. · -) the. H-18 and 18M.

1 Guarinteed to cleat from
THE-OK: 2-:··'-' ·, ' ..' • 4 '. -,• El . ANY.position,. and ANY2

"....
OCHSEN KARTi VE /* Vp .., angle, without looking! -

'State of the art jib control for<·'• -
73 • /). ($250.00) .' T

: ·'the H-16. Expensive, but.th'6' · 7 AhI
easiest'thing on the mark• t

• • to cleat without ::looking,t- .
./.-'.-#  036

tfrom any position! ($225.95)• ·:& .• 1.-- a
THE TRAVELER

• .'1. .3 TAMERTM I KIT
• il.

Larger, ball bearing rollers for• L -i_.. At *ily istq,ip uleslic ., the top of the main traveler
42• , - 036··*' ., cars on the H-14,16 and 17.•

Reduces the line friction and
,9 makes moving the car easier.

t Three minute installation!1 .

($9.95)
THE OK 442

.· 35: ' HARKEN® OPTION THE TRAVELER.
best conventional jib TAMER 44211

6' r ·- i, control system on the'
A. heavy -duty swivel cam · 1 .,

0,2• , _.61'market. A, must for serious ,  036
«cleat mounting plate with-, "skippers who prefer the con- .....)
'ball bearing fairleads for thea• -·vdntional system. ($49.95)

11: 036,able:'Ivit,7'rawith,ut. '."Z .,. 7, -- .

.#150, ·or #200 Harken® ..ViziN
cleats.. ($44.95) w/#150 ./ir-/I•

, I. h.. Cleats............. -1 , -I./il-

.-I.· .· ' ./-"9. · ··.· ·.- .· ·-- ·· , THE RPM 442KIT
THE TLC" . :.:. '7-

(Not shown) An: installation kit for Hobie rudders with 16 spacer
'The only tiller connectoithat :•• /,4.04 washers (8 tliick & 8 thin) plus 4 black locklidts. Also excellent in.
'Will.hold"your rudder. align--5I vill*i-'

-e'll. structions and rudder blade tips. ($6.95/kit)

slop and zero tonnectdr'bin-- SIMPLY BETTER
ding!.The only connector thbt
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HIT THE ROAD !
By Mike Shearer

Editor's Note: Mike Shearer and his fam-
ily have become a fixture at Hoble Cat
events all over the west. Their journeys from
Salt Lake CIN, Utah have made them that time consisted of Levi's, long under-
known as the most intrepid family of trav- wear, a -1-shirt and life jacket) in our station
ellers in Hobie racing. HOTLINE asked wagon and headed out on the open road.
Shearer to relate some of his family's adven- The drive took us all of two and a half
tures and to pass along a few tips for those hours. We set up camp, started up our
of you who may be considering travel to heater, and went right to bed so we would
out-of-state regaltas this summer. be ready for the races the next da• (We

soon learned we were taking this way too
seriously) The next morning we woke up to
six inches of new snow on the ground,
some of which was inside our tent, and a
thick fog over the lake. We searched for the
race committee to find out what time the
races were scheduled to start and found
out much to our dismay that they had been
canceled. We had driven two and a half
hours and braved the elements and had
nothing to show for it but a mild case of
frostbite.
That was many years and several hun-

dred thousand miles ago. Since that time
we have driven to races in California, New
Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Arizona,
Nebraska, and Mexico. We have dis-
covered that Utah is a long way from

lili hon the hours. A Colorado trip takes seven to 10
everywhere. A California trip takes 12 to 14

HOTLINE asked me to write an article on hours. A New Mexico trip takes 13 to 14
trailering and travelling to regattas, 1 hours, and the coup de gms, San Felipe,
thought, Why not? Our family has certainly Mexico takes between 17 to 23 hours. Yet
logged enough miles over the past 14 almost every weekend of the summer we
years to qualify as experts. But when I are on the road travelling to regattas in one
started jotting down notes about our trav- of these states. After all those miles it
eis, I realized that I would not recommend seems that a shorttrip is anything under
our methods to anyone. The travelling and eight hours. In fact, just a few weeks ago,
racing is great. It's just that our process of we raced at Lake Mead in Las Vegas.
getting to the races is somewhat flawed. 1 Since the drive was only eight hours long,
decided that ratherthan write a"how to" we took two cars.
article, I really was more qualified to write a We have travelled to races in station
"how not to" article, and perhaps the best wagons, sedans, jeeps, trucks and vans.
way to do that is to relate to you some of We have tried both gas and diesel
my family's fondest memories of the road. engines. The gas engine van has won out
The first race I remember travelling to as the vehicle of choice. We have had

was at Bear Lake, Utah. We had only had several vans over the past few years, all
our boat for a couple of months and had with one common element: a giant bed in
barely mastered the art of rigging it, let the back for sleeping on those long over-
alone sailing or racing it. A couple of the night hauls. With each new van, the length
local fleet members invited us to a Labor of the bed has been increased. We are still
Day weekend race. So we packed up our searching for that perfect vehicle that com-
green army surplus tent, Coleman stove bines good mileage, enough power to pull
and heater and our sailing gear (which at three boats and up to six people, comfort

for up to six people, and enough extra
room for all the gear and toys that are
essential for a successful trip.
A typical weekend works as follows. We

rush home from work Friday night to pack
our clothes and sailing bags. We then
hurry and load the boats, two on the trailer
and one on the top of the van, then any
other toys we think we might need for the
weekend including sailboards, bikes, vol-
leyball and boche ball equipment. Last,
but not least, the cooler and food sacks,
(by far the most important items) are
loaded All of this is accomplished in about
an hour. Finally, four to eight bodies pile
into the van and we begin another wonder-
ful, and almost always eventful journey
We drive straight through the night with

everyone taking a shift. Those that are not
driving attempt to sleep on the bed in the
back of the van, dreading the moment that
the van will pull over and their name will be
called for their shift. It's usually difficult to
sleep. The temperature is constantly
changing as we climb through snow cap-
ped peaks and descend into dry warm
valleys. Some trips take us through areas
where the temperature cools down to just
over 100 degrees in the middle of the
night. The road noise also plays it's role in
keeping us awake, especially the thump,
thump, 11'lump of the roadside grooves that
signal a warning that the driver may not be
able to stay awake much longer. As dawn
breaks we pull into the regatta site, unload
the boats, and then search for a place to
get breakfast. We then head back to the
regatta site and rig the boats for the day's
races.
Saturday night, after a full day of racing,

we do our best to enjoy the festivities.
However most everyone is out for the
count by 10:30. Sunday morning we pack
up the van again in anticipation of leaving
as soon as possible after the last race.
Following the last race, we load the boats
and hit the road again as most people are
enjoying the raffle and trophy presentation.
We may never know what wonderful prizes
we could have won had we been there to
collect. Again, we drive straight through
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the night arriving the next morning with just
enough time to shower before heading to
work.

Tuesday about ten o'clock in the evening
we"hit the wall." The rest of the week is
spent trying to recuperate so that Friday
night we will be ready again. By mid-
August, we learn just what "burn-out" really
is. But every March, after a long winter we
are ready and eager to start again.

Needless to say, with all this late-night
driving we have had our share of hairy
experiences. While driving home from
Lake McConahey; Nebraska I nodded off
on the sunrise shift. I awoke just in time to
guide the van and trailer between two road
markers and down an embankment into
the median strip. Fortunately, no damage
was done. I was wide awake after that but
for some reason nobody would let me
drive anymore. About two weeks later, my
parents took off for Bear Lake, Utah. About
1 am they called to tell us they had been
run off the road by a jeep. Both trailer
wheels had flown off as they tried to bring
the van and trailer back onto the road. The
trailer was nearly totalled but, fortunately
the van stayed upright (so nobody was
injured) and the boats were undamaged.

Our first trailer was blown over by high
winds more than once in our earlier travels.
There is nothing like the sound of Hobie
Cats flying a hull on the asphalt to wake
you out of a deep sleep. The problem was
corrected when the trailer was modified to
an eight-foot wheel base. While returning
home from a regatta in Todos Santos,
Mexico a van in front of us suddenly went
out of control just as we were speeding up
to pass it. Because of all the weight from
the boats, trailer and people, there was no
way we could stop. The van kept swerving
back and forth on the highway, each time
cutting off our lane. Finall* at the last
second the van pulled off to the side of the
road leaving just enough room for our van
to slip by. It turned out the cause of the
problem was an argument between a cou-
pie in the front seat which culminated in a
fight over the steering wheel.

We have also had our share of mechan-

This is howwe usually travel; one boaton top of the van and twoon the trailer.

ical problems. About one hundred miles
into atrip to Dana Point, Californiaourvan
decided to spew out black smoke and
slow to a maximum speed of 25 miles per
hour It took us another four hours to get
back home. While returning from the Hobie
Cat 16 National Championship in Santa
Cruz, California, we broke a trailer axle just
outside of Reno, Nevada. We tied the axle
together with spare rope and limped into
Reno. It was a Sunday afternoon and there
were no welders on duty. With a little
resourcefulness, we managed to locate a
welder that agreed to fix the axle at his
home. Within a couple of hours we were
back on the road.

We have even had trouble on off-week-
ends when our boats just sat in the back
yard. One Saturday morning we awoke to
athunderous crash only to find out that a
dump truck had lost its brakes and plowed
through the fence and into our back yard.
Fortunately for the driver, our Hobie Cats
were directly in his path. They slowed the
truck down considerably. The rest of that
week was spent picking up pieces of
fiberglass and metal out of the lawn and
trees.

The common element to most of these
disasters has been that the trailer has been
rebuilt. Every time the trailer is damaged or
partially destroyed, we rebuild it and add

reinforcement steel. I think by now our
trailer is made up of 95 percent reinforce-
ment steel and 5 percent trailer

We have learned a lot about how to stay
awake at night while driving. I have tried all
the tricks: listening to loud music, overdos-
ing on coffee and soft drinks, rolling down
the window and putting a head, arm or
foot outside in the cold wind, singing along
with loud music, even stopping the car and
taking a couple laps around it. In fact,
depending on the shift I'rn driving, I may
try all of these within an hour's time. One of
my favorite methods of staying awake is to
snack on cookies or chips. The only prob-
lem with this is that I find myself hoping for
strong wind at each regatta to compensate
for the extra pounds.

There is one method of staying awake
that is far more effective than all of the
above combined. It is best performed on a
long, straight highway during a very late
driving shift. You simply bump your head
on the steering wheel after nodding off. 1
am usually good for another hour after a
good bump on the wheel. However,1
would recommend you avoid this method
if at all possible. It makes much more
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This trailerwas rebuilt! This happened
when a dump truck lost its brakes and
drove through our backyard.

sense to divide the driving into short shifts
so that nobody is pushed to their limit.

After all these trips, there are some tips I
can pass on to novice travellers 6r those
who are thinking about venturin8 out this
season for their first regatta. The• first thing
you need to do is decide what you want to
take with you. We have seen a lot of
different types of modified trailers at the
various regattas we have attendbd. Some
pull two or three different modeld of Hobie
Cat. Some pull power boats and Hobie
Cats. Even the trailers set up for two of the
same model of Hobie Cat come in various
shapes and sizes. All you really need is an
idea of what you want to carrK allittle
imagination, and a good welder|[For more
on trailering and modifying trailers, see
"Getting There" in the July/Augu• '85
issue.] 1

If you have only one Hoble but would
like to share the driving with sorleone else,
find someone in your fleet that is interested
in travelling, preferably someone with a
background in auto-mechanics. Go ahead
and have your trailer converted to carry a
couple of boats. Invest in a quality conver-
sion job. Don't try to carry the second boat
on two-by-fours strapped acrossthe bot-
tom boat. This puts undue stress on the
pylons and corner castings of the bottom
boat. Just the money you save By sharing
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gas will pay for the conversion in no time.
There are several other items that are

worth investing in as well. The first thing
you need is a good set of tie-downs for the
boats. Find a set-up that is quick and easy
The second thing you should consider is a
cat box. These are boxes that sit under the
boat and carry sails and gear. There are
several on the market and some people
simply build their own. The cat box is not
only great for travelling, but it is a great
place to store and lock up your sails and
gear overnight at a regatta. The third thing
to consider is a set of cat wheels. Again,
you can choose from several on the mar-
ket or you can build your own. A set of
these wheels will save the bottoms of your
hulls, not to mention your back. Finally, the
last thing you should absolutely invest in is
a couple of spare tires for the trailer. An
extra wheel is also not a bad idea. Several
times we have had to leave our boats on
the side of the road while we searched a
nearby town for a replacement wheel.

Before each trip there are several things
you should do. First, checkthe trailer
lights. We have learned a lot about trailer
lights in our travels. Mainlz we've learned
that they never work. It seems like every
year we go through the same old ritual of
rewiring the trailer lights at the start of the
season, only to have to fix them every
othertrip. The funny thing is, we never
really end up fixing them. We sirnply dis-
connect them, play around with different
combinations of wires for awhile, and then
reconnect them the same as they were
when they stopped working. Yet for some
reason they once again work fine for the
next couple of trips. You should also check

the tire pressure on the trailer tires. At the
same time, check the hubs for grease. Tie
a red flag off the end of the mast or even
better; wire an extra light off the back of the
trailer and attach it to the mast with a C-
clamp.

Whenever you travel to a regatta site,
make it a hdbit to check the area for power
lines. This applies not only to new areas,
but areas that you travel to regularly. Never
get so comfortable with an area that you
take this for granted. A simple thing like a
change in water level can make a familiar
area become very dangerous. A good
friend of ours was killed by power lines
while raising his mast on a trailered boat at
a lake that he sailed almost every week-
end. The culprit was an unusually high
water level. We have also seen boats melt,
trailers damaged and people nearly killed
while trailering their boats from the ramp to
parking lots with the mast up. The danger
is even greater when sailing in an area for
the first time.

Finally, drive carefully It is better to arrive
late than not at all. I joke about our mist,aps
now but at the time they were very scary. If
you do find yourself in a dangerous situa-
tion, don't panic. It's better to try to drive a
car into a median strip with control than to
try to correct at the last minute.

I have enjoyed all the travelling we have
done and recommend that everyone try
travelling to at least one regatta out of their
home area. It's a great experience. You will
meet new people who share Hobie racing
as a common interest. In no time at all you
may find you have friends all over the
country. We see some of our closest
friends only two or three times a summer,
yet we will always remain very good
friends. It's also a great way to bring the
family together Everyone in our family is off
doing their own thing all week long, but
every weekend we get together again to
travel to another race. We have all become
great friends through sailing. You can also
learn a lot by sailing in new areas with new
people. Hobie racers love to share ideas.
FinallK it's a great way to spend a week-
end. There is no better way to relax and
unwind from a hectic work week than
sailing with a group of friends for a
weekend. St
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HULL FLYER
1986

A LIMITED DESIGN

Flic= =------R-==---*

4 COLOR DESIGN ON WHITE BEEFY-TWITH POCKET $14 95 EA SIZES S-XL
Sena CnecK monev oraer v sa or MasIerCara number C nc uae expirat on care) Add $2 50
tor nanal ng Ca Torn a res aenrs aaa b46 sales tax
Send for our free 1986 caraloa wirn Darts accessories and savinas for you

THE CAT HOUSE, PO Box 171185, SAN DIEGO, CA 92117 (619) 276 3190

Confessions ofa Maui Master
, i 71:

1 C Sail fast, a
7/ .. '531//AW'lit/& • ,r

• 11& Fl'Be ......
-I-, t·, li I !• '• ,I.

*.,I'..=Alvm SKIP ELLIOT SAILMAKERStv:r,·ti:,5-0,·»
- i; i 11/4/51/66 » Wallze 870 PRODUCTION PLACE

With mm NEWPORT BEACH, CA92663.e -,.., . lili:.0-2-'.-.-
(714) 6456697

King ill Hilllkilla
RECUTS REPAIRS

Fantastic sequence photography lets SPECIALIZING IN HOBIE CATS©
you sail along side a world champion fun-

board sailor as he reveals all his secrets for performance Mainsall Racing Recut
with Teflon Boltrope ........ $85.00sailboarding, jibing and tacking, chop and wave jumping, surfing Jib Reshape Seams............ $65.00

and lots more. Questions about the latest gear? Mike's book is like having Ple Shape Tell-Tale Window ......$10.00
your own personal coach to help you select what's best for you from the Vision Windows

Malnsail.................$25.00
hottest high performance board shapes and equipment available today. Jib....................$20.00
This big 8" x 10" paperback, with 188 pages and more than 150 full-color
photos, is a fun and educational book for boardsailing enthusiasts of all

NEW SAILING SUITSskiltlevels. #45-0136 $15.95
1 pce. dinghysuit ....... .. .... $69.00

• MURRAYS MARINE 1 pce. Insulated suit............ $99.00
Dry Sults..................$249.00

V RO. Box 490  042Carpinteria, CA 93013
805/684-8393 ***1 WEEKSERVICE ***

All shipments via U.RS. freight collect C.O.D.
Available at Your Local HobieIAlpha Deatership Prices subject to change without notice.
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MIDWINTERS EAST

Fun
lin The
Southern Sun
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What is the South noted for? Its good old
fashioned "Southern Fried Fun," of course.
The 15th edition of the Midwinters East
returned to Tampa, Florida this past April 12
and 13 to give Hobie sailors a sample of
some of that recipe. Also returning were
the fine folks from Subaru who have
helped local Hobie Fleet 42 have outstand-
ing regattas these past five years. In
addition, Coca-Cola, Foster's Lager and
Tampa Sailcraft all helped to make this a
truly outstanding event for the participants
who journeyed from California, Alaska,
New·York and all points in between for
some great sailing on the waters of Tampa
Bay

Friday was a day of organization and a
media/sponsors race that found the local
NBC evening anchorman winning the
event and then touting himself, Hobies and
the event on the local news that evening.
Friday also brought stiff breezes that
allowed the early arrivals to stretch mus-
cles that had not been used over the winter
months.

Carlton Tucker, the current Hobie 18
National Champion arrived to test out his
new Hobie 17. After some spectacular
sailing around Tampa Bay and stretching
the Hobie 17 to its limit, lOcker blasted onto
the beach, rounded up into the wind,

3 stepped off his Hobie to the waves of some...... onlookers and promptly watched his 17 sail
off the beach all by its lonesome. Tucker
and others corralled the anxious 17 after it
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Midwinters East
always draws a big
crowd *hanks par-
lially *o help from
Subaru. Of course,
some have more fun
off *he water *han on
it Copposite).
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sailed down the beach.
A complete sampling of all Hobie Cat

products made up this unique regatta.
Last year was the first time that the Holders
were invited to join the Hobie Cats and this
year, Fleet 42 also invited the Alpha sail-
boards; 13 Alpha sailors from across the
State of Florida joined in the festivities.
Hobie Cat's power boats were also repre-
sented as two Hobie Skiffs served as
chase boats on the courses.

Saturday morning dawned bright and
sunny but windless. However, the local
running club sponsored a five and 10
kilometer run from the launching area so
the Hobieites had something to watch as
they set up their boats on the Davis Island
Yacht Club beach. The bright red and
white striped registration tent served as the
base for all the activities of the weekend
plus it provided a place to display some of
the exciting Subaru products.

Running the competitor's meeting from
the back of a Subaru pickup truck showed
the versatility of this vehicle. Last year's
regatta chairman, Bob Johnson, started off
the meeting with a moment of silence for
Florida Hobie sailors who had passed
away. The group bowed their heads for
locals Ben Miller, Spencer Manrodt, Ron
Anthony; Bill Snyder and one of the first
Hobie Dealers and founder of local Hobie
Fleet 5, Charlie Hayward. After this, some
returning winners were introduced. The
only fourtime winner of the Midwinters
East, Jim McCann was on hand to try for a
fifth win. Also introduced were three time
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Life at Midwiniters
Ec:st gave one a
chance fosee how
sailors from various
disciplines prepare
fora race. Sailboard
soils were tuned,
Copposi• e, bo• om),
Hobie hardware was
checked (righf),and
crowdedsitart lines
made s*rategy
essential Copposilte,
'op).

winner Miles Wood and two time winners,
Carlton Tucker and Phil Sanchez. After a
short explanation of the events for the
weekend, Johnson sent the competitors
out to the water on a building
southwesterly.

With no breakdown of the committee
boat this year due to the return of last
year's substitute committee boat, a Luger
26 owned by Mike Braswell and Tio Fer-
rera, the event got off to a rousing on-time
start. Single trapeze weather greeted the
racers but they quickly found themselves
confronted with oscillating winds as they
tried to master the bay. The center of the
course seemed to be the way to go in the
first race.

The wind shifted to the west for the
second race and race committee chair-
man Walter Thompson quickly shifted the
marks. Smiles came to the faces ah the
winds built to double trapeze. The race
started, but the wind oscillated through a

, 30 degree arc much to the dismay of the
race committee. With the racers zipping
around the race course, the wind at A
mark suddenly died. The boats would be
screaming along, double trapezed and
suddenly a dead air zone caused skippers
and crews to get a dunking in Tampa Bay
as boats went from double trapezed to no
air. A mark resembled a gigantic freeway
at rush hour with the entire group of racers
stuck in the traffic jam. Breezes teased the
racers for the next half-hour a gust then
nothing, a cat's paw then nothing, a puff
then nothing. Finally; the wind filled in from
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the southwest with vigor. The boats blasted
around the course again and since the
wind had shifted and intensified, the race
committee had looks of despair as the
entire horde of boats descended upon the
finish line in one fell swoop.

Finishing numbers filled the air and pen-
cils flew over score sheets in a memorable
effort to correctly score all of the finishers.
As Doug Campbell, president of Hobie
Cat, approached the committee boat on
Chuck Hollweg's chase boat just prior to
the finish of the second race, he saw the
mass of boats approaching and exclaimed
to Chuck, "Let's get out of here!" Race
three produced more cooperative winds
allowing for a test of sailing skills. As the
sailors hit the beach after the last race,
Foster's Lager, Minute Maid soda and cold
Coke cooled the throats of the parched
sailors.

Later,as boats were broken down for the
evening, the sailors' thoughts turned to
food and the many fine restaurants that
awaited the hungry sailors in downtown
Tampa, 'America's next great city." Later in
the evening, the stuffed sailors returned to
the host hotel, The Ashley Plaza, for some
Hobie partying, dancing and limbo. Many
were quite willing to watch as some of the
younger sailors attempted to slide under
the limbo ba[ Disc jockey Pat George
made the participants stretch (or should I
say squeeze) before finally arriving at the
last one standing. The sailors drank and
danced their way through Saturday night.

Sunday dawned bright and clear with
the promised breeze not materializing.
Thompson postponed the racing for an
hour hoping thatthe wind would begin to
fill in. Competitors were able to spend
some time looking over the newest kid on

the beach, the Hobie 17. With 14 of the
newest kids in Hobiedom on the beach,
the consensus seemed to be that the boat
was a success. Tucker, Wood and McCann
answered many questions about this new
flyer.

Shortly after 11 a.m., the racing began in
light, fluky air The breeze slowly built in
intensity; but again it would not settle on
one specific direction much to the conster-
nation of the race committee.

Competition was intense on the race
course. The battle lines were drawn in the
hot, new 17 class between four-time Mid-
winters East Champ, McCann, three time
winner Wood, and two time winner Tucker.
At the conclusion of Saturday's racing,
Wood, with two firsts and a second
seemed to be on his way to a fourth title.
But, as Don Meredith of"Monday Night
Football" fame has been known to say; "It
air'• t over'til the fat lady sings." Tucker
roared back on Sunday with two firsts to
capture the first-ever Hobie 17 Midwinters
East Championship.

In the 18A class, 1984 Turbo National
Champion, Woodie Cope borrowed Race
Director Thompson's boat and his wife for
crew and proceeded to win the class. Jeff
Linton of Tampa had a clear shot at the win
but an over early in a race where he
finished first forced him to settle for fourth
place overall.

Two Californians, Ross Tyler and Steve
Leo dominated the 16A class. Both jour-
neyed to Florida to sample some"Southern
Fried Fun." Tyler borrowed local sailor Den-
nis Piermarini's boat and even asked
Dennis to crew for him. After the trophy
presentation on Sunday, Dennis moaned
something about, "1 guess I can't blame it
on the boat anymore" U.S. National
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Women's Champion, Kelly J. O'Brien
finished third in the strong 39 boat 16A
fleet.

Local favorite Alex Kirby dominated the
14 class with four bullets to claim his first
Midwinters East title. In addition, trans-
planted Hobie sailors were also tearing up
the Alpha board class. Former 18 racer,
John Duke, won the 230 heavyweight divi-
sion while former 14 racer Burrel Frazier
dominated the 200 heavyweight division.

Dave Lengel and his lovely bride Mar-
garet commanded B course. Chuck
DiPrimio had so much fun while providing
his beautiful new 33 foot Benitou for the
RC boat, that he really got into the Hobie
scene by blowing the air horn as each
finisher crossed the line. Sailors were won-
dering just who won those races. Dave
had one close call when the start flag
"jumped" from its"secured" location and
fell into the bay. Now, what are the choices
here? Use someone's red underwear as a
starting flag? Hold up the races while
going to the Yacht Club for a new flag? Use
another flag and pretend that it is red?
Have a committee member jump into the
water to retrieve the wayward flag? You
guessed it. Leaping into the water without
hesitation, still clutching pencil and clip-
board, grabbing hat and sunglasses while
proudly clutching the wayward flag, the
brave soul averted a near calamity.
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Thanks must also go to Chuck Hollweg
for handling the C course. This was the
course for Alpha boards, Hobie 33s, Hold-
ers and, for the first day; the Hobie 14 Bs. It
seems that when you set up a course for
these types of boats, each cannot sail the
same course. The Hobie 14s would zip
around the course and sit and wait for the
Alphas to finish. Chuck was able to resolve
the problem on Sunday by moving the
Hobies back to B course and sending the
Hobie 33s off on a long distance race. Oh
well, so much for planning. You never
know about these things until you try them.
Chuck handled the situation beautifully
and all of the board sailors enjoyed them-
selves, but I think Chuck is still waiting for
the Hobie 33s to return. It seems he sailed
them to the Yucatan Peninsula. Thanks for
all your help, Chuck.

Thanks also to Walter Thompson and to
all of the members of Fleet 42 for their
outstanding efforts in pulling off this fine
regatta. The City of Tampa, Davis Island
Yacht Club, Subaru, Coca-Cola, and Fos-
ter's Lager all combined to make the 15th
annual Midwinters East a true sampling of
good old fashioned "Southern Fried Fun."
'Yall come back. Ya hear!" AL-

Editor's Note: Complete results for Mid-
winters East can be found in the Race
section.
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A slash of Blue- • AC
A sweep of Gray- • .22
Suing scarlet patches on the way'• 6
Compose an Evening SI(y• • •

,• A little purple-slippet5• i• AL

Some Ruby Trousers'liurried on-
\A W• ve of· Gali• ;'

ABank-'bf• -
This just makes out the Morning Sky.

-Emily Dickinson, No. 204
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The rising sun was casting long, pale
shadows on the beach at St. George
Island, Florida as the Hobie 16 known as
Australia White came onto the beach
where Keith Glover stood knee deep in
water waiting to grab the bridle. Brett Dry-
land and Gary Metcalf tumbled off the boat
and helped Glover haul it across a line
scratched in the sand between two red
flags. A bag of food and charts was thrown
on and in 13 seconds the three crewmen
had pushed it back into the surf where
Dryland and Glover scrambled aboard
and headed out for the next 75-mile leg.
Metcalf waded back to his waiting ground
crew, tired but with a huge smile on his
face.

With 575 miles down and 125 to go in
the first annual Hog's Breath 1000 Interna-
tional Challenge, Metcalf was feeling very
confident of victory

'We just fanged (Hobie AlteO Junior
during the night," grinned the tall, slender
Aussie, who is the current Hobie 16 and
Hobie 18 world champion. He walked up to
Australian Team manager Peter Johnson
and said, "It was fantastic. We had all the
boat speed we needed. We just went right
on by them last night and left them some-
where. We never saw them again."

"Sorry to disillusion you, mate," said
Johnson with a blank expression. "But
you'd have seen him here if you'd arrived a
bit earlier. Junior left here 24 minutes ago.
If you look away out there to the west, yRu
can see him just going over the horizon.'

For a few seconds, Metcalf stared in
disbelief. He shook his head as he walked
toward the motor home where he would try
to catch a few hours sleep while the
ground crew rumbled on to wait at the next
checkpoint at Panama Citz Florida, only
50 miles from the end of this 700-mile race.

In all, twelve teams from six nations
showed up at Key Biscayne, Florida, just
south of Miami, for the May 17 start of the
event that carried them halfway down the

%:%:.......=."...9...=.9."."ID."."..."."."."...

I.:-; .... '. i

.• ...·:-·: ..·,- . ··, '.·..- be more demanding than anything they
6·:>'." • ··1 .- '-3 ,.«: f had faced before; they would sail through

I / · .:.,,4  042t'. . · =- / ,... .- . ·· .·• / 2 : .:/, ·. 1 a 60-knot storm that would break nine
:, /'. ... : 2 ' b. : ..5..4 i masts and send some ofthe boatsona

: / '··i.· 1 brief visit toanuclear power plant; they
. i would weather the first serious controversy

, f .1 . ..i"..I over how to score a leg that most of the
-dIA;7... . ... . . . . fleet had failed to finish and they would set
./.3/Miak/ _i... . a pace that future Hogs Breath teams will
%'ETES ,11*• it&64 .4 . ' 1 find hard tomatch.
1.0,£113.Vit#1WWNTL,si t, 6. ... ·· . ..· Even before they finished they would all'• i,ik="S,MAH'"Ed/4, :j
limim#ft'1;11• RmA[Ime*18• 9*·0.P"., make plansto return forthe second install-
• ment of what is arguably the toughest,
• '1/*'• zaniest and most competitive small boat
F-,Mit• »....314'.:,+.-.MMjf-2&1<J,1 raceiniheworld.
4%*Ji• • Li• Cii--A• .-1-• .iME• li• Y 1 Fort Walton Beach was the finish
• »*UM#*6 -cAiB because that's where race sponsor Jerry
• Dorminy, operates the Hog's Breath

1...../.97../.'<lifi/:12*%#ill"/lilliE:ellip" Saloon, a hugely popular, raucous night
Ce:....,S"·'11£,• 6-,.2• 4• 12'K*61155.1• 4spot that for years has also sponsored the
4#3i,itf• *ZI#*PL*r.O:*.ff.• ,*I#Gm annual Hog's Breath regatta, a Hobie class
:8(5;Lidijaff.-I• ,rigail#Ml",A:O• fafilfispj/#Il event that draws upwards of 350 boats.

The Hog's Breath 1000 came int6 being
BY ERIC SHARP after Dorminy watched part of the Worrell

1000 a year ago. Promoter Mike Worrell
f  042had changed his race from a Hobie 16

one-design event to an open race for any
Florida Keys then up the west coast of this catamaran under 20 feet in length and less
big state to a finish line 1,150 kilometers than eight feet in beam. Worrell had also
away at the Panhandle resort town of Fort abandoned the old round4he-clock format
Walton Beach. for a series of long day races that saw his

The 36 sailors in the fleet boasted an fleet stop at different beachfront hotels
almost embarrassingly high level of talent. every night on the thousand mile route
They held eight world Hobie titles and 48 between Fort Lauderdale, Florida and Vir-
national championships. Seventeen of gina Beach, Virginia.
them had competed in the Worre111000, Dorminy went to Don Algie, an Aus-
some as many as four times, and eight of tralian from Jindabyne, New South Wales,
them had been on teams that won, some who had managed the Aussie teams that
of them twice. had entered four Worrells and won two of

Before they finished, those talents would them. Algie moved to Fort Walton Beach
be tested to the limit. The navigational for six months and began the enormously
requirements for the race would prove to complex task of organizing the logistics.

Jim Tucker, a Fort Walton Beach boat
dealer, provided 18 Hoble 16s, 12 race

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DON ALGIE boats and six spares for repair parts (Each
ground crew was given half a boat to carry

f.=...gan.......ng.¤uggut withthem.).
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Algie put together a team to handle race
administration and checkpoints. They
were mostly Aussies, a circumstance
which immediately earned them the nick-
name'Uindabyne Mafia." Two teams of
checkpoint officials worked the race with
one team leapfrogging the other in order to
stay one checkpoint ahead of the boats at
all times.

Hobie Cat made 12 identical jibs, each
emblazoned with the name of the major
sponsor, Coor's Beer. Each team had a
mainsail piastered with the logos of individ-
ual sponsors.

The checkpoints and leg lengths were:
Switlick Beach at Marathon in the Florida
Keys, 99 miles; the Ramada Inn at Marco
Island, about 20 miles south of Naples, 92
miles; the public beach at Boca Grande,
68 miles; the Sandbar Restaurant at Anna
Maria Island, (which forms the southern
point on Tampa Bay) 63 miles; the Cedar
Cove Motel at Cedar Key, 103 miles; the
public beach at Shell Point (50 miles south
of Tallahassee), 94 miles; St. George
Island, 50 miles; the Breakers Restaurant at
Panama Citz 75 miles; and the Islander
Hotel at Fort Walton Beach, 50 miles.

The five U.S. teams were: Sandestin
Resort-Florida with Carlton Tucker, Enrique
Figueroa and -Ibny Lewis; Virginia with
Jack Eure, Tom Reed and Bob Taylor;

Texas with Hobie Alter Jr., Rick Eddington races, is a tall, slender Virginia Beach
and Chuck Miller; Belk-California with Jeff lawyer who speaks with a courtly Tide-
Alter Pat Porter and Alan Egusa; and Night water drawl. He said he simply liked the
Town-Hawaii with Dean Froome, Rick Ben- challenge of an event that is so adven-
net and Dave Duke. turous and wildly different from his quiet life

The Aussies sent a very strong con- at home. He chose the Hog's Breath over
tingent of teams, two of them sponsored the Worrell this year because the non-stop
by Foster's Lagen Australia-Foster's carried format is so physically demanding.
Rod Waterhouse, lan Bashford and His wife, Mary Anne, said that Eure had
Graham "Curly" Curlette. Aboard Foster's intended to do the Worrell 1000"until he
Lager-Australia were Dryland, Metcalf and finished fifth or better. But every year the
Glover. Sofrana Unilines-Australia was competition gets tougher. I reminded him
crewed by brothers Phil and Anthony of that again this year, but it just went in one
Duchatel and Tdny Kenny. ear and out the other"

Belgium was represented by learn E.F The race began on the beach behind
Hutton and carried Michel Peters, Paul the Sheraton Royal Biscayne Hotel on Key
Fischer and Fred Debraey Biscayne in 14-16 knot easterlies that sent

Daniel Pradel, Eric Bussey and Tony the fleet zipping away over the Atlantic at a
Laurent manned Team Oyster Shanty- nice pace to the first checkpoint 99 miles to
France. the southwest. Waterhouse and Bashford

Jan Lange, Sidney van Zon and Peter brought Australia-Foster's 6nto the beach
Spijker represented Victor's Sherrod's- at Marathon seven hours, 24 minutes and
Holland. 43 seconds late,; running the distance at

Germany's team Jamaica Joes was an average speed of 13.2 miles per hour.
crewed by Andreas Martens, Thursten The Aussies spent more than a minute
Wychisk and Bernd Ascmutat. This was on the beach at this first checkpoint, and
the only team without a world or nationally- when Team Belk-California landed in sec-
ranked sailor. ond place seven minutes later it made up

The youngest sailors in the race were some of that time by doing its turnaround
Metcalf and Figueroa, both 21. The oldest in 11 seconds. France was a surprising
were Eure, 43, and Glover,40: third at this point, with Sandestin-Florida

Eure, a veteran of three Worre111000 fourth and Foster's Lager-Australia fifth.
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Team Texas was sixth 13 minutes behind
the first Aussie boat, and it was these top
six boats that would provide the only real
competition for the top spots the rest of the
way. The Sandestin crew also drew a 10-
minute penalty when a ground crew mem-
ber stepped across the checkpoint line
while helping get the boat back to sea
(only sailing crew can touch the boat on

j., the seaward side of the line.)
·'\ It was another fast, deep reach to MarcoB':. Island, the first night leg and one on which

experience in previous long-haul cat races
' came in very handy Crews which had

· experience in the Worrell simply stayed as
,· · close as possible to the rhumb line, confi-

deht in their ability to cross 90 miles of
open water (as far as 25 miles offshore) in

. the dark and hit a tiny section of beach
· ····"··"·-··'-'·--b t marked by a couple of floodlights and

-· some small strobes.''\
The less experienced crews tended to

4 1 hug the landward side of the rhumb and
sail in and out of bays, making eyeball
checks on every light they saw for fear
they might sail past the checkpoint. That

• . - 9 , fear cost Foster's Lager dearly on the next
r--· . ,. leg to Boca Grande when Metcalf and

' ' Glover got a case of what race organizer
-: Algie calls "The Worrells" and began to

. '· worry they had sailed pastthe checkpoint,
··. ·.· . · ,h. .' . _.... ..·.. ah·.1.-.: even though theyhad beenunderway

r "1:31,-2 Only three hours.
I... 6 - - .. • - / b'h After pitchpoling the boat while barreling

- .:., ·-,I'-23:-s,fit . ::- along atabout 16 knotsinthe dark, they- 036
- ... -\• S>:64*tl decided to land at about 3 a.m. and try to

- · • :-'3£,/'22:»s; find out where they were. Glover hopped
• -I=-=·-=:=-=Gr«: off on the beach, ran up the sand and

-'HAL 036,"-- _• 13.• 2dnfai• tase• • r:';1• 11'couarcreo• os• ha• dg• eens
condominium.. ==:=- . ,......-............,-..........

:..1- I : ... . . ,: : "1 was stumbling around inthe dark
.-· ........... i----.<:.-.- i when allofasuddenlstepped offagreen

·.·:·" ;.' ··"4 and went arse over teacup into a sand
trap," Glover said. "1 crawled out and kept

' :"T going to a building where I could see
' some lights."

-. · . Getting no reply at one apartment,
·,7 Glover went to another where he could see

1,-6,1 a man sitting in front of a television, watch-
·· · · - ..1.-: ing the all-night movies. Glover began

..1 - 7," pounding on the door with his fist, and,
:.,' '.·:, when that brought no response from the

... :-:·., '....·-• '.......1.1-0...4-3 man, began tokick it.... 1 ....,i.. .'.':" ".:,;.....r';...i... .. ."...1. 1 . .'. : I ....1.ir.gaili Many of tkie sailors h-ad gone off the
--/ ' .3 3, .Eir·*S' . 2.1.,"i beach at Key Biscayne that morning with

2 .*·13.-Fjt' 7 :Il... 64:..,• ' · 122:-2 their faces plastered with fluorescent pink,
1- 73 - :-21; 7*," 204 green and orange sun screen. The man in

- 036i -- -=S.'..j==. , .. "224 that condo opened his door to find himself
'• tl confronted by a figure with a large, bright

pink nose wearing a sailor's dry suit.
: --:.. ...-.. ":. .• . , "'.. ·• _• 34 Glover said when he explained that he
-·.6.·' · .r. : 3 -.1'·.-··:.- ,:--::. :...,-#, was onan Australian team inasailing race,
R -·.t'....·-- -'.·1. .Z--.:1.-.'.• .-·j themancamedown tothe beach, looked
7,--• • =f-<,5...=.2 '·". .4- -. 3--·s,3. 4. 1 at the Hobie 16 and said, "You mean you
r:*.3"'.-·2-,;:-..'I.' • "-.:fi-- .·.• Re.-i./ i sailed allthe way from Australia onthat
.'·SE:9 6, ...-:.f·'...,·.,-..·,-.. -," 5..ld thing7'Afterthat misconception was
12.&-Af:....:. ·:--:· .-pzis._-i-, cleared up, the condo ownertold them

--.7 21,=- -5  042S - I.-- · 9': · . -W 71/al,irm'di&.
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they had about a mile to go to reach Boca
Grande. He was off by about 20 miles, and
for the next hour and a half the two Aussies
sailed and fretted and argued until they
came around a pier marked on their charts
and spotted the checkpoint flags.

The next 63-mile leg to Anna Maria was
a welcome one for the crews, because
here they would stop for at least six hours
for a mandatory safety inspection. As it
turned out, with the first boats arriving
about 3 p.m., Algie decided to hold the
fleet overnight, both for rest and in hopes
of better media coverage than could be
expected from a night start.

Anna Maria was the rough halfway
point, 322 miles, and at this point it was a
battle of the Alter brothers. The first boat to
land was Jeff Alter's learn Belk-California,
at 29 hours, 28 seconds. Hobie Alter's
Team Texas boat landed five minutes, 14
seconds later and Sandestin-Florida was
hanging onto third at 29:08:37.

The third Aussie boat, Sofrana Unilines,
had been doing well until the Marco Boca
Grande leg, when the crew became help-
lessly lost in the dark and wasted two
hours sailing into Pine Island Sound, a big
bay 25 miles south of the checkpoint.

The times for the rest of the field showed
that the teams were still fairly close. About
nine minutes separated Florida from fourth
place Australia-Foster's and only five min-
utes separated them from Foster's Lager in
fifth with sixth place Oyster Shanty-France
trailing by only about nine minutes. Night
1bwn-Hawaii was in seventh, Victor's Sher-
rod's-Holland in eighth, E.E Hutton-
Belgium in ninth, the last Aussie boat
rounding out the top ten, and Virginia in
11th. Germany had been eliminated for
falling behind the leaders by more than six
hours. These times proved to be impor-
tant, because of what was to happen to the
fleet during the next leg.

The Tempes*
The fleet departed Anna Maria at 8 a.m.

on May 19 under a clear bright blue sky
with 10-knot southwesterlies powering their
sails. The ground crews made the 160-mile
drive to Cedar Key and settled down to
wait. At about 6 p.m., two sails were spot-
ted to the south at the extreme range of a
pair of 8)50 binoculars. One sail was blue,
the other white. Hobie Alter SE, who had
arrived at the race that day watched the
sails disappear behind a squall line. "Now
I'rn not sure what they were," he said." "It
could have been a monohull."

"That doesn't look real good," he said
looking up at the slate-blue storm front
bull<ing over the northwestern horizon "1
just hope they don't get nailed too hard.
There aren't that many places along the
coastline they can go."

While most of the Florida coast is fringed

with beaches where a boat can put ashore,
the stretch south of Cedar Key is mostly
lined with mangrove trees, tangled, vine-..94 ./7
like shrubs that grow in salt water and
present an impenetrable front like the
watery jungle Humphrey Bogart battled in
The African Queen.

The storm slammed ashore at Cedar
Key and soon sent the wind gauge at the
Cedar Grove Motel bouncing between 50
and 60 knots.

About five minutes to the south, the two
Australian boats, white and blue, suddenly
found themselves going from an easy run
to a hard beat in a solid 35 knots. Then the
real wind hit.

"Both of us were well out in front, with
Hobie Jr. in third," said Dryland. "Then we
got belted and I saw Warty (Waterhouse)
go right over. After a few minutes, we
decided to go in shore and I saw France
and a couple of other boats go over and
come up with their masts broken. But the
rain was so hard that most of the time we
couldn't see anyone."

All 12 boats (the Germans were still
sailing as an unofficial entrant) were within
a five-mile radius about 12 miles off the
mainland and it now became a battle for
survival.

Froome was trying to nurse Hawaii to
weather when a gust dumped it. Bennet
went off the boat and when he surfaced he
found that a wave had pushed it a few feet
away: He said that he wasnt worried at first,
but as he swam toward the boat, he
realized the wind was pushing it faster than
he could swim.

Froome was at the bows kicking as hard
as he could to slow the boat's drift and
allow Bennet to catch up.

"1 really started to get scared," Bennet
said "l was swimming as hard as I could,
but I was starting to get tired. I said some
prayers I haven't said in a long time. Dean
finally slowed it down enough for me to
catch up with it."

The only injury during the race came at
this point. The mast on Sofrana Unilines
broke at the composite section and the tip
flailed about on the end of the mainsail,
after the boat was righted. The tip caught
Kenny in the back of the neck, leaving him
with a muscle injury that would bother him
the rest of the race.

Hobie Jr. played it conservatively and
sailed his boat to one of the many oyster
bars in the area. He and Eddington
grounded the boat, stripped off the jib and
waited out the worst of the storm before
starting again with the main only.

Aboard Foster's Lagex Glover survived
a frightening moment as he was trapped
under the trampoline of the capsized boat.
When it was finally righted, with a broken
mast, the crew headed for the nuclear
power plant at Crystal River and beached
in a small cove at 10 p.m.

Waterhouse and Corlette also suffered a
broken mast but jury-rigged a partial main-
sail. "It worked pretty well," said
Waterhouse.'We had a mainsail again and
that made it a lot easier for us to get to
shore."

Debraey, aboard Team Belgium,
approached a sand bar to wait out the
winds. As he sailed up to the bar, he
noticed a sign warning boaters to beware
of manatees, a harmless sea cow which is
sometimes injured by proprellers on power
boats. "1 didn't know what a manatee was,"
said Debreay, "but I wouldn't have cared if
one came up and tried to eat me. I wasn't
going to go back out there again."

The first int<ling the people on shore had
of the trouble on the water was at 9:23
when team Texas came out of the night
with Eddington hollering for a new jib and
battens and Alter shouting that the race
should be stopped.

"It's really bad out there. You don't know
what it's like," said an obviously shaken
Alte[ "1 don't know whatshape the rest of
them are in. I think you might have some-
body dead out there."

With both Hobie Jr. and Sr. pressing
for caution, Algie delayed the race with a
yellow flag. Flares were now being spotted
on the horizon and radio reports from the
US. Coast Guard said two boats were tied
alongside a shrimper. Two were at the
power plant and two had gone ashore
near Homasassa.

Kenny said that after his boat tied up
with the shrimper the skipper made them
coffee and hamburgers and Kenny began
to thinkthat perhaps they had been too
cautious and should have kept going.

· "Then I saw the flares going off all over
the horizon like Guy Fawkes Day [a British
commemoration of a 17th century attempt
to blow up the English houses of Parlia-
ment] and I knew a lot of them were in
trouble."

When teams Belgium and Hawaii came
swopping into tearful reunions with loved
ones, three boats were left unaccounted
for Three ended up at the power plant.
Tucker and Lewis landed at a cove and
scurried down a path until they came to a
fence. They climbed it and pounded on the
door of an engineering building. A plant
employee opened the door and found
himself staring attwo men in sailing gear,
one of whom asked, in his Australian
accent, "Hi. Are we still in time for dinner?"
A few minutes later; Dryland and Glover
showed up and the plant workers chipped
in portions of their bag lunches and cake
from an office party to feed the sailors.

By midnight, only one boat was still
missing Belk-California, with Egusa and
Porter aboard. Finally, some workers at the
power plant heard shouting in a tiny, man-
grove-lined cove down the shore and sent
a boat to investigate. At 1:15 a.m. the boat
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reported in and everyone began to relax. It was a compromise that pleased no
It had been a rugged night. Nine boats one but satisfied most. Alter did not want to

needed new masts and six needed new leave 30 minutes ahead, fearing that any
jibs and/or mainsails. Algie was now adverse wind conditions would allow the
faced with a serious problem. rest of the fleet to sail up to him or even

If he would require boats which did not pass him, in the event of a major shift, and
finish the leg to make repairs and restart cancel his advantage in minutes. The
from the point where they beached he Belgians and Night Town figured that they
would be down to a three boat race. That gotto Cedar Key intact through pro-
would put Texas, Belgium and Hawaii so vidence, which was what the situation
far ahead that one of them was virtually called for, and so should get more time.
guaranteed to win. But all teams recognized that it was in

The big problem was that racing of this everyone's interest to keep the event rela-
sort is so new that few rules are set down tively competitive, and so it went on
for such an eventuality. What penalties without protest and relatively little
apply? grumbling.

Algie opted to treat the leg like a race in
a major regatta which was struck by a The Aussie Chcorge
similar storm. The leg would be aban-
doned, but he would give the three boats Most of May 22 was spent getting the
that finished a 30-minute bonus under a Hobies to Cedar Key on the roofs of the
percentage rule in the sailing instructions ground crew motor homes. Once the new
figuring that they were still sailing for at masts arrived from Tallahassee and Ocala,
least that much time longer than the other all of the boats were re-rigged in approxi-
boats before the yellow flag went up. mately 30 minutes. A couple of teams took

Because he finished so far ahead, Hobie advantage of the delay waiting for the
Jr.'s bonus would be given as a 30-minute masts to putty up some gouges left on the
head start off the beach. Because Belgium boat bottoms by oyster bars.
and Hawaii were back in the pack, their Texas left with their head start at 6 p.m.
bonuses would be 30 minutes in their May 22. In addition to the 30 minutes, they
pockets they could subtract from their still had whatever time they had saved on
times when the race ended. the other boats at the Anna Maria stop.

where only Team Belk-California had been
ahead of them. The rest of the fleet
charged off in pursuit 30 minutes later.

Texas still had a three minute lead over
Foster's Lager when the first boat arrived at
Shell Point, 94 miles to the north, at 2:53
a.m. The first seven boats-including Hol-
land, France, Sandestin-Florida, Belk-
California, and Australia:Foster's, all
reached that checkpoint within about 15
minutes of each other But the Foster's
Lager boat had carved 27 minutes off
Texas' 30-minute head start, leaving the
Aussie boat only 20 minutes behind on
accumulated time.

When Unilines came in, Kenny was so
cold and in so much pain from his neck
injury that he had to be carried off the boat.

"It was really strange," he said. "1 didn't
feel all that bad, then just before the beach
we had to tack. I started to go across the
boat, and my legs wouldrit move." Once in
the warmth of the motor home he
recovered quickly, but his experience
pointed out the need for warm dry suits,
even in the warm Florida waters.

Then came St. George Island, where
Texas appeared to have put a move on the
others that gave the leading American
team a comfortable edge on the home
stretch.

A puzzled Metcalf wondered aloud,
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"How the heck did they get that far ahead 103-mile leg from Cedar Key had been
of us?" and was told that while the bulk of long and cold, and it seemed he had
the fleet hugged the shoreline on that leg, hardly closed his eyes before he was
Alter had elected to head far offshore • being awakened at Panama City to get
where he picked up fresher breezes and a back on.
better reaching angle when the wind Eddington was so tired that he had to
clocked. leave the helming to Miller; and while Miller

But this was where the Aussie's planning is a fine sailor, he cannot be compared with
came in. Before the race began, they had Metcalf. Miller was like a good club pro in
scheduled their rotating shifts so that either golf. The club pro is an expert, but he can't
Dryland or Metcalf, unquestionably two of compare with a top touring pro like Jack
the finest small boat helmsmen in the Nicklaus.
world, would be aboard for the last two Glover, himself the Aussie national
legs. champion in the Nacra 5.2 class, said he

Coming into the penultimate checkpoint had often sailed against Metcalf and Dry-
at Panama City, only 50 miles from the end, land on Hobie 16s and"wondered how
Dryland and Glover had shaved 28 min- they could be so much faster than me." He
utes off the Team Texas lead and reached smiled and said, 'After this race with them, 1
the beach first. And now Metcalf, rested, know."
confident; and hungry, replaced Dryland at When Alter got off the boat, it was
the helm and headed for the finish line with obvious the Texas team expected to lose. If
the smell of victory before him. Alter had been able to hold the Aussies off,

Alter got off the Texas boat, leaving at least stay ahead of them onto the beach
Eddington and Miller to complete the race. at Panama City; there might have been a

The final leg was to be a beat in 1648 chance. But as Alter stripped off his dry
knot breezes, and Eddington is about as suit at the motor home, he was saying, "1
fast as Alter in such conditions. But the don't know, but it doesn't look too good.
Texas helmsman had got only two hours Rick is real, real tired."
sleep when he got off the boat between The gloom was prophetic. A mob of kids
the Shell Beach and St. George Island celebrating high school graduation was
legs, because the boats covered that 50- thronging the beach behind the Islander
mile stretch in a little over three hours. The Motel in Fort Walton Beach when someone

spotted the first boat against the dark
horizon. Long before it arrived it was
obvious it was Foster's Lager and when the
three Australian sailors dragged their boat
through the finish line, there was no other
boat in sight.

The Aussie team stood quietly on the
beach drinking bottles of Foster's and
glancing at their watches every few min-
utes. When 17 minutes and 20 seconds
had gone by, Dryland smiled quietly,
offered a hand to Metcalf and Glover and
said, "That's it then mates, congratulations."

Just about the same time a second sail
was spotted and Team Texas landed to the
cheers of the partisan teeny-bopper
crowd. They were 25 minutes, 33 seconds
behind the Australians, missing the victory
by eight minutes, 14 seconds. Alter,
Eddington and Miller were disappointed
but pushed their way through the mob to
congratulate the team from down under.

A little later, Alter was even able to joke
about it. "It's always the same when I come
to Florida," he said. "They don't like people
from' California here. Whenever I race here,
they tell me.'Bend over and grab your
ankles, California guy. Here it comes
again."

But will he be back for more?
"Probably" Alter says. "There's just some-

thing about this kind of racing." Al
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"Fry now, pay later" warns

the American Cancer Soci-
ety's billboards and print
ads. In those ads, an attrac-
tive, bikini clad young
woman bakes in the sun-a
tempting portrait of what
many Americans have
come to believe is the quin-
tessential summer activity.
Unfortunately, using the
sun's rays to cook skin to a
bronze sheen carries inher-
ent risks of future skin
cancers, the most common
form of all human cancers.
For sailors, the latest
research into skin cancer
carries both good and bad
news. The bad news is that
they are prime among the
groups that are most sus-
ceptible to damage from the
sun's rays. The good news is
that there is a lot that can be
done to prevent the effects
of solar radiation.

Skin cancer awareness
recently got a large and
powerful push from the likes
of President Ronald Reagan
when it was learned he had
a self-described "pimple" on
his nose that turned out to
be the most common form
of skin cancer, a basal cell
carcinoma, which accounts
for 80 percent of all skin
cancer cases in the U.S. The
"pimple" was removed with- «
out incident and, if Reagans N
case is typical, the long term •
outlook for a life free of skin E
cancer is very good. But, <
having the cancer means a
change in the activities Rea-
gan loves best. "It just
breaks my heart," said Rea- ·
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BY BRIAN ALOCANIlER

gan. He will almost certainly
have to stay out of the sun
as much as possible and,
when he does go riding in
Santa Barbara, he will have
to wear a wide brimmed hat.
According to doctors, Rea-
gan's carcinoma was almost
certainly the result of many
years in the sun, first as a
lifeguard, then as a film cow-
boy and horseback riding
enthusiast.

Although the most com-
mon form of skin cancers
are also the most treatable
cancers and have a very
high survival rate, skin can-
cer is a serious health
problem. Sun worshipping
and the corresponding
shrinking of swimwear
accounts for much of the
meteoric rise in skin cancer
rates. One in seven Ameri-
cans will have a skin cancer
during their lifetime. In the
last 20 years, the most
deadly form of skin cancer,
the malignant melanoma,
has increased by a factor of
ten. Whereas most malig-
nant melanomas were once
found in older people who
contracted the disease sim-
ply through years of
moderate exposure to the
sun, most malignant
melanoma deaths now
occur in the 20 to 40 year
old age group. In all, approx-
imately half a million people
in the United States were
found to have skin cancer in
1985. Twenty-two thousand
of those were malignant
melanomas and of these
approximately 5,500 died.
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WIIAT CAUSES SKIN CANCER•
The same sun that causes the winds to blow and generates life

on Earth also results in skin cancer,thus proving that too much of
a good thing is harmful. The sun's rays are composed of several
different types of radiation ranging from radio waves to the
infrared rays that are felt as heat. Ultraviolet rays are also part of
the ray package, and they are the source of most skin cancer
problems. Fortunately; the earth's ozone layer filters out most of
the ultraviolet light with which the sun bombards the earth. If this
weren't the case, there may not be any life and the planet might
look something like Venus. Still, enough ultraviolet light manages
to get through the atmosphere to precipitate a variety of reactions
in plants and animals. Some are good, some aren't.
Ultraviolet light can be divided into two separate categories:

long wave or UV-A rays and short wave or UV-B rays. UV-B rays
are more damaging than UV-A rays because they are able to
penetrate further past the surface of the skin than can the UV-A
rays. Still, scientists warn that UV-A rays cannot be touted as
harmless because they can act to promote the action of UV-B

. rays and because UV-A can interfere with proteins that help keep
the skin resilient.
When UV rays hit exposed skin, the basal cells near the

surface of the skin begin to swell and the local blood vessels
dilate. That's what a sunburn is. -ib help protect the skin from
further damage, the body releases the pigment called melanin
from deeper within the tissues. Melanin acts to thicken and
toughen the skin and helps deflect the sun's rays. This protective
action results in the coveted suntan, but it can also result in
mutations of cell DNA and can suppress the body's immune
response to cancerous cells. The steps of this cycle follow roughly
the same pattern in almost all cases. First, there is the sunburn;
second a wrinkling of the skin due to damage, and the
appearance of liver spots. Third, a condition called actinic
keratosis can appear These are usually pre-cancerous spots.
Finally, the cancer appears.
The effect of UV rays is cumulative. Unlike damage done to the

lungs by tobacco, damage done to the skin by UV light is there to
stay. That's why doctors caution patients who had severe sun-
burns when young that they are prime candidates for the
appearance of cancer in later years. Indeed, researchers main-
tain that much of the injury that eventually leads to skin cancer is
inflicted in the first two decades of life even though cancer may
not appear until much later. This cumulative progression leads to
early wrinkling of the skin, a loss of skin elasticity and gives skin a
leathery feel. But keep in mind that while effects are cumulative
even one day's overexposure to UV rays can cause damage.
Some people are more susceptible to the effects of UV

radiation than others. Those of Celtic backgrounds, people who
have their genetic origins in northern Europe, are most at risk as
is evidenced by the ease with which blond and red-haired people
burn. As a rule of thumb, the closer to the equator your ancestors
developed, the more resistant you are to the sun's rays. A
classification system has evolved around this idea with very light
skinned Celts classed as Type I and blacks who don't burn at all
classed as Type VI. Being of Irish descent, President Reagan
would fall near the first category.
Aside from genetic evolution, there are several other risk

factors. Obviously, those who spend a great deal of time in the
sun, whether for work or play are high on the list of people who
should use extra caution. There is some evidence that birth
control pills lower a woman's ability to cope with the sun's rays
and that pregnancycan also lessen her tolerance. Those who
have a history of past sunburns should be extra careful not to
exacerbate an existing potential for future cancer by piling burn

on top of burn. Skin cancer rates are highest among those living
in the South and Southwest because of increased exposure to
the sun and because people of Celtic heritage have moved into
those areas and their bodies are not equipped with enough
protection.
In the case of sailors, long days of sailing which include

morning riggings, afternoon sailings, resting on the beach and
evening tear downs, mean that sailors are exposed to the full
wrath of the sun for most of the day and, while on the water, they
also receive reflected sunlight, further magnifying their exposure.
This puts sailors firmly at the top of the list of those who must use
extensive measures to protect themselves from the cancer risk.

Unlike
damage done

to the lungs
by tobacco,
damage done
to the skin by
Uv light is
thereto stay.

PREVENIION WORKS
The good news is that by using some common sense precau-

tions, a lot can be done to mitigate the effects of UV rays, and if
used regularly; such safeguards can greatly reduce the risk of
skin cancer and can help a sailor keep enjoying the sport he
loves without cutting short his day on the water.
First, remember that the effects of melanin can help prevent

further damage by the sun. The trick is to get the melanin going
and still keep injury to a minimum. Start with just a few minutes of
sun exposure each day being sure not to burn. Some take only a
few minutes to begin burning so be careful. This early exposure
to the sun, although damaging to a degree, is preferable to
arriving at the first regatta of the season with a coat of winter white
and then overdosing to the point of crispiness.
Next, keep in mind that UV-B rays are at their most damaging

between the hours ofll a.m. to 3 p.m. As luckwould have it, that's
usually when the wind is best for sailing, still, the less time in the
sun during those hours, the better.
An important trap to avoid is being lulled into a false sense of

security. For example, shirts are not sure protection against UV
rays. Some shirts cut only 30 percent of the UV rays and few can
do better than eliminating 60 percent. People who get a little
burned then put on a shirt and continue to sail are magnifying
their problems, so put the shirt on first.
Shade isrit foolproof either. Although it may not feel as hot in
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the shade, that's just because some of the infrared rays have
been reduced. At least 25 percent of the UV rays will still be able
to reach a person in the shade. In short, although shade and
shirts help a great deal, they don't stop the UV rays from reaching
the skin altogether

Many people manage to earn serious sunburns by falsely
assuming that since the day is partially cloudy they are immune
to the penetrating effects of UV rays. The fact is that 80 percent of
UV rays manage to pierce the clouds, even when cloud cover is
heavy. It's easy to neglect skin that feels cool on such days, but
the same rules should apply to outdoor activities on cloudy days
as on sunny ones.

wearing a

sunscreen 042s

probably the
single inost
in.portant
Inethod of
protection
for Scil'OPS.

Since the majority of basal cell carninomas occur on the face
and neck, it is important to wear visors or hats. Some cancerous
growths are discovered on the scalp so visors alone may not be
sufficient for all people. Since the water and sand reflect a good
portion of the UV rays onto faces protected by visors, it's still a
good idea to use sun blocking creams or lotions, especially on
particularly sensitive areas around the nose where nearly 90
percent of facial cancers occur.

Wearing a sunscreen is probably the single most important
method of protection for sailors because it is convenient and
practical for sailors to use. As concerns about skin cancer have
grown, the market for sun products has skyrocketed and a great
deal of confusion has erupted over such products in the past
several years. Americans spend over 230 million dollars per year
on sun products. Much of this money is spent for items thought to
aid in skin protection that really may have little effect.

The officially accepted ratings for sun products are called SPF
or sun protection factors and these ratings range from 2 to 15. An
SPF of 2 means that a person could spend about twice the
amount of time in the sun without burning as he could without
any protection at all. For example, if a person who normally could
spend 30 minutes in the sun without burning applied a product
with an SPF of 2, he could, theoretically, now spend an hour in
the sun without harmful effects. The SPF ratings continue up the
scale to the almost total blockage of a product with an SPF of 15.
Of course these ratings presuppose that one knows one's
limitations in the first place, so it's important to understand how
your skin reacts to sunlight and how long it takes for you to begin

to burn.
Products that claim SPF factors should have one or all of three

commonly used ingredients. The most common is Para-Ami-
nobenzoic Acid or PABA. The two others are padimate-A and
padimate-0. Read the label of any sun protection product you
buy to see if these names are included in the list of ingredients.

Unfortunately for catamaran and board sailors, PABA washes
off and although the Food and Drug Administration has length-
ened the amount of time a person should be able to be in the
water without losing protection, cat and board sailors need to
reapply sunscreens frequently because they are wet more often
and because they perspire the sunscreen away. Waterproof
sunscreens are available and sailors would be well advised to
search them out and use them whenever possible.

Tanning oils without any SPF do nothing to protect the skin
from damage except possibly keep it moisturized. Dermatologists
claim that such products are no more effective at promoting tans
than sweat. In some cases, water or perspiration make better
tanning agents. Oils can even serve to make the skin more
susceptible to sun injury because they can make the first one or
two layers of skin almost transparent, thus permitting deeper
ultraviolet penetration.

Apre& sun products also do nothing to help damaged skin.
Once the harm is done it cannot be undone. Such lotions cannot
stop the peeling away of skin killed by UV radiation and products
touting the effects of collagen, elastin and topical applications of
Vitamin E have practically no effect on the skin.

A very important aspect of a preventative program is self-
examination. More skin cancers are discovered through self-
examination than by dermatologists and general practitioners. To
perform a good self-examination, have a full-length mirror, a hand
held mirror and, if possible, a small magnifying mirror It also
helps to have a friend, preferably one who would not mind seeing
you nude (This could be fun.).

Start the examination by charting existing birthmarks, large
freckles, liver spots and other marks on the skin. Then examine
each one closely and refer to the table of symptoms included
here. If any look particularly suspicious, have a qualified physi-
cian examine it. The earlier a skin cancer is detected, the lesser
the chances of any major problems. Once every few months, go
back to the map you made of existing body marks and look at
each one again. Note any changes in size, shape or coloring.
Look for new spots. Marks you've had for most of your life can
become cancerous and such changes often indicate the begin-
nings of cancerous growth. These periodic examinations can
save your life.

In short, start your exposure to the sun in small increments and
build up gradually Wear a hat or visor Use sunscreens accord-
ing to your skin type and tolerance. If you anticipate a long day in
the sun, go for full blockage. Pay special attention to the nose
and the rest of the face and neck as well as shoulders and legs.
At the first sign of sunburn, call it a day. Don't count on a -1-shirt to
protect you. Do your children a big favor and keep them well
protected against harm from the sun by the same methods you
use. The sun damage inflicted upon them now can have a very
deleterious effect later in life. Use self-examinations to help detect
any signs of cancerous growth and perform these examinations
regularly. With these precautions in force, the vast majority of
sailors need never worry about contracting skin cancer.

If all this sounds a little dire, keep in mind that almost all skin
cancers are treatable with no long-term effects. In fact, skin
cancer is the most treatable of all human cancers. With a few
simple common sense precautions, even people in a high-risk
group such as sailors can continue to enjoy their sport without
being overly concerned that a day of sailing will lead to skin
cance• Just like climbing in a car and putting on a seat belt, if a
sailor plays it smart and uses the proper methods of prevention,
he can go right on sheeting in and maxing out. XL
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Editor's Note: The following is intended as a guide only If you

have any doubts about.bodily marks, consult a physician.

Here is a list of the most often seen skin cancers and a
description of what they look like. Remember tb note any
changes in marks from one examination to the other All of these
conditions normally start small, so look carefully.

m Actinic keratosis: This is usually "pre-cancerous." Look for
multiple faint, red patches in one area. The patches can be
brownish or tan colored and are usually somewhat scaly.

 042Basal Cell Carcinomama: The most common form of skin
cancer. Look for a red, raised patch with dark spots. Usually
appears as a small waxy nodule and enlarges slowly until a
central depression appears and the outer edges rise. Can
appear as a slowly enlarging red, scaly area.

:m Squamous Cell Carcinoma: A rapidly growing nodule
with surrounding redness, a raised border and a central, ulcerous
depression.

'm Melanomas: The rarest, but most severe form of skin can-
cer. · The most common is called superficial spreading melanoma.
Look for a circular, irregular lesion with elevated borders. Nodular
melanomas usually appearas a bluish nodule but can also
appear as flat and be colored pink, red, black or brown. In
general, melanomas appear as patches of red or brownish
pigmentation with darkdr spots or lumps in the center. Irregular
borders around the patch of pigmentation could be a sign of
cancer. Be sure to note any changes in color or shape. If the spot
has a tendency to bleed, have a doctor examine the spot
immediately.

If Vou should spot a suspicious growth, the doctor will probably
remove it in a relatively painless procedure by scraping the area
with a sharp tool called a curette. The resulting scar will normally
take about two to three weeks to completely heal. That seems a
small price to pay

Editor's Note: HOTLINE aknowledges the help of Dr. Mike
Stotzky of San Diego and the San Diego Branch of the American
Cancer Society in the preparation of this article.
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345-2 Harkin 21/4" Upper Block $54.60
345-4 Harkin 21,4'4 Lower Block $86.00
345-5 Harkin Mini-block $ 8.70

A .r-- See your Local Dealer or order from us:

At> Sailing Systems, Inc. 4815 Amy Drive
-4:• IIZZI. Crystal Lake, Il. 60014 (815) 455-4599

Hobie 18 g
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ON DECK
On Deck isa righting line sissyline dockline even

a trailering tie - all in one compact package that
does not slow your boat by dragging in the water

On Deck offers
. instant availability easy gnp 32 inch line
 042automatic retraction durable internal bungee cord
 042ball beanng guide blocks permanent attachment
 042corrosion & Jam proof care free performance

CM 7735 On Deck system $5950

A0<offey 320 E Walnut Ave

11_larme El Segundo Ca 90245--1 (213) 640 8838
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I.....i T111!OBIE 18 U.S. NATIONAL CIIAMPIONSHIP CEIIAR POINT, 01110 ANNT 24-30, 11186

EXPERIENCE CEDAR POINT!

This year, Hobie 18 sailors from across
the country will race in the National Cham-
pionship at Cedar Point, Ohio. On the
shores of Lake Erie, Cedar Point is consid-
ered the Midwest's most exciting vacation
area. Along with the competitive racing
series, The Amazement Park at Cedar
Point provides a playground of fun forthe
entire family. You will want to bring every-
one to this national championship!

Cedar Point is conveniently located in
Sandusky, Ohio (midway between
Cleveland and Toledo). The host hotel is
The Hotel Breakers which Is right on the
beach of Lake Erie. For those who prefer
motor home living. a short walk will lead
'you to Camper Village.

Within easy reach of the sailing area is
The Amazement Park. For after hours
pleasure, spectators and racers will find
rides, live shows and plenty of fun-filled
attractions. You can even go for a rollick-
ing river adventure at Thunder Canyon:
Stay as dry as Hobie Cat sailing when your
12-passenger raft rushes down a twisting,
turning river along the Frontier Trail!

THE RACES The round.robin qualifying
series will be held Sunday and Monday.
August 24-25. Championship races start
on Tuesday and run through Thursday.
The top 36 teams will be announced
Thursday night. Finals will be Friday and
Saturday, with the top 36 teams racing
against each other in every race. Sailors of
40 years or better are eligible to compete
for a special masters trophy.

Skippers must bring life jackets, throwa-
ble, and weights (if necessary). You may
want to bring a protest flag, bridle fly, hot-
stick and your wet suit.

REGISTRATI0111 All sailors are asked to
preregister by mailing the registration form
with an entry fee of $125.00. A boat dam-
age deposit of $250.00, in either cash or
travellers check, will be required upon
check-in. Please do not mail it. This
deposit is returnable if no damage is done
to the boat.

AIHJ• HATIONS Accommodations
are available at The Hotel Breakers. Make
your hotel reservations immediately!
Either mail the hotel reservations form or
call one of these two numbers-
800/431-2113 or 419/627-2106.

Camper Village reservations for your
motor home can be made by phoning
419/627-2162. Sorry, they do not permit
tent camping individually or in conjunction
with your RM

HOBIE 18 NATIONAL DIIAMM• IIIP ROOM REGISTRATION FORM
Forthe Hotel Breakers (Reservations must be made immediately).

Dates of Stay

Individual's Name

Address

City State 7ip

Telephone ( ) Number of People to Accommodate

Arrival Date nepartilre Date

Single Rooms
0 Room with 1 double bed for as many as 2 persons-$60.00
0 Room with 1 queen bed for as many as 2 persons-$70.00
0 Room with 2 double beds forasmany as4 persons-$70.00
0 Room with 3 double beds foras many as 6 persons-$80.00
0 Tower room with 2 double beds and a sofabed for as many as 6 persons-$95.00
Suites (Multi-room units)
0 Suite with 2 double beds for as many as 4 persons-$75.00
0 Suite with 3 double beds for as many as 6 persons-$85.00
0 Suite with 2 double beds and sofabed for as many as 6 persons-$85.00
0 Suite with 2 double beds and 1 queen bed for as manyas 6 persons-$100.00
0 Suite with 4 double beds for as many as 8 persons-$100.00
0 Deluxe 2 bedroom tower suite with sitting room for as many as 6 persons-$135.00
Pleasecheck your preference and indicate your arrival and departure dates. Mail this
information with advance deposit equal to one night's rental to: Hotel Breakers, Cedar Point,
C.N. 5006, Sandusky, Ohio 44870, ATTN: Reservation Manager. Reservations should be
received by us immediately. Room prices do not include sales tax. For further information
call toll free: 1-800-431-2113.

110BIE 18 U.S. NATIONAL RACE REGISTRATION FORM
(This form must be postmarked by July 30.1986)

Name

Crew Name

Address

City State 7ip

I am prequalifiedfrom Division

I wish to attempt to qualify from Division

I qualify to compete forthe master'strophy El Age

Telephone ( ) Combined crew weight
Entry fee is $125.00. All skippers, prequalified or not, must preregister.
Mail this form, with entry fee, to: Hobie Class Association, Hobie 18 National Championship,
RO. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92054.

Signati IrA Date
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IN THIS SECTION:

Major Regattas

Regatta Schedules

Fleet News

Regatta Results

WORLD HOBIE
CLASS ASSOCIATION

The racing section of the Hobie
Hothhe consists of regatta news
and results as reported by the
fleets. If you would like to see your
fleet recognized in this section,
please submit typed, double-
spaced articles and black and -
white glossy photos only. Return of
photo contributions cannot be
guaranteed, so please submitt
duplicate photos. Send all contri-
butions to Liz Reed, Hobie CIass
Association, RO. Box 1008, Ocean-
side, California 92054.

July/August 1986 1

MAJOR REGAI IAS
August 3-10 Hobie 16 World Championship H.C.A.

Fiji 619-758-9100
August 16-22 Canadian National Championships H.CA.

Canada 619-758-9100
August 24-30 Hobie 18 U.S. National Championship H.CA.

Cedar Point, Ohio 619-758-9100
September 16-19 Hoble Cat U.S. Women's Championship H.CA.

Cape MaK New Jersey 619-758-9100
September 21-27 Hobie 16 U.S. National Championship H.CA.

Cape May, New Jersey 619-758-9100
October 18-26 (tentative) Hobie 14 and Turbo U.S. National Championships H.C.A.

Tampa, Florida 619-758-9100
October TBA Alpha Wave Invitational A.CA.

San Onofre, California 619-758-9100
November 23·29 Alpha World Championships A.CA.

Key Biscayne, Florida 619-758-9100
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R• GATTA SCHEDULE

Division 2

July 12-13

July 25-27

August 16-17

August 23-24

September 6-7

September 13-14

September 20

September 27-28

October 4-5

October 11-12

October 18-19

October 25

Division 3

July 12-13

July 19-20

August 2-3

August 16-17

September ?

Division 4

July 5-6

July 12-13

July 19-20

July 26-27

August 9-10

August 23-24

August 30-31

September 6-7

Division 5

July 19-20

July 26-27

August 16-17

Division 6

July 12-13

July 26-27

Grand Prix/Fleet 7 Jim SavageLong Beach Harbor, CA 714/629-2622
Todos Santos Regatta/Fleet 4 Pam CaldwellBahia de Todos Santos, Baja California 619/462-2117
18 Divisionals/Fleet 166 Scott RafuseOceanside Harbor, CA 619/729-2648
16 Divisionals/Fleet 3Long Seach, CA
Wofford Heights Points Regatta/
Fleet 167, Lake Isabella, CA

Frank Bjerring
213/519-7063
Bob Cargill
805/393-5431
Bruce Fields213/540-9629
Jerry Coziahr
619/276-9846

14 Divisionals/Fleet 57Long Beach, CA
"F* Fleet Worlds/Fleet 4Mission Bay, CA
17 Divisionals/Fleet 1 Don CriderDana Point, CA 714/240-3555
Dual Regatta For Charity/Fleet 4 Gordon CarpenterMission Bay, CA 619/549-0133
Newport Landing Regatta/Fleet 3Newport Beach, CA
Ladies Regatta/Fleet 180Castaic Lake, CA
Octoberfest Regatta/Fleet 1Dana Point Harbor, CA

Divisionals/Division IIIAlameda, CA
Women's 16 RegattaUnion Valley Resevoir
Roaring 20's Regatta/Fleet 20Coyote Point, CA
Huntington Lake Regatta/Fleet 62Huntington Lake, CA
The O'Niell's Regatta/Fleet 240Santa Cruz, CA

NW Womens Championships/Fleet 72
Yale Lake, WA
Bohemia Mining Days/Fleet 193Dorena Lake, OR
Sudden Valley/Fleet 37Lake Whatcom, WA
Divisional Championships/Fleet 72Yale Lake, WA
Northwest Championships/Fleet 14Lake Quinalt, WA
Ocean Shores Regatta/Fleet 14Ocean Shores, WA
Harrison Hot Springs/Fleet 214Harrison Hot Springs, B.C.
Vancouver Marine Park/Fleet 72
Vancouver Marine Park. B.C.

Glendo/Fleet 156Glendo Lake. WY
Rocky MountainLake Dillion, CO
Divisionals/Fleet 64Bear Lake, ID

Texas Blow-Out/Fleet 526Lake Spence, TX
Sand Cures/Fleet 99
Port Aransas, TX

Dave Kofahl714/898-7056
Windy Sails818/365-4531
Don Crider
714/240-3555

Mike Montague707/545-1195
Debbie Nelson916/454-9196
Chuck Schroyer
408/779-6822
Brian Haskins
209/255-1651
Rick Grewohl
408/423-9467

Debbie Marshack503/661-6114
Pete Slkora503/584-2336
Gary Baker206/734-9471
Mike Ward503/283-3273
Paul Ulibarri206/364-9938
Jim Severs503/289-9011
Larry Hepple604/531-6546
Mike :lard
503/283-3273

Martha Sray307/265-8212
Rocky Mt.Marine303/399-2824
Gordon Jones801/943-7129

Walter Campbell915/367-5075
Rolf Woods512/991-2386

Division 7

July 12-13

July 19

August 2-3

August 23-24

August 30-Sept. 1

Division 8

July 12-13

July 26-27

August 9-10

Division 9

July 19-20

August 2-3

August 16

Division 10

July 5-6

July 26-27

August 2.4,5-6

Division 11

July 12-13

July 25-27

August 3

August 16-17

September 5-7

Division 12

July 26-27
August 9-10

August 16-17

September 13-14

September 20-21

Division 14

July 12-13

July 19-20

Domino's Pizza Hot One RegattaBranched Oak Lake, NE Rich Andrysik
402/483-6968

Nebraska State Games/Fleet 192 Rich AndrysikBranched Oak Lake, NE 402/483-6968
Bent Mast Points Regatta/Fleet 192 Ed SwotekBranched Oak Lake, NE 402/895-3498
Nebraska State Championships/Fleet 192 Steve DaHarshBranched Oak Lake. NE 402/556-7393
Black Hills Labor Day Regatta/Fleet 198 Dave WinegardenAn,gostura Reservoir. SO 605/342-0280

Open Points Regatta/Fleet 5 Bob MeyersTo Be Announced 813/867-5916
Jacksonville Beach Regatta/Fleet 111 Wayne DewittJacksonville Beach. FL 904/241-7953
Summer Sizzler/Fleet 80 Roy BertoletDaytona Beach. FL 904/672-7322

Carolina Beach Regatta/Fleet 191Carolina Beach. NC
Divisional Championships/Fleet 53Isle of Palms. SC
Cannonball Run/Fleet 100Atlantic Beach. NC

Muddy Waters/Fleet 123Carlyle Lake. IL
Hobiefest/Fleet 115Lake Michigan. IL
Island in Your LifeAka;Ilya Bay, OH

Thunder on the Bay/Fleet 54Elk Neck State Park. MD
Pleasantville RegattaYacht Club of Pleasantville, NJ
Womens Divisional/Fleets 24 & 452Beach Marina. Waretown. NJ
Ist 1987 Points Regatta/Fleet 250Atlantic Highlands. NJ
Wildwood Crest Classic/Fleet 443Wildwood Crest, NJ

Mid-Summer Classic/Fleet 124East Islip. Long Island NJ
Buzzard's Bay Regatta/Fleet 28Mattapoisett, MA
Alburg Invitation/Fleet 187Lake Champlain. Alburg. VT
Maine State Championships/Fleet 231Old Orchard Beach, ME
Powder Point Regatta/Fleet 28Duxbury Beach, MA
Hainonassett Beach Regatta/Fleet 136Hanionassett Beach State Park, CT

David Richbourg919/668-0210
Bill Carl803/881-0471
Jeff Deaton919/726-1586

Robert Balboa314/521-5202
Bob Findlay312/446-0825
Tom Tannert216/867-3012

Margie Carvella
301/321-6581
Bill Hiller609/653-6644
Lynn
609/390-8182
Wolf Kornwebel201/291-3534
Bob Edwards609/886-4609

Bellpat Marine
516/286-8368
Steve Ruel617/742-4629
Gaby Renaud514/874-3020
Bob Whiting207/892-3788
Joe Driscoll617/293-5784
Ray/Lynne Lewicki203/658-0040

Prairie Nat'l Points Regatta/Fleet 27 Greg TrentLake Cheney, IS 316/269-1500
East Texas Championships Larry ChambersLake Palestine, TX 214/825-6213

54/HOBIE HOTLINE
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REGATTA SCHEDULE

August 9-10 Kansas State Championships/Fleet 27
Lake Cheney, KS

7 Oklahoma State Championships/Fleet 63Lake Thunderbird, OK

Division 15

July 5-6

August 2-3

August 9-10

September 13-14

September 20-21
September 27-28

Division 16

July 11-13

July 18-20

July 25-27

August 1-3

Island Hop/Fleet 70Ocean Springs, MS
Wm Gramie Memorial/Fleet 120Panama City FL
Divisional Championships/Fleet 35Pensacola. FL
Harvest Moon/Fleet 277Lake Guntersville, AL
Po' 01' Kowaliga/Fleet 484Lake Martin, AL
Music City Regatta/Fleet 249Percy Priest Lake. TN

Wendt Beach Regatta/Fleet 119Angola. NY
points Regatta/Fleet 86Seneca Lake, NY
Sundance XII/Fleet 256rh/tani/ 1 lk/. NY

Ontario Open 008/Fleet 295Hamlin Beach State Park, NY

international

July 3-5

July 4-6

July 5-6

July 5-6

July 13-14

July 19-26

July 20

July 25

July 25-27

July 25-27

July 26-27

July 26-27

July 27

July 28-August 3

July 30-August 3

August 3-10

August 2-3

August 2-3

August 3-30

August 2-8

August 2-3

50.00 Long Distance
Roscoff-Dinard
Dutch Hobie 14 Nationals
H.VN.H./Sal.GEN
Ski YachtingChiemsee
Coppa ArgentarioCala Galera
Euro. Hobie Youth C/ShipEgmond
Hobie 14 European ChampionshipKijkduin
Raid
Langrune-Caen
Fleet RegattaBermerhaven
D. KlassenmeisterschaftDummer See
Spanish Turbo NationalsTarragona
Trofeo BenicasimBenicasim
Trofeo Mare NostrumCastelldefels
Regatta U.C.P.A.Bombannes
Hobie Hot WeekMarstrand
Stage RegattaCarnac
Hobie 16 WorldsFiji
Trofeo PlayetesCastellon
Trofeo CalahondaIlalaga
Trofeo 2 MaresLa Manga
British NationalsEastbourne
Seefest RegattaNilstalsee

Greg Trent316/269-1500
Guy Lawyer405/275-6462

Mark Ederer
601/875-6135·
Sandi Kalata
904/265-2600
Joe Guarino904/968-2939
Nick Neville205/681-5150
Lair Jones
205/279-6753
Pet O'Briant615/367-0086

Ron Pfender
716/681-0241

Tom Doud
607/737-1140
Sharon Chamberlain714771-ll'

Martha CameronRochester NY

Patrice Vivient94/ 8769 70
Martin Schuitema
01751 12834
lianjo Zimmermann
05221-82071
Carlo Lepscky06/ 379 1210
Hans Van Nes
0252 110 775
Tony Laurent94/ 65 68 59
Tony Laurent94/ 65 68 59
Ernst Bartling0221-438 604

Hanjo Zimermann05221-82071
Juan Nuviola Camps03/ 237 639
Maria Jose93/ 890 27 88
Juan Nuviola Camps03/ 237 639
Patrice Vivient94/ 87 69 70
Osten Nilsson40/ 453 801
Tony Laurent94/ 65 68 59
Tony Laurent94/ 65 68 59
Juan Nuviola Camps03/ 237 639
Maria Jose93/ 890 27 88
Maria Jose
93/ 890 27 88
Tony Laurent94/ 65 68 59
Hanjo #mermann05204-4573

August 3

August 9-10

August 10-12

August 14-17

August 15-16

August 16-17

August 17

August 17

August 19

August 19-20

August 23-24

August 23-24

August 23-24

August 29-31

August 30-31

September 5-7

September 6-7

September 6-7

September 6-7

September 7

September 12-15

September 13-14

September 13-14

September 13-14

September 13-14

September 14

Septem6er 16-21

September 13-14

September 13-14

September 20-21

September 20-21

September 20-21

September 20-21

September 20-21

September 21

September 24

September 24
September 26-28

September 26-28

September 27-28

September 27-28

September 27-28

Regate - RaidY.C. Toulon
Trofeo VEnt Surf
Girona
Dutch NationalsNoordwijk
Int. Best-Ermittl
Weiden-N. See
Imperial TarracoTarragona
Zealand ChampionshipEsrum Lake
IDA/ V. SalmedinaSan lucar
Oud Naarden Round0. Naarden
Vl. Traciesia S. MagiT. Gona/Comarruga
Regate CVBNBombannes
South Swedish RallySkanoer
Coupe de GeneveYLSNG Geneve
Gelting RegattaOstsee
Coppa Nord ItaliaDomaso
Travesia OropesaCastellon
fleet ChampionshipVenice
Jazz and SailBergen
Trofeo Itapikua
Hondarribia
Um's WalchenfassWalchensee
Fleet RegattaCannes
French 18 NationalsLes Elbiez
Trofeo MaritimTarragona
Fleet RegattaLes Sablettes
WeyreggAttersee
2 Lander CupOud Naarden
Fleet RegattaTheoule Mi ramar
Hobie 18 European ChampionshipLes Embiez
Ostsee PokalScharbeutz
Starnb. See RegattaStarnb. See
Champ. of ChampionsNetl/9
Coupe de Guyenne..Lacanau
Trofeo UgartesaDenia
HobelregattaA• ersee
Harkortsee H. FahrtenHarkortsee
Ins and OutsLangrune-Caen
Travesia PalsGirona
Trofeo de PlataCastelldefels
1.0.3.Dunmersee
D. KlassenmeisterschaftDumnersee
Lake Bienne C. ShipBienne
Highcliffe C. ShipHighcliffe
Fleet RegattaVitrolles

Patrice Vivient94/ 87 69 70
Juan Nuviola Camps03/ 237 639
Martin Schuitema01751 12834
Herbert Gradl0222/ 661661
Maria Jose93/ 890 27 88
Irene Schwarz01/ 64 1118
Juan Nuviola Camps03/ 237 639
Hans Van Nes
0252 110 775
Maria Jose93 890 27 88
Patrice Vivient94/ 87 69 70
Osten Nilsson40/ 453 801
Jenny Hengerude

022/ 35 18 38
Ernst Bartling0211/ 438 604
Beni Bozano0185/ 62 602
Maria Jose
93 890 27 88
Carlo Lepscky06/ 379 1210
Martin Schuitema
01751 12834
Juan Nuviola Camps
03/ 237 639
Ernst Bartling0221/ 438 604
Patrice Vivient94/ 87 69 70
Tony Laurent94/ 65 68 59
Maria Jose93/ 890 27 88
Patrice Vivient94/ 87 69 70
Otto Nadler0222/ 23 65 180
Hanjo Zimermann
05204-4573
Patrice Vivient94/ 87 69 70
Tony Laurent94/ 65 68 59
Ernst Bartling0221/ 438 604
Hanjo Zimmerman05221-82071
Tony Laurent94/ 65 68 59
Patrice Vivient94/ 87 69 70
Maria Jose93/ 890 27 88
Ernst Bartling0221/ 438 604
Hanjo Zimmerman
05221-82071
Patrice Vivient94/ 87 69 70
Juan Nuviola Camps03/ 237 639
Juan Nuviola Camps03/ 237 639
Ernst Bartling0221/ 438 604
Hanjo Zinlnermann05204-4573
Chris Sieber038/ 244 241
Tony Laurent
94/ 65 68 59
Patrice Vivient94/ 87 69 70
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Women's

Open

• listoric Cape May, New Jersey, will host
Mthe 1986 Women's and Open Hobie 16
I IU.S. National Championships. Whether
you choose to stay at a quaint bed-and-
breakfast inn or a peaceful hotel on the
beach, the Victorian town of Cape May
will bea great venue for the Hobie 16 U.S.
Nationals.

Fleet members from Division 11 are
working with the City of Cape May and
State of New Jersey officials to plan an
exciting week for our competitors. Side
trips to Atlantic City have been arranged
for those looking for a little after-hours
entertainment.

VIOMIN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
The Women's Nationals will be held

September 16-19, after competitors have
been checked in on Monday, September
15. Qualifying races will take place on
Tuesday. The championship series is
scheduled for Wednesday through Friday.

OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
The 1986 Hobie 16 U.S. National Cham-

pionship will check in its competitors on
Saturday September 20. Qualifying races
will be on Sunday and Monday, and the
championship series will begin on Tues-
day. Finals will be held Friday and
Saturday

RHOISTRAT• ON
All skippers, whether prequalified or

not, must have their preregistration
postmarked by August 27,1986. The
entry fee for the Women's Nationals is
$100.00. The Open Championship regis-
tration fee is $125.00. Please mail your
entry fee with the registration coupon. A

September 16-19,

September 2 1 -27

1986

1986

boat damage deposit of $250.00, in cash latest), as September is still tourist season
or travellers checks, will be required upon in that area. There are several quaint bed-
check in. Please do not mail it. This and-breakfast hotels which might make
deposit is returnable if no damage is done the week even more fun. For making
to the boat. reservations, the City of Cape May has

provided a"welcome" phone number to
ACCOMMODATaiONS call, 609/884-3323. Alternative housing

The hotels have requested that reserva- for groups may be available, also. Call
tions be made right away (July 1, at the them for this information.

CAPEMAY,NEWJERSEY
0 0

0 0

0 0

1108IE 1H U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
0 0

RACE RIEGBSTRATIION FORM
(This form must be postmarked by August 27,1986)

Name

Crew Name

Address

City State 7ip

I am prequalified from Division I wish to qualify from Division

I qualify to compete for the master's trophy (Skippers 40 years or better) 0 Age

Telephone C · ) Combined CrewWeight
0 Open Nationals (Entry fee is $125.00)
0 Women's Nationals (Entry fee is $100.00)
ALL SKIPPERS, prequalified or not, must preregiste[
Mail this form with entry fee to: Hobie Class Association

Hobie 16 National Championships
RO. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA 92054

K
New Jersey and You Perfect Together"



' FLEET NEWS

DIVISION 1 The Breakaway jinx is bro-
ken. After two years of

The 13th Annual Pacific Beer regattas at which the wind
Regatta could best be described as
Fleet 6, Division 1 non-existent, the wind came

up at the 1986 edition of Hobie
Those who survived bring- Fleet 17s Breakaway Regatta

ing in the New Year were once at Folsom Lake. Saturday
again gathered for a Hawaiian morning dawned with strong
Tradition in Hobie Cat sailing. southwesterly winds from a
Behind the PBR are two sim- fast moving front. That proved
pie rules, one of which there to be a teaser as light flukey
are no rules. Secondly you winds followed the front's pas-
must have a female crew or sage. Two races got off but
reasonable facsimile on that required the concerted
board. The PBR usually has efforts of the Thistle Fleet act-
lightwinds but this year we ing as race committee and
were blessed with 25-knot Randy Gross in the chase boat
tradewinds. The course is a to move marks to set a fair
simple le mans start from Kai- course. The first race under
lua Beach, around a buoy, near drifting conditions was
down about three-quarters of highlighted by John Poncin in
a mile to Dean Froome's anew17 doingahorizonjob
house. Then land your boat on everyone including the
and send the crew up to chug 18As and 16As (behind which
a beer. Then push offthrough he started five and 10 minutes
a two to three foot shore behind) by finishing over 20
break, sailing down another minutes ahead of the next
mile or so to another check- finisher. Forthe second race
point where the same is the winds built up. but from
repeated. Then back to Kailua which direction? After the start
Beach after doing thisthree the wind clocked 90 degrees
times. Each class is awarded making the C mark to finish
trophies in addition to fastest leg a broad reach. Stuck mark
boat overall. Now comes the anchors ended the day.
best part, the coveted Miss Sunday began with clear

. PBR trophy and careful elim- skies and a glassy lake. Had
ination of all reasonable the winds left us and cursed
facimiles. It was narrowed Breakaway again? No. A north
down to two contestants: IL. wind slowly gained strength
(Hobie Beach Captain) and and held steady for the rest of
John Clark (who was wearing the day. Two races were held
a wild outfit). Several minutes under the steady 12-knot
later, the judges awarded John winds (three races for A fleets).
Clark Miss PBR. Thanks to our sponsors: Bell

The racing was not without Distributing, Coca-Cola, and
an excellent turnout, including Straw Hat Pizza and to all that
a couple of the new 17s that helped out especially Will
absolutelyjust blazed. Special Eber with the committee boat,
thanks to the Charlestons from Kirk Jeffries with the crash
Los Angeles who joined us for boat, Mike Gillum and the
the race. We're glad they Thistle Fleet as race commit-
made it. Forthose of you plan- tee and Marty and Tosca Stitt
ning a vacation or stop off in with the motorhome for race
Hawaii, Fleet 6 Division 1 will headquarters.
make sure a boat will be avail-
able to join in our racing DIVISION 6
schedule this year.

Hoble 18s: 1. Pam/Troy Crosswinds Regatta
Goodman, 2. D.Long/RPaul. Fleet 8, Division 617s: 1. Dean Froome/T.L., 2. S.
Fields/M. Spadaro. 16s: 1. M. April 5-6,1986
Jacobs/Crew 2. C. Limquist/J. Lake Somerville, Texas

by: D.G. KoonsClark. Fastest overall: Dean
Froome/T.L. The first wave of racers hit

the beach at Lake Somerville
Friday afternoon. By sundown
most of the race committee
was onsite and the party and
ant feeding was in full swing.

1 The fog slowly lifted Satur-
I day morning and the smell of

folks cooking breakfast drifted

DIVISION 3

Breakaway 1986
Fleet 17 Div sion 3
Folsom Lake Californ a
by John Renning

across the beach. Registration
got underway and when it was
completed there were 71 boats
registered. At the skipper's
meeting the starting sequence
and time was announced and
a C fleet seminar was con-
ducted afterwards.

The race committee got the
whiteflag up at 11:00 a.m.
sharp and the races were off
in 640 knots of wind. There
was a break for lunch after the
first race and everybody came
in and wolfed down some of
Willie's Fleet Dogs. The sun
finally came out in time for the
next two races. This was the
first time since last October
that we sailed without a wet-
suit. The secorid and third
races were run back to back
and when Billy says back to
back, he means it. We were off
the water by 5:30 and back in
the chow line by 6:00. As the
sun went down, lies were
being swapped andthe pro-
test committee was settling the
protests that were filed. The
cold beer flowed well after
dark and the ants continued to
feed

Sunday morning dawned
with heavy cloud cover and
the prospect of getting back in
the wetsuits. The race commit-
tee served up a couple of
course 7s for the A fleeters so
they would be assured of get-
ting their money's worth. After
the final race the protest com-
mittee went back to work;
hopefully, Bob will brush up on
his rules and he won't have to
face the committee on both
days. The scores were then
finalized and the fleet-crafted
trophies were presented to the
top finishers and crews.

A word of thanks to Billy
Richnow and the race commit-
tee for their work preparing for
the regatta and their fine effort
in running the event. Also,
thanks to Mr. Shaw for furnish-
ing and operating the
committee boat, Wright Dis-
tributing for furnishing the cold
Miller beer and of course the
city of Somerville for their
cooperation.

DIVISION 9

9th Annual Pamlico Points
Regatta
Fleet 257, Division 9
Washington, North Carolina
by Don Bass

Forthe entireweek pre-
ceeding the 9th Annual

Pamlico Points Regatta, flags
stood on end as the finicky
spring weather systems
blasted through the coastal
plain of North Carolina. How-
ever, the curse of the wind
gods fell upon the participants
of our event as the tem-
peratures on Saturday rose
intothe high 80s while the
winds fell out.

This year's Pamlico event
was held at Whichard's Beach
which occupies a point on the
river, with excellent camping
facilities and ample beaching
area for the overnight stowing
of boats. In fact, virtually every
aspect of our event seemed to
be falling into place as the
weekend approached. Expec-
tations of a good turnout were
realized as 53 total registrants
took part in the event, none of
which were more frustrated by
the lack of a breeze than the
locals from our fleet.

After postponing the first
race for about two hours, the
undaunted flotilla of Hobies
made its way into the river's
main channel on a day
custom-made for water skiing.
To make matters worse, the
five to seven knot breeze died
completely as an attempt was
made to start the 18As. A gen-
eral recall ensued One race,
was salvaged however, as a
10-knot"puff" graced us with
its presence long enough for
us to stage a short but sweet
race through a number one
course. The second race of
the day was not to be, as the
wind died completely and we
paddled in forthe refuge of
the awaiting refreshments and
the promise of a better day.

Saturday night featured bar-
becued burgers and hot dogs
provided by a perenially gra-
cious sponso• Hardee's.
Coca-Cola provided soft
drinks and Budweiser came
through with amore than weI-
come monetary gift. Later that
night, the tent parties contin-
ued as the beer wagon was
towed into the campground
and into the grasp of the"hard
core" element.

Sunday morning broke with
a weak but steady 10-12 knot
breeze and blue skies. As the
morning wore, it became clear
once again that the wind was
a fleeting thing, so we made
efforts to take advantage of
what we had. With no skipper's
meeting, we managed to get
in two races, each of which
took an eternity

JULY 042AUGUST1986/57



FLEET NEWS

After all the boats were
beached on Sunday, most of
which were well on the way to
being trailered, insult was
added to injury as a steady
"fresh" wind came in off the
sound exceeding 20 knots,
complete with white caps. Tro-
phies were donated by Cox
Trailers and door prizes were
donated bythe local Hobie
dealer, Marsh's Surf 'N' Sea.
And so, forthe second straight
year, the trophies were pre-
sented in the midst of a steady
blast. One last laugh for the
wind gods as if they were say-
ing "Yes Virginia, it does
indeed blow on the Pamlico."

DIVISION 11

Lake Hopatcong Points
Regatta
Fleet 137, Division 11
April 2&27
Lake Hopatcong, New
Jersey
by: Peter Laue
The forecast was for 70 to

75 degree weather Saturday
and Sunday, clear and sunny.
Saturday morning was over-
cast and raining by 8 a.m. The
first start of four races was
delayed from 10 to 11 a.m. and
bythen the front had past and
we had some good wind. The
courses set for 18,17,16A
were 3s, 4s and 7s with two
legs less for B and C fleets. We
had crisp starts and close
results at the end of the day
Saturday. The 17s proved to
be good performers forthe
first time in competition.
Our local fleet managed to

put up about twenty people
that came to the regatta from
all corners of our division, and
everyone came to the Satur-
day night buffet at a restaurant
right on the lake to recount the
agonies and ecstasies of each
leg ofthe race.
Sunday morning we had a

short skippers meeting to clar-
ify some of the rules and to get
everybody thinking in one
direction for the day. Two
races, have a good time, and
the boats wereon the water.
The white flag was at 10:30
sharp. Race l,a course 3, was
over in one hour and 15 min-
utes. Race 2, a course 7,
came up 12 seconds after the
last boat finished in the first
race. At about the same time,
a low grade squall came in,
making good wind conditions
better. George and Wolfgang

had a cheekto cheek race for
four legs and then George
split tacks and started putting
the distance on. By the end of
the race, Randy McConnell, in
third, was hoping for another
windward leg so he could
show his 1985 form again, but
the races were over, and at 1
p.m. everybody headed for
Hockenjos Sailing Center to
pack up.
On the lawn of the sailing

center was a surprise hot dog
barbecue in full swing with
beer and soda. When this
committee got back to the sail-
ing center, we were greeted
with helping hands to get the
corpmittee boat packed up,
the resultstallied, and trophies
presented. All in all, a terrific
regatta to open the season.

Puerto Rico Hobie Cat
Association
Fleet 133, Division 13
Fleet News
by Roberto Adelardi
On February 15 and 16,

Fleet 133 held a regatta at
Levittown Beach, Puerto Rica
Saturday turned out to be a
great day for racing with 15 to
20 knot winds and plenty of
sunshine.
We started out with an

Olympic course and ended up
with four races that day. The
bouys were placed far away
from each other. That meant
that even a short course
ended up as a long race. In
the 14 and 16 fleets there was
relatively little action going on.
Bythis wemean nochangein
positions. But the 18 fleet
proved otherwise, producing
results that changed the posi-
tion of skippersafter almost
every race.
Saturday's racing was about

to end perfectly Well, almost.
The rumor of acourse 7
caused our final race to end
up in chaos. Most of the racers
keptthatcourse 7 in mind and
paid no attention to the race
committee's decision to
change to a course 9. The
change was indicated before
the white flag was flown. That
change in course made half
the fleet run a course 7 instead
of a course 9. Well, after some
yelling, we all decided to give
a crash course on how to dis-
tinguish a 7 from a 9.
Sunday, it seemed like the

wind had died down, but after

the first race it picked up
again. We ran three races, but
once again the 14 and 16 fleet
was pretty much established.
Like the day before, the best
competition turned up in the
18 fleet, making it necessary
forthe skippers to run all three
races to decide the winner.
Since the 14s and 16s were all
but decided afterthe second
race that day. the 14s did not
race. An interesting race came
up with the 14 turbo. All the
boats decided to include
crews on the last race.
Because of this, the turbos
were all DSQ on the last race
but we still had fun and this
did not effect the positions of
the sailors.
This race would not have

been possible without the
sponsorship of Parador
Campomar, a local hotel that
paid for everything. We all
enjoyed the weekend and
hope this regatta will become
an annual event. We would
also like to thank the local sail-
ors for their cooperation and
help, but most importantly for
telling us wherethe reefs
were.

DIVISION 14

Dallas Regatta
Fleet 23, Division 14
April 5-6,1986
Lake Lewisville, Texas
by Jerry Giles and Linda
Saxby

The first Division 14 regatta
this spring came off without a
hitch after all the sailors were
told to cuss the race captain at
the start of the skippers' meet-
ing on Saturday. This got all
the complaints out of the way
right from the beginning, so
the race committee didn't have
to hear them all weekend.
There turned out to be no

need for complaints. On Satur-
day the weather provided
good double-trapping wind.
The wind dropped off a little
on Sunday, but five races were
still completed. It was wetsuit
weather since the lake water
was still on the cool side, but
the sun was out and kept the
airtemperature in the mid to
high 70s. So sailors from all
over Oklahoma, Kansas,
Texas and even Missouri came
to Lewisville to participate in
the regatta. Some looked
puzzled as theysailed by the
'Dominds Pizza Delivers"
committee boat. (Where was

the nearest telephone when
you needed it after the first two
races?) There wasn't any
pizza, but there was plenty of
beer available and an appetiz-
ing dinner later that evening.
Six 17s showed up to race, It

was evident these skippers
had worked hard sincejust
acquiring their boats a few
months ago. They were very
competitive. The 17s were
started after the16A start. This
placement worked very well.
The 16A fleet also main-

tained its reputation as being
extremely competitive.
Because of this, trophies were
awarded to the top eight
finishers in this fleet. Mark
Ralph of Fleet 23 held off Den-
nis McCredie, also of Fleet 23,
for the top honors. Sheila
Holmes and Karen Horton did
very well in finishing in sixth
place-with their pinktram-
poline and sails! They're on
the road to the women's
nationals.
There was awell-known sail-

ing figure racing among the
16As. Phil Berman, author of
performance manuals about
Hobie sailing, entered the
regatta with a crew he chose
on the beach and they
trophied. He led a question/
answer session after the first
day of races, distributed give-
aways, and introduced his
latest book. We are very grate-
ful he was able to spend the
weekend with Fleet 23 and
race in the regatta.

Division 8 continued

13th Annual Walt Disney
World Hobie Regatta
Bay Lake, Walt Disney
World
March 15-16,1986
Even though severe

weather alerts and tornado
watches were in effect for
most of Florida on Saturday,
March 15, over 100 Hobie Cats
arrived at the regatta site
ready to race. The skipper's
meeting at 11 a.m. was proba-
bly one of the shortest on
record as radar showed a
large storm was about to hit
the area, Sure enough, as the
last few wordswere spoken,
rain and lightning sent partici-
pants scrambling for shelter.
They were told a decision
would be madeat 1 p.m. con-
cerning further activities for
the day. Maybe if you are
superstitious it would seem
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INVITE YOU TO THE SUMMER
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• • 1 Early Registration: Friday, August 8th
RACE INFORMATION

from 7-10 PM
1 Fees: Hobie 14,14 Turbos & Hobie 17 - $15.00

l' Hoble 16,18,18 Magnums &
• r Hoble 33 - $18.00

i · Awards: For Skipper and Crews
5 Deep in all Classes

11 Master Trophies in all Classes
T-Shirts for Skipper and Crew

11 For more information call Jim & Cindy Deans
904/253-8592 or Roy Bertolet 904/672-7322.

Sponsored by:

Join our fun-filled Hobie Regatta festival
on the ocean at Holiday Inn Surfside.
Weekend race activities include free Hot
Dog Roasts on the pool deck Saturday
and Sunday nights, live Reggae band • 1
Saturday night, beer, soda, door prizes

and morel ,• i
 042400 Rooms & Efficiencies

 042Two Outdoor Swimming Pools 5
 042Tropical Pool Bar
 042Jonathan's Reef Restaurant
 042Island Bar Lounge

Special rates: *
 042$40.00 South Wing, Streetside
 042$50.00 South Wing, Oceanfront i <
 042$10.00 Kitchenette (extra per night) 1·
 042$10.00 Extra Person (per night) f 1 £1

' Rate Is for single or double occupancy. To qualify for r
this special group rate, reservations with first night
deposit must be made by July 8,1986. Check-In: • 1
3:00 P.M. Check-out: 11.00 AM.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL • •

1-800• 874=7426 1
(Inside Florida 1-800-545-3030) • j

Ute
t' 4£NJA,A 4-0
11 7%*p 9,-44

11 ' REGISTER.TO WIN A FREE -BURGER
HOBIE CAT COURTESY OF: KING

• • • GREATER DAYTONA BEACH AREA 'Il• e

----- - - -Il -• .• .I.=.==;.I---  442------Jt,-im-- -

MAIL TO: Holiday Inn Surlslde - Reservations
2700 N. Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach, FL 32018

Please enclose first night deposit and return by July 8,
1986. Fill in all Information and request preference. All
attempts will be made to accommodate your choice.

Name

Address

Phone Room Pref.

Arriv. Date Dep. Date
Enclosed payment:
Cash, Check, Money Order $

Credit Card (Type)

Credit Card #

Exp. Date Signatitre
HOBIE CAT POINTS REGATTA
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FLEET NEWS

like the 13th annual regatta
would have to put up with this
sort of weather. In any event,
radar showed many more
storms headed our way and
forecasts were for at least six
more hours of severe weather
in central Florida. Skippers
were reconvened atl p.m. (in
the rain) and the decision was
made to cancel for the day.
This allowed the familiesto
enjoy the many fun things to
do at EPCOT and the Magic
Kingdom where they could be
inside out of the weather.
Other major events canceled
that day included the Bay Hills
Golf Classic, Winter Park Arts
Festival and many ball games.
It just wasn't our day!
Sunday still had storms but

they all missed us so with fre-
quent radio checks with radar

and ears listening forthe
approach of thunderstorms,
two races were held in moder-
ate air The winds shifted
frequently as storms passed
north or south of the area. This
regatta has a reputation for
helping the end of the fleet
catch the leaders by using the
wind shifts and this year was a
good example in both races.
Hal Downing did afine job as
Race Committee Chairman
under the difficult conditions
and shifty winds. The starting
sequence took 55 minutes
since there were 10 different
classes but all of the starts
went smoothly. It was unfortu-
nate that more races could not
be held butthe long sequence
and decreasing winds
resulted in a two-race regatta
Even so, very little grumbling

REGATTA RESULTS

DIVISION 1

KAILUA BLOW HARD REGATTADIVISION 1HAWAII
MARCH 22, 1986

1. Durnin/Kelley 5.52. DeRego/Lindo 5.8
3. Pevec/Pevec 8.04. Andresen/ 8.0Dawn Beyer
HOBIE 16A
1. Jacobs/Boomla 6.82. Irvine/Walter 7.53. Schatz/Riddle 10.04. Wythes/Orrick 11.05. Myrter/Everest 13.06. Fields/Fung 14.0
HOBIE 16B
1. Lemquist/ 6.8Lemquist
2. Metzger/Jones 9.03. Orrick/Walker 10.04. Myhre/Leubbe 12.0

DIVISION 2

DANA POINT REGATTAFLEET8 1 DIVISION 2
DANA POINT, CALIFORNIA
MARCH 22 - 23, 1986

POINTS
1, Parizeau, Paul
2. Timm, Steve3. McGraw, Jock
4. Wright, Craig5. Biakanja, Krist
HOBIE 18B POINTS
1 Lewis, Chris2 Jenkins, Roger3 Erway, Brian4 Ybarrola, Tom
5 Miller, Rex

C POINTS
1 Savage, Jim2 Wells, Kirk3 Bjerring, Erik4 Key, Jason5 Zimmerman, Gene

HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Wake, John2. Legge, Jim3. Robertson, Stu4. Runyon, Tom5. Fields, Bruce
HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Seaman, Bob2. 01tmans, Don3. Hauser, John4. Alter, jeff5. Materna, Tom
HOBIE 16B POINTS
1. Petron, Jeff2. Ward, David3. Saupstad, Chris4. Kendall, RockS. Crider, Mike
HOBIE 16C POINTS

Tamalunas, Paul
Bescoby, EricSchiessu, KarenEnglhart, MikeDe Curtis, Donald

DIVISION 3

BREAKAWAY REGATTAFLEET #17 DIVISION 3
FOLSOM LAKE, CALIFORNIA
APRIL 12 - 13, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Baker, Bob 6 3/4
2. Rayfuse, Mike 7 3/4
3. Kitowski, Ron 844. Sullivan, Eric 15 3/45. Chaney, Vic 226. Yahalom, Rafi 24
7. Johnson, Ron 258. Westman, Gary 259. Goodell, Bart 2510. Jeffries, Kirk 38
HOBIE 18B POINTS
1. Sahs, Steve 4 42. Diller, Don 83. Spain, Georgw 84. Ballou, jeff 10 3/45. Wzinwright, B. 136. Johnson, Jerry 157. Berry, Ed 16 3/48. Borris, Chris 17
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Poncin, John 32. Johnson, Doug 93. Mooneyham, W. 154. Ettl, Mike 175. Hollaway, Doug 18

was heard and most Hobie
Catters said they really
enjoyed Sunday's racing.
Even with the shifty winds, a

few teams showed they could
handle the conditions and
won both races. Bill Watters
with crew Richard Barton had
two bullets in the 18 Magnum
as did Joe Lung with crew
Sterling Hall in the 188. Jim
McCann did the same in the
fast growing 17 class while Jim
Erwin took both races in 14A,
In the 14B, it was Bob Shireling
with two firsts. The 16C fleet
trophies were tightly contested
with only three points separat-
ing the top five places. Fred
Schmidt and John Nelson
came out on top and moved to
B fleet. With only two races
there were a number of ties as
might be expected. However,.

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Porter, Pat 9 42. MacDonald, S. 143. Skvarla, Mark 184. Montague, Ed 18 3/4
5. Gustin, Jim 206. Timms, Bill 20 3/4
7. Montague, M. 268. Stitt, Marty 309. Boschma, Brian 30 3/410. Peter, Hans 3811. Hess, Paul 4112. Vessy, Bruce 4213. Katz, Ron 4214. Carney, Bill 4415. Arnerich, M. 48
16. Sloan, Doug 53
17. Reese, Ed 59
18. Hinds, Dave 5919. Parseghian, V. 7220. Grewohl, Rick 74
HOBIE 16B POINTS
1. Rall, Gary 6 3/42. Franklin, Roger 7 3/43. Houser, Alan 134. Aranda, Debbie 145. Lantz, Kelly 14 3/46. Murphy, Bob 15 3/47. Scovel, Mike 198. Brown, Russ 199. Baily, Bill 2210. Cottrell, Mike 2311. Heberer, Phil 2412. Eustace, Bob 2913. Stark, Lew 3014. Mabie, George 3815. Matthews, G. 3916. Leonard, Al 43
17. Mitchell, Mitch 4318. Clarke, Mike 4419. Haskins, Brian 4720. Lundergan, B. 5121. Walker, Mike 5222. Glaze, Tim ,5423. Burnette, Bill 66
HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Kenmonth, Dave 4 3/42. Douglas, Jim 83/43. Bjork, Tom 104. Spears, Leslie 135. Heath, Margaret 176. Schroyer, C. ,17 47. Gray, Leon 218. Gerrition, Hans 259. Howarth, Robert 2510. Wyant, jeff 2511. Duane, Mike 2612. Lord, Tim 2613. Overfield, D. 2814. DeSoto, Brad 3115. Newman, Mike 3316. Urbanski, Ed. 3417. Coutches, Mike 5018. Perry, Dale 57

it was interesting that there
were no ties for first place in
any of the ten • eets.
Assistance in giving outthe

beautiful Disney supplied tro-
phies was provided by Pluto
and Goofy who water skied
over for the festivities. There
was plenty of beer and soft
drinks both days provided by
the Sailing Store. The Walt Dis-
ney World coordinatorthis
year was Paul Bosch and he
did a fine job along with many
of his fellow workers who
spent the weekend helping
everyone enjoythemselves.
Many people from the local
Fleet 11, the Sailing Store, the
Red Cross Sailing Club along
with other volunteers made
Jim McCann's job as Regatta
Chairman go smoothly except
for the weather.

19. Winslow, Scott 5920. Rhodes, Todd 66
21. Pauliot, Steve 6622. Turney, Bob 66
HOBIE 14 POINTS
1. Gross, Kevin 4 •
2. Johnson, Scott 4 3/43. McDonell, Robin 4 3/4
4. O'Keeffe, Mike 125. Alexander, Jeff 13
HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. Nicholas, Jeff' 4 3/42. Gross, Brian 5 43. Collier, Dave 5 3/44. Saylors, Steve 125. Sohle, Scott 136. Alexander, N. 137. Locke, Toby 17

DIVISION 5

PUESLO CLASSIC POINTS
REGATTAFLEET, # 201 DIVISION 5
PUEBLO, COLORADOMAY 10 - 11, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Jones/Mccuskar 2 162. Roll/Wigton 93. Flores/Smith 154. Collins/Labelle 16
5. Braun/Fey 186. Hodges/Hannes 197. Larson/Larsen 218. Cross/Cross 239. Curtis/Furst 26
10. Barday/ '27Lucosille
11. Coppola/Glenn 2912. Wittrup/Wittrup 3013. Howser, M. 3914. Clark/Shari 4015. Rindahl, B. 5116. Pearson, B. 5117. Foust, Glenn 51
HOBIE 188 POINTS
1. Donahue/Hester 2 :2. Brown, Stephen 73. Edwards/Kerr ,114. Bustamanti/Wahi 13S. Foote/Foote 146. Wheeler/Daniels 15
NOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Cox. John 2 &2. White, Lyman 103. Frahm, Bryan 104. Rickey, Richard 125. Decker, Dave 146. Cotter, Dick 14

60/HOBIE HOTLINE

6. 'Baumgartner, D. 187. O'Donnell, Don 268. Williams, Dave 27

HOBIE 18A (Own Points )
1. Mcraull/Kaan 2.32. Goodman/Goodmin 6.0
HOBIE 18B

12345

HOBIE 18A

HOBIE 18



REGATTA RESULTS

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Hill/Johnson 9 3/42. Roybal/Ogawa 123. Shearer/Marilyn 14
4. Gerblick/Lorry 16 3/45. Shay/Schreck '196. Adams/worth 227. Shearer/ 22Christian8. Tully/Boulle 229. Hillis/Hillis 2310. Fulton/Shay11. Wynder/Kalin • • 3/4
12. Cowan/Jill13 ·M£• • • • • • li• /

HOBIE 16A POINTS
14. Harper/Galusha 40
15. Hinneberg/ 42Tarasar16. Lindholm, Dale 48
HOBIE 16B POINTS
1. Lewis/Lewis 11
2. Hart/Hart 15 3/43. Watt/Watt 15 3/44. Riccio/Fisher 16 3/45. Meyer/ 22Kaphammer6. McCombs/Oresso 227. Mueller/DeStasio248. Shaw/Shaw 269. Langford/ 26

Langford10. Ruppert/Bilker 3011· Lindholm/ 32Lindholm
12. WhymanWhyman 3313. Lang/Massee 3314. Way/Cowan 3715. Bowen/Scott 4016. Raish, Dean 4317. Lenz/Ryan 4718. Liby/Watkins 4819. Gatto/Rackley 52
HOBIE 16( POINTS
1. Humble/Humble 2 •
2. Schrackenberb/ 8Cody3. Drummond/ 12Drummond4. Seaton/Seaton 155. Flores/Koenis 156. Key/Dennis Sr. 197. Long, Michael 19
8. Michael/Darst 199. Seitz/Shea 2510. Snow, Bob 3611. Hecker, Karla 3612. Moore/Morris 36

DIVISION 6

CROSSWINDS REGATTAFLEET 88 DIVISION 6
LAKE SOMERVILLE, TEXASAPRIL 5 - 6, 1986

1 Pellone, K.2 Johnson, M.3 Yurinak, R.4 Costa, V.5 Richard, p.6 Smith, C.7 Rossi, R.

A POINTS
3

10 3/414172223
B POINTS

647 4
11 3/4182328

1 Royals, K.2 Campbell, W.3 Oyer, J.4 Holley, B5 Goforth, D.6 Young, R.7 Schroeter, W.

1. Beach, S.2. Doyle, D.3. Smith, J.
A POINTS

5 412 3/41717182225 3/42930323232364646516071

1. Miller, C.2. Pugh, B.
3. Liles, B.4. Rourke, K.5. Eckenroth, P.6. Kuc, J.7. Teske, E.B.· Goodman, R.9. Wilson, B.10. Pitch, J.11.'Buck, S.12. Shaw. R.13. Koons. D.14. Hightower/, L.15. M.Mayo.16. Bach, A.17. Rice, S.18. Bading, R.

HOBIE 16B
1. Valenta, M.2. Kruciak, J.3. Jacobson, H.4. Quarles, N.5. Hullman, C.6. Milcy, T.7. Pojman, J.8. Tucker, W.9. Lewis
10. Johnson, C.
HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Brown, J. 542. Whitener, D. 10 3/43. Willis, B. 114. Valenta, D. 12
5. Weissinger, D. 12 3/46. Boehler, K. 227. Thomas, D. 24B. Gary, S. 279. Long, E. 3510. Wilson, R. 37
HOBIE 16 MASTERS POINTS
1 Frye, B.2 Eggleston, J.3 Mikulec, M.4 Woodard, T.5 Love, B.
HOBIE 17
1. Lambert, S.2. Hamilton C.3. Granger, T.4. Hausmann, C.
5. Dunn, B.6. Bishop, J.
HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. Acquart, S. 54
2. Morrison, R. 6 53. Eberle, B. 8
4. Hawkings, G. 185. Crawford, G. 186. Strom, M. 20

DIVISION 8

MIDWINTERS EAST REGATTAFLEET # 42 DIVISION 8DAVIS ISLAND YACHT CLUBTAMPA, FLORIDAAPRIL 12 - 13, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Cope, Woodie 10 62. Deans, Jim 173. Mayo, Clive 17 3/44. Linton, reff5. Johnson, Bob 21 3/46. Caffee, Hollis 297. Mcintosh, Fred 358. Linton, John 369. Renfro, Julie 4410. Schleckser, M. 4511. Cozart, Key 4912. Cady. Layne 5113. Carlson, Dave 5214· Floyd, Paul 5415. varano, Jerry 5816. Braun, Walter 6617. Stevens, Rick 6618. Cook, Alan 7019. Corliss, Pete 75
20. Sheppard, R. 7721.,Rain, Thomas 8422. Algee, Don 8623. Dunn, Greg 94
HOBIE 1 BB POINTS
1. Coffee, Kim 4#2. Brown, Mike 9 3/43. Cawley, John 154. Fuhler, Neal 15 3/45. Nimgoks, James 196. 20umberos, S. 217. Karably, David 248. Stahr, Mike 299. Seward, David 3110. Hunter, Ken 3511. Staley, Michael 3812. Ridenour, John 44
13. Thompson, C. 4614. Robinson, Ralph 4615. Schnur, Keven 6016. Whidden, Mark 6217. Henne, John 67
HOBIE 18 MAGNUM POINTS
1. Watters, Bill 3 3/42. Fuger, Simon 14
3. Mullany, Tom 154. Brodie, Mike 155. Simmons, Kevin 176. Bell, Dean • •7. Rapp, John8. Anderson, B. 23
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Tucker, Carlton 4 &

4454121618
POINTS

7 3/49
9510 3/414 3/422

POINTS
748 3/48 3/41414 3/42]23

273140

2 Wood, Miles 553 McCann, Jim 164 Barnett, John 175 Hackney, John 196 Post, Dick 227 Joslin, Bill 258 Gamblin, David 269 McKee, Dick 2910 Ramon, Jaime 3711 Burnett, Neal 38
12 Kohl, William 4413 McCuiston, Mike 4914 Thornton, C. 49

HOBIE 16A POINTS
I. Tyler, Ross 16 3/42. Leo, Steve 17 li3. O'Brien, Kelly 19 3/44. Dickinson, Ron 245. Miller, Kevin 256. Sanchez, Phil 28 3/47. Dies, Bob 368. Smith, Kevin 369. Williams, B. 4310. Keysor, Chris 4411. Camp, Paul 4512. Gallagher, M. 4713. Hebert, Rick 5114. Walter, David 51
15. Kouzeniewski, T. 5316. Bertolet, Roy 5317. Ashton, Larry 5618. Woodruff, Stan 6019. Dawson, Mike 61
20. Vasiliades, P. 6521. Sammons, Jack 6822. Haley, Pete 7023. Scott, Melissa 7224. Walton, John 72
25. Whiteleather, C 7326. Boulay, Joe 8027. Kuftic, V. 8228. Jones, Dennis 8729. Boone, George 8730. Gallahper, Pat 9131. Andrews, Dave 9932. Dwyer, Dennis 10133. Brice, Robbie 10734. Myhre, John 11035. Okragiese, M. 11536. Boetcher 121
37. Kidder, Cyril 12638. Schulman, R. 13239. Hartman, Bill 147

B POINTS
9 519 3/423 3/427]2

33404145454849525254
555861636365697079868889909699108112115123125144

1. Meyers, Bob
2. Danner, Skee3. Merritt, R.4. Bennett, Kem5. Detrick Mark6. Philipson, W.7. Berry, Bob8. Karte, Jock9. Hunt, Bob10. Wise, Jim11. Jeter, Holly
12. Coffee, David13. Gelatti, G.14. Bucina, Steve15. Eichmer, Steve
16. Taucher, R.17. Lowe, Randy18. Sandlin, Dave19. Dickinson G.
20· Pryor, Lisa21. Avant, Thad22. Rutter, Karl
23· Wolfe, Greg24. Allen, James25. Broomfield, C.26. McDonald, D.27. Birutis, Stas
28. Pesane, Sue29. Michael S.30. Moss, Mark31. Long, Dennis32. Winn, Kevin33. Gronback, A.
34. Espinoza, D.35. Richardson, C.36. MacPhail, R.

HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Candish, Woody 14 3/42. Scharff, Ed 153. Green, Dennis 174. Oliver, Luis 174
5. Bergman, Don 21 3/46. Delman, Scott 227. Paradis, M. 22
8. Starkey. Trey 28 3/49. Bottcher, Del 34
10. Horney, R. 3511. West, Dave 3512. Dudley, Ted 35
13. Bodoh, Jim 4414. Gamache, Bob 45
15. Grieshop, Bob 5016. Bauer, Jeff 60
17. Wright, Glenn 6218. Greenhalgh, J. 6319. Francis, Jeff 6520. Beal, Joe, Jr. 6521. O'Hern, Dennis 7022. Zeto, John 74
23. McMillan, Dom 7524. Heinze, Dean 85

HOBIE 16 NOVICE POINTS
1. Taylor, Dale 462. Anderson, Scott 643. Ricker, Steve 124. Giorgen, Phil 205. Cunningham, D. 226. Lengy.1, Tom 227. Casaccia, Joe 24
HOBIE 14A POINTS
1. Kirby, Alex 32. Moldt, Dick 103. Nelson, John 10
4. Lambert, Brian 13 3/45. Craig, John 226. Erwin, Jim 237. Bowerfind, K. 238. Shireling, Bob 269. Karnitschrig, A 29
10. Medley, Bob 3411. Kirby, Art 4012. Brooks, Bill 4213. Glover, L. 52
HOBIE 14B
1. Melendez, John2. Lusk, Terri3. Soule, Judy4. Kelly, Mark5. Marecki, R.
HOLDER 12
1. Bremer, Baron
HOLDER 14
1. Herbst, Alic

HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. Dekreek, Vel 442. Wetty, Bill 7 43. Johnson, John 134. Keysor, Clark 17
5. Burns, John 196. Johnson, Cheryl 197. Coss, Paul 22
8. McCallister, B. 249. Heil, Doug 36
ALPHA SAILBOARDS (230)
HEAVY WEIGHT
1. Duke, John 162. Winstead, Dewey 43. Wren, Dick 6
ALPHA SAILBOARDS (230)LIGHT WEIGHT
1. Ohlmann, G. 1 42. Forsyth, Dodie 4
ALPHA SAILBOARDS (200)LIGHT WEIGHT
1. payne, Sean 52. Casta, Russ 8
HOBIE 33 POINTS
1. Murdoch, John 32. Brewer, Ron 8
ALPHA SAILBOARDS (200)HEAVY WEIGHT1. Frazier, B. 10 62. Boyd, Kevin 123. Hull, Eric 13 3/44. Faas, Denis 215. Wallace, Dale 21 56. Heirholzer, S. 30

BATTEN BUSTER REGATTAFLEET / DIVISION 8
PANAMA CITY, FLORIDAMAY 3 - 4, 1986

HOBIE 18 POINTS
1. Gaston, Ronnie 32. Duke, Tom 6 3/43. Cockcroft, B. 134. Neville, Nick 155. Rigdon, John 20
6. Ruthuen, Larry 20
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Drury, John 3
2. Thornton, C. 6 3/43. Remsburg, Jim 124. Barker, Joe 15
HOBIE 16A
1. Douglas, Mike2. brock, Jim3. Kalata, Larry4. Smith, Kevin5. Gaston, Shane6. Lattman, John1. Grady, Bill8. Stone, Lynn9. Dalba,.Russ10. Keenion, Brad11. Self, Robert

POINTS
5 410 3/41212 3/41516 3/42830

323739

POINTS
456 3/416

1618 3/4
POINTS

POINTS
3
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HOBIE 18 MAGNUM POINTS
3811

HOBIE 16
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HOBIE 16B
1. Sisson, Joe2. Watson, Ray3. Smith, Thomas4. Howerton, B.5. Hoff, Fred, Jr.6. Lueck, Chip

HOBIE 17
1. Weatherford, S2. Roberts, J.3. Markel, Doug4. Hough, David
5. Nisbet/Nisbet

POINTS
647 3/48 3/4
9 3/419

REGATTA RESULTS

HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Owens, Billy 442. Yuhas, Brad 543. Johnson, Randy 10
HOBIE 14 POINTS
1. Myers, Babe 3
HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. Dick, Paul 54
2. Knight, Ron 7 3/4

DIVISION 9

LAKE NORMAN POINTS REGATTA
FLEET # 92 DIVISION 9LAKE NORMAN, NORTH CAROLINAAPRIL 19 - 20, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Dunn/Dunn 4%2. Olson/ 13Pondergrass
3. Graham/Graham 16 3/44. Harper/Harper 19 3/45. Jones/Alexander 206. Whiteside/ 22Whiteside
7. Sifford/ 25Obenshaw8. Akers/Akers 289. Toney/Toney 3210. Kiemele/Taylor 3811. Ellis/Kendrick 4112. Estapa/Estrapa 4413. 0'shields/ 45O'Shields14. Wooten/Wooten 4715. Weeks/Davis 4816. Robertson/ 53Robertson17. Englisbe/ 62Englisbe18. Peavy/Peavy 6519. Best/Frnaklin 76
HOBIE 18B POINTS
1. Graham/Byrum 542. Mintz/Waples 9 3/43. Harmon/Blakely 11 3/44. Miller/Brdichel 15 3/45. Macesko/Clayton 176. Bodenheimer/ 18Bodenheimer7. Brown/Jones 198. Frets/Frets 309. Haddad/Descamps 4110. Duiel/Dueil 4211. Sensetraro/ 44Thorpe
HOBIE 18M POINTS
1. Paradies/ 3Paradies

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Smith/Smith 4 42. Humphrey/ 9 3/4Lowrance
3. Ayscue/Ayscue 13 3/44. Poteat/poteat 145. 0'Lain/Reynolds 156. Barrett/Barrett 167. Richbourg/ 25Richbourg8. Robinson/ 29Cauthen9. Hill/Hill 3210. Setilli/Keahey 3211. Faille/Shirley 3512. Brittingham/ 44Fisher
13. Smith/Branyon 4814. EflandlEfland 56
HOBIE 168 POINTS
1. Poplin/Morgan 132. Carpenter/ 13 3/4Schumpert3. Potter/Potter 14 3/44. Weeber/Allen 17 3/45. Servati/Servati 21

POINTS
7 4941010 3/41720

6. Malone/Malone 22 3/47. Joyce/Petree 31
8. Fahlberg/ 34 3/4Robinson
9. Frovarp/Frovarp 3510. Stafford/Murray 3611. Collins/Nelson 3912. Reeves/ 40

Funderburk13. Evans/Evans 4014. Johnston/ 41Wollenhaupt
15. Graves/Martin 4916. Allison/Green 54
17· Kilbourne/ 56Alexander18. Hanchey/Schwab 6219. Becker/Heard 6320. Miller/Koch 78

HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Walser/Reyes 18 3/42. Bossel/Green 11 43. dawson/McBrayer 11 3/44. Gregory/ 22Meacham5. Kinney/Prim 226. DePreee/Fitch 267. Wiles/Powers 348. Long/Long 369. Battichinger/ 39Walter10. Gebel/Martin 4111. Williams/Drawn 4112. Lennard/Lennard 4213. Darling/Fabian 4414. Conde/ 47Wilterson15. Eudy/Eudy 4816. Hensley/Wermert 48 3/417. Corum/Austin 5518. Hicks/Kline 6019. Hann/Hann 6420. Payne/Burns 6421. Yurkovich/ 70Haskins22. Polkinhorn/Ruff 7923. Wilson/Allen 8124. Landrum 81Segmour25. Watson/ 85Lowermick26. obershai/Carter 8627. Norris/Peticca 9428. Campbell/ 98Livezey29. Hughes/Hughes 10630. Cavanah/ 110Cavanah31. Flowers/McGee 12832. Runyan/Runyan 128
HOBIE 14A POINTS
1. Myers, Daniel 32. Hunter, Alan 103. Miller, Jim 104. Grant, Jim 11 3/4

HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. Carpenter, C. 4 62. Merrell, Kaye· 8 3/43. Treble, Lori 114. O'Connell, M. 135. Rapp, Tom 17 3/46. Shaw. Dan 217. Price, Sam 28

N.C STATE CHAMPIONSHIPSFLEET #97 DIVISION 9NORTH CAROLINAMAY 3.- 4, 1986

A POINTS

11 3/41415171922

1. Dunn/Karen2. Akers/Akers3. Graham/Graham4. Wooen5. Olsoh/Bancome6. Swamin/Seann7. Whiteside/
Whiteside8. Englisbe/ 25Englisbe9. Hall/Hall 3110. Campbell/ 38Campbell

HOBIE 18B POINTS
1. Bodenheimer/ 4qBodenheimer2. Williams, R. 7 3/43. Trrin/Steenson 8 3/44. Macejko/Barron 145. Dunaway/ 18Watson6. Batten 227. Lambert/Owens 248. Groome, Chip 32
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Kirk, Rober : 1/42. weatherford, S.
3. Markel, Doug 8 3/4

4. Hough, David 12 3/45. Butler, Mac 216. Nelson, Mike 24

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Poteat/Morgan 7 42. Setile/Keachey 193. Drake/Drake 204. Lasater/ 24Peterson5. Humphrey/Lowrent25 3/46. Efland/Efland 267. Eure/Eure 27 3/48. Ayscue/Aysuce 28 3/49. Sinclair/ 31Sinclair10. Custis/Debbie 3711. Weisberg/ 38Weisberg
12. Smith/Smith 3913. Grimes, John 4014. Poplin/Morgan 4315. Moseley/Moseley 4316. Hill/Hill 4517. Faille/Shirley 4718. Richbourg/ 48

Richbourg19. Brittingham/ 55Wilson
HOBIE 16B POINTS
1. Potter/Potter 8 3/42. Chappell/Blair 11 3/43. Greene/Deaten 234. Frovarp/ 23 3/4Frovarp5. Vernon/Jackson 256. Walker/Walker 277. Malone/ 27Kaminski8. Bush/Bush 27 3/49. Moody/Moody 3110. Johnston/ 32Blalock
11. Kendrick/Coutu 32 3/412. Fahlberg/Lavis 3313. Frazee/Slemarker3714. Hanchey/Schwab 3815. MIKinney/ 46*Kinney16. Schuster/ 56Schuster17. Neal/Bowden 5618. Patterson/Trigg 5719. Kilbourne/ 58Sadler
HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. wiles, Richard 11 3/42. Holcomb/Holcomb 12 3/43. Haynes/Groome 13 3/44. Dupree/Dupree 15 3/45. Battschinger/ 19Walters6. Winslow/Winslow 227. Hines/Day 318. Keyes/Stepusin 33
9. Dekker/White 3510. Ruba/Curtis 38 3/411. Schodt/Casey 39
12. Cavanagh, Mike 4513. Furr/Rothggry 4714. Miller/ 53Moriarty15. Polkinhorn/ 63

Becky16. Spears/Wood 64
HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1 Dekreek, Vel 6&2 Carpenter, C. 8 3/43 Merrell, Kaye 10 44 Treble, Lori 135 Craig, M. 146 O'Connell, M. 18

PAMLICO POINTS REGATTAFLEET #257 DIVISION 9
WHICHARD'S REACH INWASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINAAPRIL 26 - 27, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Stater, Tim 442. Dunn, Lance 113. Swan, Chip 124. Hinson, Swayne 135. Hall, Denny 156. Arata, Harold 157. Wooten, George 188. Kirkley, B. 209. Weeks, Mike 27
HOBIE 188 POINTS
1. Davis, Mack 2 &2. Williams, Rusty 73. Bass, Don 8
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Scudder, Sam, 6%2. Hough, David 73. Williams, M. 7 3/44. Markel, Douglas 105. Huppman, Joe 13

A POINTS
6 3/4

1• 5
1516181921
242530

1 Smith, Wick2 Ayscue, G.3 Poteat, Bob4 Brittingham, G.5 Blount, John6 Taylor, Bob7 Grimes, John8 Lasater, Ron9 Drake, Britt10 Sinclair, C.11 Smith, Leo
HOBIE 16B POINTS
1. Webber, Bill 10
2. Moody, Cindy 12 53. Koch, Dick 154. Bush, Quad 155. Koch, Dan 16
6. Hanchey, Terry 187. Malone, Mike 19 3/48. Frovarp, Ray 219. Barbre, Ray 21
10. Fahlberg, C. 27
11. Frazee, John 2812. Lawerence, Ed 3513. Joyce, David 35

HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Battschinger, G. 5 3/42. Winslow, Dana 8 3/43. Johnson, R. 104. Perry, Percy 11 3/45. Payne, Rick 136. Neal, Tom 167. Polkinhorn, B. 218. Garris, Greg 22

DIVISION 10

KENTUCKY LAKE REGATTAFLEET# 219 DIVISION 10KENTUCKY LIKEGILBERTSVILLE, KENTUCKYAPRIL 19 - 20, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Isco, Gordon 10 62. Longville, John 12 3/43. Brisbois, James 154. Duffield, Ken 195. Jacobs, Andy 216. Frederick, J. 217. Oehler, Ron 25
8. Murphy, Mike 279. Furlong, Kevin 3310. Hawes, Jerry 3611. Campbell, T. 4312. Tate, Russel 48

A POINTS
545417191926282931

1 Grosskopf, J.2 Woodruff, Stan3 Wallace, Dcik4 Crider, B.J.5 Andriakos, A.6 Holdman, B.
7 Sutt, Waren8 Atherton, R.9 Wilkinson, J.

B POINTS
6#1112 3/420202021

1 Hampton, Larry2 Wynn, Dickey3 Flake, Alan4 Wester, Dave5 Maynard, Dave6 Derring, John7 Cleaver, Dave
C POINTS

10 416 3/418232326 3/4283032

1 Reed, Darren2 Nelson, David3 Tucker, Ray4 'Corey, Joe5 Mid/loton, Dan
6 Carroll, John7 Murphy, Dennis8 Reams, Alan9 Carnela, Sam

SUNBAKE POINTS REGATTAFLEET #199 DIVISION 10
CRAB ORCHARD LAKECARBONDALE, ILLINOIS
APRIL 26 - 27, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Isco, Gordon 11 i
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HOBIE 16

HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. Carpenter, C. 26
2. Dekreek, Vel 63. Stump, Gunnar 94. Shaw, Dan 12

HOBIE 16

HOBIE 18 HOBIE 16

HOBIE 16



REGATTA RESULTS

2. Longueville, J.
3. Frakes, Roger4. Rose, Don5. Workman, Ed6. Nurphy, Mike7. Oehler, Ron8. Mette, Rick9. Burrows, Tom10. Pong, Richard11. Briggs, Bruce12. Tate, Russell13. Finkes, Robert14. Wallace, Dick15. Doe, Kevin16. Harry, Bud17. Twillman, Ron18. Lindquist, D.19. Adorjan, M.
HOBIE 16A
1. Grosskopf, J.2. Bidwell, Mark3. Crider, B.J.4. Wildes, Kevin5. Shafter, Lee6. Verch, Edward
7. Kartz, James8. Hicks, Grant

B POINTS
1021 3/4222333 3/435414245

1 Lahatte, Bob
2 Hampton, Larry3 Wester, Mark
4 Wilder, Jerry5 Bruce, Je• E6 Johnson, Jim7 Lindall, Brad
8 Larimer, Perry9 Jones, Skip

HOBIE 14A POINTS
1. Tyler, Tom 6 42. Bonney, Ed 123. Storer, John 17

MAY DAY REGATTAFLEET #47 DIVISION 10COWAN LAKE STATE PARKWILMINGTON, OHIO
MAY 3 - 4, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Tannert, Tom 18 3/42. Isco, Gordon 23 4
3. Jacobs, Andy 30 3/44. Rose, Dan 42
5. Murphy, Mike 43 46. Frederick, J. 437. Furlong, Kevin 438. oehler, Ron 549. Fahle, Mike 4810. sullivan, David 5011. Frey, John 6512. HaSS, Jerry 7013. Sadallah, G. 7114. Knauer, David 7615. Campbell, Tom 8616. Albrecht, Mike 9217. Holt, William 9618. Forshey, Jay 9819. Renner, Alan 10420. Brisbois, James109

A POINTS
20 517
18 422 3/42636 3/43944565666

1. Bounds, Matt2. Woodruff, Stan3. Conaty, Kevin4. Buchert, John5. Rooks, Steve6. Bidwell, Mark7. Demetry, Mark8. Glenn, Gary9. Wadsworth, P.K.10. Kamphake, Tom11. Pasley, Lou
HOBIE 16B POINTS
1. Fecher, George 21 52. Grant, John 26 3/43. Molleran, W. 27 3/44. Flucke, Robert 25 3/45. Maymard, Dave 296. Suttmiller, H. 40 3/47. Lawlor, T.J. 388. Camden, Mark 629. Morris, Larry 6410. Root, Raymond 6011. Fort, David 6512. Brunotts, Ron 6013. Rhine, Bruce 6214. Pottebaum, Jim 7615. Sampson, Dean 8116. campbell, John 9017. Macer, William 98

DIVISION 14

16TH ANNUAL POINTS REGATTAFLEET# 23 DIVISION 14
LEWISVILLE LAKE PARKLESISVILLE, TEXAS
APRIL 5 - 6, 1986

POINTS
9163/42322 3/433353738

12123/416 3/4
17 3/42937
3948
4852-547478799397101114

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Morris/Hanley 7 42. Palmer/Palmer 843. Rumsey/Townson 13 3/44. Curtis/Pam 165. Edwards/ 18Scrutcherd6. Anderson/ 20Brindman7. Ferraro/ 22Mattingly8. Cummings/Creel 22
9. Bates/Bates 2810. Burrowns/Fulton 3111. Angus/Laporte 39
HOBIE 18B POINTS
1. Jacobi/Nixon 542. Knapp/Knapp 8 3/43. Davenport/Atnip 114. Walburg/Travis 11
5. Meek/Adams 16 3/46. Kelly/Lemonds 187. Herring/Herring 28
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Decocq 4%2. Sherrad 643. Moore 94. Stolz 165. Scott 186. Griffin 21
HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Ralph/Smith 542. MeCredie/Fuller 6 53. Balthas/Kathy 10 3/44. Collins/Collins 185. Kelley/Cabrera 256. Holmes/Horton 277. Prellar/ 27Palazzdo8. Berman/Mead 339. Sparks 37
10. Keeffe 3811. Bockrodg/ 38Summers12. Trotter 3913. Freed/Freed 45
14. Bradley 4515. Loeffelholz 50
16. Puckett/Puckett 5117. Young/Young 5618. Bass/Saneman 5819. Welch/Campbell 6220. Bridaman 63
21. Wade/Netzer 70

1 Ainsley2 Gray3 Ettner4 Urband5 Rourke

B POINTS
31111 3/41212

HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Jackson/Dickson 32. Sullivan/ 7 3/4Sullivan3. Sanford 154. Saggi 185. Saxby/Saxby 196. Young 197. Bordelon/ 23Bordelon8. Rueston 249. Franklin 28

1. Parma2. Blackwell3. Welsh4. Taylor5. Smith

1 Ryan2 Dodson3 Clark4 Richardson5 Mercker6 Crain

A POINTS
446 3/49 3/41620

B POINTS
4675

141924
HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. Lawy 036 • t2. Wallo3. Laughton 10

86' THUNDERING HULLS REGATTAFLEET # 63 DIVISION 14
NORMAN, OKLAHOMAMAY 10 - 11, 1986

A POINTS
7 48 3/4

131417
1826

1 Curtis, John2 Ruisey, Chris3 Anderson, Pete4 Edward, Joe5 Morris, DavidCummings, R.
Bates, BobbyTwyman, Bill

9. Kamerson, D. 2710. Davenport, B. 2811. Knapp, Phil 29
HOBIE 18B POINTS
1. Mitchell, Steve 3 42. Bright, Bob 9 3/43. Meek, Jim 104. Vansickle, N. 125. Johnson, R. 13
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Collins, John 2%2. Pattullo, Peter 113. Sherrod, Jane 124. Diekinson, D. 125. Moore, A. 146. Dicocq, Ed 157. Danylak, Nick 19
8. Griffin, Gary 259. Countryman, M. 3010. Thurman, Mark 31

A POINTS
3 64 3/41219232327292930

3034354044
46174754606166

1. McCredie, D.2. Collins, Phil3. Trotter, Phil
4. Bass, Boyd5. Veckrodt, Rob6. Kelley, Nel7. Ralph, Mark
8. Ansley, Bill9. Homes, Sheila10. Keefe, Doug
11. Hess, Fred12. Downham, Steve13. Sparks, Scott14. Mcintosh, Ken15. Loeffelholz, T.16. Brower, Daniel17. Kocsis, Bill18. Brogman, R.19. Young, Dennis20. Wade, Maurice21. Reyes, Manny
22. Fry, Jim
HOBIE 16B POINTS
1. Green, 3erry 4 3/42. Sullivan, Mike 93. Regester, Mark 124. Saxby, Art 13 3/45. Walters, Larry 16 3/46. Lindsey, Russ 237. Collins, Jay 268. Mower, Russ 26
9. Long, Steve 2710. Bradford, R. 29
11. Carter, Bill 2912. Moulder, Greg 3013. McClung, Rick 3514. Gish, John 4115. Saggi, Zeer 4216. Flynn, Diane 45
HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Bordelon, R. 5 3/42. Mashaw, Pat 7 3/4

THE HOGS BREATH 1000LONG DISTANCE RACEKEY BISCAYNE, FLORIDATO FORT WALTON BEACHMAY 17 - 25, 1986

3. Nethouse, K. 8 3/44. Payton, Russel 95. Young, Miihael 13
HOBIE 14A POINTS
1. Ferraro, Fred 7 3/42. Welsh, Jack 8 3/43. Blackwell, Gus 134. Abbott, Arlie 14 3/45. Tiger, Jon 156. Hamilton, Greg 167. Echols, Keith 18
8. Myner, Janet 199. Feuerborn, C. 2410. Taylor Debbie 2711. Ray, Bruce 33
HOBIE 14B POINTS
1. Heath, David 4 3/42. Long, Mike 5 3/43. Clark, Joe 8 3/44. Richardson, B. 11
HOBIE 14C POINTS
1. Crow, Ray 3%2. Johnson, John 4 3/43. Benton, Valerie 104. Mercker, M. 145. Schwartz, R. 146. Urich, Brad 17
HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. McDowell, Ron 442. Fuller, Tony 4 3/43. Heath, Jim 104. Bates, Allen 105. Laughton, D. 166. Germonprez, K. 17
7. Hannie, Larry 228. Seydel, Steve 23

ALPHA SPEEDWEEK 86'PALM SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA"THE PONDS'APRIL 16-21, 1986

• • • WOMENS (April 17th)

1• »:.iy• :.8.178.328.588.615. Dobson, Jackie 8.73
• MENS/WOMENS ( April 21, 1986 )

FOSTER's LAGER-AUSTRALIABrett Dryland, Keith Glover,Gary Metcalf

1 King. Jeff 6.052 Dominy, David 6.443 Whitcomb, Patti 6.574 Haywood, Fred 6.625 Anderson, Nick 6.65• 6 Cohen Dan 6.79
7 Whyte, Richard 6.998 Allen Andy 7.039 Spindle, Karlton 7.0810 Feldtanzer, W. 7.29

TEAM TEXAS-CALIFORNIAHobie Alter, Jr., Rick Eddington,Chuck Miller
TEAM SANDESTIN-FLORIDAEnrique Figueroa, Tony Lewis,Carlton Tucker
TEAM BELK-CALIFORNIAJeff Alter, Alan Egusa,Pat Porter
AUSTRALIA'S FOSTER'SIan Bashford, Graham Corlette,Rod Waterhouse
TEAM OYSTER SHANTY-FRANCEEric Bussy, Tony Laurent,Daniel Pradel
TEAM VICTOR'S SHERROD'S-HOLLANDJan Lange, Peter Spijker,Sidney Van Zon
TEAM NIGHT TOWN-HAWAIIRick Bennett, Dean Froome,Mr. Duke
TEAM E.F. HUTTON-BELGIUMFrederic De Braey, Paul Fischer,Michel Peters
TEAM SOFRANA UNILINES-AUSTRALIAAnthony Duchatel, Philip Duchatel,Tony Kenny

TIME INHOURS/MIN./SEC.

HOBIE 16

HOBIE 16

HOBIE 16

HOBIE 16
PLACE TEAM AND MEMBERS

HOBIE 14 1. 56:41:30.

2. 56:49:43.

HOBIE 14 3. 57:14:39.

4. 57:32:16.

5. 57:34:23.

6. 57:54:17.

7. 58:43:36.

8. 61:56:33.
HOBIE 18

9. 64:01:27.

6. 10. 64:14:08.
1.8.
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An interview
with Jeff King

hy dan mangus

Alpha Speedweek'86 was extended one
day for a chance to set a new world speed
record. The one who came out on top was
Jeff King, 28, from Encinitas, California. He
was born in Hawaii. while his fatherwas in
the service, but was raised on the beach in
north San Diego County. He is a well
travelled surfing veteran with extensive big
wave knowledge. Three years ago. his
brother and friends got him started
boardsailing. Four days later he was out in
the waves in Oceanside and he was
hooked on his new-found sport for good.
After a lot of practice, and a new board
design. he emerged to be the fastest on the
water and set a new boardsailing world
speed record on the 100-meter course at
Palm Springs.

At a new distance, and a new speed, he
became a new champion. His time would
be the one to beat. The stage was set to
find out more. Who is Jeff King? What
makes him faster? My curiosity was bub-
bling. so I set up a short interview with Jeff
to answer some questions.
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HL: Hi Jeff, thanks for joining us. I guess • · · ;, · : · on the water will be faster. But my idea is
agood place tostartwould betofindouta , ·.·'• .·: longer water line, with special rail and
little of your background. What is your .· . ,. *S:., · i bottom design, which proves to be worthy
occupation? ... ; offurtherinvestigation.

JK: Well, I guess you could say I'm a ·_ HL: Do you really think speed sailing is
professional boardsailo[ Currently, rm the 1.· . " · ·;/ ...|| I' ' all equipment design or is it who gets the
Vice President of Richard Whyte Profes- f . • ' " . ,· 3»----41., ... .. 1 best puff?
Sional Windsurfing Products in Los . ' 2 ' ,...,·: : • JK: Well, l agree you need to bein the
Angeles. Wesend hundreds of products :· ·. ... :. ,·';,.. .:. • • • • ·-. • · - J right spot attherighttimeandgetthebig
throughout the world to dealers and mail -ill. h. 5--11(:.»r. ... ·- -:·t ..,- - puff, but you definitely need tobestrong
order customers. We also design new /...---*. -' ==I .- - : ... .. ,....: -1.'-_-:.." enough tohold asmuch sail aspossible
products within the sport, our latest being and have a fast board. Maybe I was not
a new concept in waist harnesses utilizing any faster than any of the other few top
a full batten back support system. riders, but I was consistently more efficient.

HL: What other interests to you have That's why I think I won. On Monday l was
besides boardsailing? officially fastest. On Tuesday, Fred Hay-

JK: Well, after looking out of the barrel in wood was fastest, unofficially. On
giant Hawaiian surf, it's hard to have to Wednesday, it was far better than Monday
many outside interests, but I am a basket- and Tuesday, so who knows what the new ..
ball fanatic. I play jazz guitar and I snow ski 8 record will be. On any given day someone
once or twice each season. I spend a lot of E else might be faster. I just did it at the right
time writing for major windsurfing publica- • time, at the right place, and as usual luck
tions and screenplays for future motion 4 played a major role.
pictures. 1 also study theology; I want to 3 HL: What do you thinkthe speed limits
know what happened; creation or evolu- are for boardsailing?LL

tion, it bugs the hell out of me. sailing? JK: I think a sailboard will be the fastest
HL: When did you start surfing? JK: At"The Ponds." The first boardsailor craft on the water and The Ponds has the .
JK: I started in'64 at seven years old, on to discover The Ponds, Vance Wright, is a potential to be the right spot for the record.

a seven foot balsa wood board my dad good friend of mine, so I went out there Now that I know what 37 miles per hour is,
made while we were living on Guam. 1 with Dave Dominy and Leroy Grannis to I have something to compare with my
actually started surfing full time in 1970. check it out. The first few times I went I was future runs. I know that I have sailed faster

HL: It seems like surfing has been a big totally blown away with the consistent high and we are all anxious to have another
part of your life. Have you made any major wind conditions and potential for high shot at a new record. Haywood says he
contributions to that sport? speed equipment designs, so combined knows he will go faster, somewhere around

JK: I am what you might call the protege with the factthat there isvery little wind in 45 miles per hou[ There is a new, demand-
of surfing legend Mike Doyle, who San Diego and tons of it at The Ponds, 1 ing need to have more speed trial events,
invented the Morey/Doyle soft surfboard, became a speed sailor. to have the clocks and judging system
in which I played a major role in testing and HL: What did you think of Alpha more readily available, maybe to have it all
design back in 1976. These boards can be Speedweek? on call, so when the conditigns are right,
found in just about every beach rental JK: I thought it was an excellent idea of we can go. 1'11 be contacting some major
stand in the world, because of their forgiv- Alpha and Hobie Cat to have a contest at sponsors in an effort to secure the funds
ing, durable structure. The Ponds. Especially having sophisti- necessary to hold a 100-meter speed trial

HL: How and when did you get involved cated timing equipment, it gave everyone for a two week event, which I feel will be
in windsurfing? a good idea of how fast they were really sufficient time to break the current world

JK: My friends Richard Whyte and Mike going. Before that we were all just guess- record. Frankly, the only record in my mind
Doyle had been pressuring me for years to ing. It was also nice to compete against the is Crossbow/s 36.60 knots (approx. 42
give it atry, and when I saw surf sailing on top names in the sport. mph).
Kauai and Maui, I felt stupid for not taking HL: What kind of equipment did you use HL: What did you think of the 100-meter
their advice. So back on the mainland, in in the unlimited speed trials? course compared to 500 meters?
March of'83, my brother David and Dave JK: I used a stock Rainbow sail, JK: I think everyone enjoyed the shorter
Dominy got me started. We went up to the designed by Lefevere and a special Moon- course, it is more in proportion to a sail-
Carlsbad Lagoon and they pushed me out light speed board. The board was board. The 500-meter course was
on a custom 10 foot 6 inch Doyle board designed by Mike Doyle and myself. It is 12 designed for big boats, their hull speed
with thruster fins. It took me four days to feet long and 17 inches wide with a shallow and momentum would carry them through
learn how to tack on the bunnie pond, then double concave bottom. It was shaped by the lulls. The 100-meter course is more
I followed the boys out into the surf on day surfboard/sailboard shaper Dan Van exciting, with quicker results for the com-
five. I must have repaired my broken mast Zanten of Del Mar. My fins were designed petitor as well as the spectator Besides, I'm
fifty times. Since then I have devoted by Curtis Hesselgrave, who has been mak- interested in speed runs, not marathons. 1
nearly all my time to windsurfing and trying ing my fins for a decade. think this event will set a precedent
to make a living at it. HL: Most speed boards are short speed throughout the world-that speed sailing

HL: Making a living at windsurfing can needles, but yours is different, why? at this distance is here to stay.
be difficult, do you have any sponsors? JK: I'rn experimenting with water line H L: How do you feel about being the

JK: Aside from Professional Windsurfing concepts, along with rail and deck current world record holder?
Products, I am sponsored by: Rainbow designs. You know Crossbow is a big, long J K: It's great to brag about the record to
Sailboards, Tornado Wetsuits, Moonlight catamaran that holds the fastest attained friends and relatives who know little about
Glassing, Andre Lefevere Sails, Oakley speed record on the water ever by a windsurfing, but knowing that I and a few
Sunglasses, Streamline Booms and sailing craft. I think water line has a lot to do others have gone faster gives me the
Bases, Gotcha Sportswear, and I'm looking with it. The length can take you through the incentive to break the ultimate speed sail-
for a car sponsor at this time. soft spots of less wind. Most speed ing record, to be the fastest sailing craft in

HL: How did you get involved in speed boardsailors think the less wetted surface the world. AL

-1
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video for the Hobie Cat advertising depart-
ment Since we'd completed the surfing

• EITBFS C 1 and paddling sequences, Mel Wills and Iagreed to shoot some footage with the,
boards being pulled behind one'of Hobie
Cat's test boats. Since I was used to surf-
ing I felt really uneasy about giving up my

-ie A ]18 easy to sit on and did not tend to tip over

paddle, but I found that the board was

particularly if I let one leg hang over the
side. The guys in the boat tossed me the
ski line and I braced myself for an arm-
wrenching waterski takeoff. Again, I was

Wives (i e pleasantly surprised Since the boardfloated me completely there was no feeling
of "taking off" as there often is when water-
skiing -the board just started moving with
very little pull. At about 5-8 miles per hour
the ride was very stable, and at around 10
mph, I was on a clean plane. As we

• • • • • • increased speed to around 15-18 mph, i
was possible to get good cuts across the
wake, and at over 20 mph we were consis-
tently getting air when we crossed the
wakes.

The board we were using was set up
with a seat belt and three standard fins:
two small fins on the outside, and a 4-inch
central fin. All of the fins were moved all the
way forward in a position that seemed to
make the board easy to turn. In other runs,
we used even smaller, cutaway fins and
found that they increased the board's per-
formance and made it even easier to turn.
We haven't tried other fin set-ups yet, but Iby bill baldwin
think that there are some real interesting
possibilities using a twin fin arrangement,
or a slightly larger single center fin.

Editor5 Note: Bill Baldwin (also the artist We got the best performance at a little
responsible for"Baldwin's Comer," has been under 25 mph. At that speed we had a ball
surfing waves off the California coast for crossing the wake and seeing who could
many years and has worked as a surfboard get the most air. We could consistently.
shaper. He took up Waveskis® years ago at clear the water by six inches to one foot
a time when few people in the United States (which seems really high when you are
had heard of them and surfers looked on sitting down!). If we ever get some perfect,
them with suspicion. glassy conditions that would let us ski

faster I'rn sure well get much higher. At
over 25 or 30 mph, the ride got pretty
bumpy Since the boards have many times
the planing surface of a waterski, you feel

Any time I see a new water toy, I look for the chop more and this is compounded by
different ways to play with it. I was recently not being able to use your legs as shock
very surprised to find out that Waveskis® absorbers to ride over it. The solution was
make excellent waterskis when they are simple; we went a little slower and got
towed behind a powerboat. I first began to back in control.
ride waveskis about 12 years ago as a Here are some tips Td like to pass along
surfer. My only experience with them was to all you would-be waterwaveskiiers:
in the surf, and I had never even consid-
ered trying one behind a boat. It was not
until I met Danny Broadhurst, designer of •
the Alpha Wave 130 and 150 Waveskis®, . Use the seat belt. Make sure it is snug
that I found out that you could use it in so that you can use your hips to turn. If you
other ways. Danny insisted that one of the don't use a belt you might twist your ankle
things his designs did well was waterski. coming out of the footstraps. If you have
We decided to humor him but based all of never used a seat belt, it takes a bit of
our testing research on the boards' surfing getting used to. Most people just don't like
and paddling characteristics. We were in the idea of being attached to the board.
for a pleasant surprise. The best way is to practice"bailing" on

My first experience behind a boat was land. Sit on the board and familiarize your-
during the shooting of the Alpha Waveski® self with where the flip latch is. Once you're

comfortable with that, go out in the water
with the belt on and tip yourself over and
practice bailing out there. Once you see
how easy it is, you'll stop warrying about it.
(Sorry, but you'll have to get your head
wet).

L . wear the right stuff. If it's cold, wear a
wet or drysuit. Wear a life jacket, and make
sure that you attach all of the straps, so that
the jacket fits securely: I recommend wear-
ing ski gloves. You will find that having non-
skid gloves makes it easier to hold onto the
ski line and will let you ski longer before
you fatigue.

d. Put a little padding in the seatwell.
You'll find that unless you have some"natu-
ral" padding back there, you will get a little
sore after a ski session. (1 speak from
personal experience).

9. Get the best performance. Try holding
the ski line low when you turn. Since an
Alpha Waveski® is very wide compared to
a waterski, when you are outside the wake
making a cut, it will want to ride flat. If you
hold the ski line high, it has more of a
tendency to pull you flat which keeps you
from getting as far to the outside as you
could. You will also find that holding the
handle vertically against your stomach
when you cross the wake to get some air,
will allow you to complete the jump with a
greater degree of control. If you tend to
nose in when you jump, remember to keep
your head up and look atthe horizon.
When you look down, you tend to lean
forward and, well let's not discuss head
injuries. Just remember to keep that head
UP.

U . Doubles. Unless you and your partner
are both experienced skiers, 1 recommend
avoiding this because you have to have
unequal lengths of tow rope to be able to
cross, and you run the risk of running over
the front skier, or 'blotheslining" him if you
don't lift the rope to let him go under. Ski
one at a time and get radical for
excitement.

Of course there are just about infinite
variations in being towed behind a power-
boat. How about skiing behind a
catamaran? How about leaving the fins off
and doing 36Os? One of the joys of new
products is that the only limit is one's
imagination If you find a particularly inter-
esting way to use the Alpha Waveski®,
send a short description or some 35 mm
slides of your method to HOTLINE. AL

»:t. »:.:. _ ·-£_·..·:.
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"You can mn

but you can't
hide !"

5
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Uat pro-lactic trailerable hull covers available for Hobie 14,16,17, and 18. Regular crotchless, full

harness, and buckes Deluxe crotchless full harness and bud<ets. Micro speed seats, conventional full and buckets. All

available in all Hobie sail schemes.

Also: The cat back pack, tramp & wing covers, rudder & daggerboard covers, mast & sail bags, boat & foot

straps, tool pouches & Comptip 442mast covers.

Call or send for your free catalog!

6--iFGRABE•
Sailing Accessories  042Customized Orders

P.O. Box 1724
Hurst, Texas 76053

18171282-2812
Look for us at your local dealers MCNISA



GIANT

HEAVY DUTY
INFLATABLE BOATS

2 MAN $38
3 MAN $50
4 MAN $65

Call Free
Before Midnight For The Next 30 Days

As part of an advertising test, Dun/ap BoatMfg. will
send any of the above size boats to anyone who
reads and responds to this test before the next 30
days. Each Boat Lot No. (Z-26 PVC) is constructed
of tough high density fabric (resistant to abrasions,
Sunlight, salt & oil), electronically welded embos-
sed seams, nylon safety line grommeted all around,
heavy duty oar locks, 3 separate air chambers for
extra safety (4 air chambers in 4-man), self-locking
safety valves, bow lifting & towing handle and are
recommended for marine, ocean and fresh water
recreation, camping, fishing or a family fun boat.
Each boat will be accompanied with a LIFETIME
guarantee that it must perform 100% or it will be
replaced free. Add $7 handling & crating for each
boat requested,Dunlap Boat Mig. pays all shipping.
If. your order is received within the next ten days
you will receive FREE a combined hand/foot in-
flator/deflator bellows style pump for each boat re-
quested. Should you wish to return your boat you
may do so for a full refund. Any letter postmarked
after 30 days will be returned. LIMIT three (3) boats
per address, no exceptions. Send appropnate sum
together with your name and address to: Boat Dept.
#103-B, Dunlap Boat M/9.,2940 W. Pico Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90006, or for fastest service from any
part of the country call 1-800824-9988 for Boat
Dept. #103-B (Calif. residents call collect
213-7359363), before midnight seven days a week.
Have credit card ready.
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respar
Personal Rescue Light-RL-2
Compact and lightweight, this very high intensity
xenon gas strobe flasher is an important part of any
Catamaran or Sailboarder's gear. Can be worn on 1
upper arm, safety harness or fastened to foul- -" It-'.
weather jacket. Fully sealed, the unit is
powered by one "C" cell 7-alkaline battery ( not
included). Unit flashes '4·. ·· :.
for over 24 hours and 2..,1, 12+»
is waterproof to 120 4. i . , »e. .... .
feet. Measures 5" h x :• 6«:,

, A · 042.·1 :.ff. • ' -
172" dia. Weight: 5 oz. · ·.. r:,i. I.
Part No. 11-3001. . I. .. :lifi:..

Dealer inquiries
welcome.

Distributed by:

• MURRAYS MARINE E'...
l/• RO. Box 490  042Carpinteria, CA 93013 ".

805/684-8393

HOGS BREATH
IS BETTER

-<7- THAN
A.*

'. »A
2** ''• .• "43*.$ NO BREATH

. "!11':.

1 :1. AT ALL.
-ft#/

ORDER
NOW

800-826-6969



foster's lager alpha speed week '86

he f rst Alpha Speedweek had
everything anyone ever bargained for and
more. The winds almost blew us all away
Then they died leaving only a little fun in
the sun. only to return to produce enough
power for a new world record.

A Ilmam likes Shiipe
The story starts almost one year ago,

when Karlton Spindle an Alpha dealer from
Riverside, California, had a dream to hold
a speed sailing contest at"The Ponds."
This was the new"rnecca" of boardsailing,
and it just happened to be in Southern
California. Since he was one of the largest
Alpha dealers and Alpha had one of the
fastest production boards in the world, the
natural step was to go to the people at
Hobie Cat, the U.S. distributor of Alpha,
and ask them if they wanted to get
involved. "Sure! That's a great idea," they
said, where do we start?

Well, if you didn't'already know, Hobie
Cat is the largest sailboat class in the world
and if you've never been to one of their big
events, they really know how to throw a
regatta. It seemed like there was no end to
what had to be done: months and months
of planning, meetings, permits, and pure

by dan man us

/

Will[ -efises
Sal ors At
S EN WM<

creation. This was going to be no slam
dunk.

The list of agencies were contacted, the
wheels started to roll, and the dream went
into full swing. Staging an event of this size
took a tremendous amount of cooperation
from several government agencies; the
Bureau of Land Management, the
Coachella Valley Water District, the County
of Riverside, the City of Palm Springs and
the Cal Trans Highway Department. Sandy
Banks, the executive director of the event,
had the task of organizing every phase of
the week down to the last detail. He
chose his event team and proceeded to
put everything into perspective.

After countless trips to the desert, the
permits were finally obtained, the media
was informed and the word was out all
over the windsurfing world. Alpha Speed-
week'86, was to be the first boardsailing
speed trials event in America. It was like
starting a revolution. The phone never
stopped ringing off the hook. Competitors
and spectators alike wanted to make sure
that all their questions were answered so
they wouldn't be left out on all the fun and
excitement of"history in the making."

As the event got closer more ideas
came up. More people became involved.
Things were getting done. The energy was
magnetic Foster's Lager came aboard as
the title sponsor, Volkswagen of America
was named the official car and the Hobie
HOTLINE was asked to do the program as
an insert in the regular publication. (see
HOTLINE May/June 1986) The list of com-
petitors was growing rapidly. Some of the
big names in the sport of speed sailing
called to say they would be there.

Three weeks before the event, a press
conference was held at New Balloons, the
popular local establishment in Palm
Springs, for a large group of reporters and
filmmakers who would cover the event.

The timing equipment was explained to the
media as were the type of courses to be
run and the list of activities planned.

Shaping TIle Ilesert
"The Ponds" is a very unique sailing

location adjacent to Windy Point near Palm
Springs, which is about a 90 minute drive
southeast of Los Angeles. The cool air of
the coastal L.A. basin funnels through a
pass between large mountains and emp-
ties into the hot desert of the Coachella
Valley. This creates a natural venturi effect
that produces strong winds directed right
at The Ponds. So much wind, in fact, that
hundreds of huge wind-powered electric
generators were installed in the area to
harness its power. The Ponds were created
to hold water from the Colorado River while
it filters back down into to the groundwater
to help replenish the supply for a valley that
has been transformed from arid desert into
a vacation resort and agricultural commu-
nity. The Ponds are long, narrow, flat water
drag strips, which lay perpendicular to the
prevailing wind direction. This makes them
perfect for speed sailing.

Boardsailors Vance Wright and Butch
Mayo discovered this sailing paradise
about three years ago and their secret
slowly spread. This was the place where
experienced sailors could finally come get
their arms stretched out and satisfy their
need to go fast.

A road grader and water truck were
hired and brought in to make a new
entrance road across the desert and to
construct a large parking area that was
needed. Thirty large construction con-
tainers were trucked in and placed by the
ponds. These were to be used to store the
50 boards and 150 rigs that were being

I
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Karl Stumvoll of Germany was one of
the 206 competitors that enjoyed the
bursts of speed that teased the sail-
ors with its infrequency. Having fun
in the sun, means cruising around
checking it out, painting your cheeks
while you're catching a tan.
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supplied by Hobie Cat. A double-decker
English-style bus was placed between the
two competition ponds to serve as race
control. A large trailer was set up by R and
R Concessions for the food, fresh water
was delivered; everything had to be
brought in to create the venue.

The weekend before the event, while
everything was being put into place,
mother nature decided to show us that she
was still boss. On Saturday the wind really
started to kick up to between 60-80 mph.
Some of the 20-foot-long construction con-
tainers (weighing 5,000 pounds each)
started to move. As the big puffs came
through, afewofthe containers were rolled
over like a pair of dice, and the area was
cleared for safety That night, the wind
increased even more, to a recorded 113
mph. The next morning 13 ofthe con-
tainers were found blown off the dikes into
the ponds. Modifications had to be made,
the containers were plucked out of the
water and all turned head to wind to try to
prevent them from moving again, thus
reminding everybody of the rule"If you
want to see it again, tie it down."

By Monday the sailing equipment
arrived and was assembled. Sailors began
to show up and sail in some good winds
from 20-40 knots. On Tuesday night the
wind got back up to 87 mph. The condi-
tions looked promising.

Time For The Event
Wednesday was registration, with a11206

competitors, from all over the U.S., Canada
and Europe, lining up at the bus to receive
their registration packet. Then most of
them went over to the warm-up areas and
checked out boards so they could prac-
tice. Some went to the sail check-in area to
get the event logo sticker on their unlimited
sails. That evening the welcome party at
New Balloons kept competitors, staff and
the press entertained. Food, drink and
music flowed as everyone discussed how
anxious they were for the event to begin,

• while they watched Miss Alpha and her
court crowned.

The Thursday morning skipper's meet-
ing laid out the game plan for the next four
days. The Men would start on the slalom
pond and use the Alpha 100 SL slalom
boards. The Women and Masters (men
over 35 years of age) would start on the
speed pond using the Alpha 110 G speed
gun boards. It was explained that once
those events were completed, each of the
classes would switch places until they
were finished. After those were completed
they would move onto the one-on-one
drag racing on the Alpha 110 G. Finally, the
unlimited speed trials, to be sailed on the
board and sail of their choice, would take
place. The one design racing was going to
be a true test of sailing ability while the
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Most of the competitors were anxious to cool off
in the hot sun by participating in the paddling
contests. Playing smashball was one of the many
gamespeople played while praying forairand
trying to stay patient with mother nature. The
giant structures erected to the wind gods told the
story of glassy breathless days.

unlimited event was designed to be man
and his equipment against the clock. The
rules were discussed, the drawing of start-
ing order was done and the elimination
ladders were posted.

Everything seemed ready to go, but one
thing was missing. The wind just couldn't
make up its mind. First it would come up to
10-20 knots, then it would die. A men's
slalom heat on a figure-eight course was
started. Then the wind would die again
only to force a cancellation. We tried time
and time again, but never with enough
wind to complete a heat. Meanwhile, over
on the speed pond, the women were
trying their best to time the puffs just right
to sail through the 100-meter course that

-
*c had been set.

Currently the RYU (Royal Yachting
.--c Union) had delegated all the speed trial

events to be governed by the WSSA
(World Speed Sailing Association). It was
established for big sailboats to race each
other on a 500-meter course. When sail-
boards came along and wanted to race
they said they would have to do it on the
same course and by the same rules. There
has been basically three major speed sail-
ing events held around the world: in
England, France and Australia. All have
been controlled by the WSSA on their long
course. Most speed sailors felt the need for
a shorter course but nothing could be
done to break the strong British tradition.
Not until Alpha Speedweek, was a 100-
meter course set and sailed at any speed
trials event.

A certified surveyor was brought in to
shoot, mark and stake the 100-meter
course. Two buoys were set in the water to
mark the start and two were placed at the
finish. A sophisticated timing system was
purchased and set in place to record the
start and finish of a each competitor. It
would then display the time and speed on
a digital scoreboard Two United States
Yacht Racing Union (USYRU) judges were
at the course to help operate the timing
equipment and observe each run for its
fairness and authenticity. All the times were
typed on a tally tape by the timing machine
and also hand written down by a scribe on
a score sheet.

The women continued to patiently make
runs with each puff, until each of them had
completed six runs. Capturing first place in
the women's class on Alpha equipment
was Ulrike Stehle of Bavaria, Germany
clocked at 8.17 seconds. Stehle, age 24,
held the prestigious title of Boardsailing
World Cup Winner in 1980. Ann Nelson of
San Diego, California came in second with
a time of 8.34 seconds. Nelson, age 27,
won the silver medal in sailboarding in the
1984 Olympic Games Boardsailing Exhi-
bition event. Rounding out the top five
were Heidi Stubbs of Los Gatos, California;
Kelby Anno of Maui, Hawaii; and Jackie
Dobson of Cayucos, California.

For the next three days, the high pres-
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sure and the mild Santa Ana winds
frustrated the staff and competitors. The
temperatures ran up into the 100s. There
was a lot of sitting around telling lies about
how fast they would be if only the wind
would come. Still everyone's spirits stayed
high. It was noboby's fault. No one had
control except mother nature. Each morn-
ing people would show up hoping the
weather pattern would change to produce
wind. Most people wouldrit complain; it
was, after all, another beautiful day in the
sun, so we decided to make the best of it
and put out a call to form teams for some
paddling and swimming races. You've got
to go with what you've got. Thousands of
spectators lined the dikes on Saturday and
Sunday to cheer each of the competitors in
the fun races. The winners received some
great prizes such as special Alpha Speed-
week coolers by Coleman, and lots of cold
Foster's Beer. Jackie Brown of Canada and
Darren Hamm of Las Vegas entertained
everyone with some spectacular freestyle
in the very light breeze.

The competitors were also treated to
talks by Alpha sailboard designer Walter
Feldtanzer of Vienna, Austria and a helpful
speed clinic featuring top world record
speed sailor Fred Haywood; Jeff Magnan,
designer for Gaastra Sails and Barry Span-
ier of Maui/Pryde Sails. Sunday ended with
a good sign that the wind was shifting
back to its prevailing direction. Once
again, the next day looked promising.

The awards banquet, hosted at The Spa
Hotel, was held that evening. Hobie Cat
president, Doug Campbell, thanked the
competitors for participating in the event,
and said he was going to continue the
event one day for the unlimited speed trials
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only. He went on to say that each com-
petitor would receive a $100 gift certificate
to be used toward any Alpha product as a
show of appreciation for their enthusiasm
during a no-wind event. He made a spe-
cial tribute and thanks to Sandy Banks for
all the work he had done to make the event
a success. The trophies were then pre-
sented with thanks to the agencies,
groups, businesses and individuals that
really went the extra mile in making the
event happen. After a great meal, every-
one went to the New Balloons for a
celebration.

M* Arid The Ilfiys ElepHIi
We all awoke on Monday hoping some-

thing would be different. It was. The wind
was already blowing from the right direc-
tion and it looked like we were in another
good cycle. The clean-up started; the
inventory and packing began. We only left
a couple of things out so they would be
ready to go when the good wind hit: the
timing equipment and the boards and
sails.

Well, the wind finally picked up about
noon and kept building all afternoon. With
the winds gusting in excess of 30 knots, to
the delight of the serious boardsailors,
more than 275 runs were attempted with
150 completed. Jeff King of Encinitas, Cali-
fornia, age 28, had the fastest time of the
day and set the new official world record
on the 100-meter course with a time of 6.05
seconds at a speed of 32.135 knots or
36.98 mph. King used his special 12-foot
speed needle. The women's record for
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100-meter speed sailing was set by Patti
Whitcomb of Maui, Hawaii, age 35, with a
time of 6.57 seconds at a speed of 30.295
knots or 34.05 mph on her own unlimited
equipment. Karlton Spindle of Riverside,
California, set the record for the fastest
Alpha, a totally stock Alpha110 G and 7.0
Alpha sail with a time of 7.08 seconds at a
speed of 27.3 knots or 31.5 mph. Others
also made some great runs and everyone
finally got a chance to show their stuff. (See
results in Racing Section.)

Tuesda9 proved to be even more excit-
ing. All of the judges and staff had to leave
because of prior commitments, but the
timing equipment was left with Karlton
Spindle. He gathered a few friends to help
operate the clock and the speed runs
continued. Even though the runs on Tues-
day were slated as unofficial, the wind
increased and the times got faster and
faster. After the end of the day the results
were tallied to find that Fred Haywood of
Maui, Hawaii, age 35, set another record
with a time of 5.75 seconds at a speed of
38.91 mph. Everyone that stayed for
Wednesday said the wind was even better.

So, who knows what tomorrow will
bring? The short course was a proven
success, exciting for both the competitor
and the spectator, especially when you're
at a perfect speed sailing spot like The
Ponds.

A very special'thank you" to all those
folks at Hobie Cat, Alpha and all the help-
ers and volunteers that did such a great
iob to make the first Alpha Speedweek a
success. Just in case you're wondering,
plans are already being made for next
year, so be on the lookout for Alpha Speed-
week'87. .FL-
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Hoble/Alpha Sailors
You can counton finding

copies of the latest HOTLINE at
the Hobie dealers

listed below.

ALABAMA
Un• verstty Sal• Ing C.nfer

8/rmingham
Pal ton's Boats Afloat

Folrhope
ARKANSAS
ArkonsasSportsSuppll*s

Little Rock
ARjZONA
Hi Tech Co#imaran

Phoenix
Artzon• a Sailing Center

Phoenix
Ship 'ss'O.0

Tucson
AUSTRAL/A
Coast Catomaron Austrotio

Erlno
CALIFORNIA
Sollboafs of S.kersneld

Bakersfield
Murray''s M"ine

Corpinteria
Hoble Sports Center

Dana Point
Sailing Cenier

Friant
Claus. Enterprises

Homewood
Empire Son• ng

Martn
Steve Curran Yachts

Attorlno Del Roy
Suns.1/.

Modesfo
Hoble More W/nd

Moren.Volley
Windy Salls

Mission Hills
Monronica
Santa Barbara

Hob/e Oceans/de
Oceonside

Inland Sailing Co.
Socramenfo

Hoble Sports Center
Son Diego

wind ond SeaSports
Son Diego

The Windrine
San Jose

A /Jon Sports Warehouse
San Ramon

O'Nells Yoch f Center
San#o Cruz

Aschi Sports
South Lake Tahoe

CANADA
Sunburs# Sa//croff

Edmonton, Alberta
Windsurflng Alberta

Calgary. A/berfa
Okonagon Sallowsy

Ketowna. British Columbia
Northern Soli Works

Winnlpeg, Mani#oba
Southwest Sa/ls

Chatham. Onforio
Jack Baker Marine

Missi...guo. Ontario
Pringle 042,Martnellmited

Orillia, Ontario
Catamarine

Toronto. Eas# Ontario
Saticraft of Canada

Kirkjand. Quebec

COLORADO
Rocky Mourl#cln Marine

Denver
Sunsport of Colorado

Forf Co/lins
Chinook Sollboot

P..WI
CONNECTICUT
Candlewood East Sailing

Center
Brookfield

New England Solls
Warehouse Point

The Boat Locker
Westport

DELAWARE
WrweatherMarlne Center

Bear
FLOR/DA
Cycle Marine

Bradenfon
A toh a Marine

Doyfona Beach
Force E

Deerfield Beach
Por# Tock Sa/tboots

Ft. Lauderdale
playgroundSalls

Ff..Watfon Beach
So"Shop

Gatnesylile
Keys.illng

Gulf Breeze/Pennsocolo
Sol/boot Supply

Jacksonvme
Ocean Corne.flon"

Jensen Beach
Trop/cor Sa//boots

Key West
Adventure Yachts

·Largo
Action Soll ond SportsCenter

' Melbourne
Sallboards MiamI

Milm,
S.Illng Store

Orlando
Sait Shop

Port Richie
Ntar• ner PAcr• ne

Rivera Beach
G andRSo/boots

Soulh Naples
The Cycle Shop

Tallahassee
Tampa Saticraft

Tampa
FRANCE
Coast Cot.maron France

Hyeres
GEORGIA
Augista Boat Center, Inc.

Martinez
Dunbar Solls

51. Simons ts/ard
S. mng, I...

Smy.na
HAWAII
ValteylslesMarlne Center

Kchurui
Froome''SattlngCenter

Kcllua
Sollowoy Hawaii

Keaau

THE .

DEALERS

*MENU
/DAHO
Ros#Ock Boots

Boise
ILLINOIS
Thede Marine

Comes Grove
Se//Lift

Foxlake
Adventure Sports

Rockford
Springfield Somng Center

Springfield
INDIANA
PIne Mountain

Evans.Ille
Doyne's Marlne Senke

Portage
Th.1 50/lboatp/ace

Sou/h Bend
Syrocuse

W/boafs, h. ind/ang
Westfield

KANSAS
Ca H Sallcraft

Chonute
Heriloge Yach ling Cen#• r

OverfandPark
American Inland Yachts

Wichita
KENTUCKY
Loutivme Sallboof Sales

Loujsyme
LOUISIANA
Pock and Paddle

Laiayette
Lake Charles

MAINE
Sebago Hobte

Norfh Windhom
MARYLAND
Backyard Boats

Annapolis
Maryland Marina

Middle River
MASSACHUSETTS
5-lf, S.mng

Harwichport
Steve Mah/ :Boof House

Hinghom
Ensign Mar/ne

Mattato/se//
MICHIGAN
Whi#more Lake

Boy City
Wo/f'$ Annex

Be/on Harbor
Wurster Sal/boards

Cassopolls
5.11 pi.C.

Cedar Springs
Summit Hous ofM/ch/gon

Jockson
S//tboofs, ///.

Mt. Clemens
Bloomfte/d Bea<h and Boo*

PIntioc
Upperpentw/. Sallboors

Rapid City
Miller Sports, inc.

RIchland
Soil No/h

Traverse City
Salty Dog Marine

Whi #more Lake

MINNESOTA
Seven Seas Yachfs, lic

Bloomingfon
Hi Tempo SkI and Sal1

White Bearloke
MISSOURi
Somng the Wind

Springfield
AMSSISSIPPI
Seashore Solls

Long Beach
NEBRASKA
Action Sports N' SoN

Omaha
Sal/ loff

Omaha
NEVADA
Soil endSport

Bou'der City
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Wilderneis Outfilters

Milford
Arey': Mart"

Moutionboro
New Hompsh/re Hoble Cat

Seabrook
NEW JERSEY
Cranford Boal and Conee

Croniord
Marlna

Hewift
HockenlosBoal Company

Like Hopatcong
Bayvle- Morlna

Ocean City
NEWMEXICO
Apache Marine

Albuquerque
NEW YORK
4 C 042.S.111.goenter

Ango/a
South Hay Sol/s

Clay
Nonhway Marlne

Clif.. Park
Bellpat Martne

EIs/ Pakhogue
The Boat Store New York

Massopequa
Salt/ng Center of New York

Rochester
FIngerLokesHoble

Watkins Glen
NEWZEALAND
Performance Sallcraft

Takapurno

..............

Hoble/Alpha Dealers
Make sure you have plenty

of HOTLINESon hand.
The most informative catamaran/
sailboard publication available.

NORTH CAROLNA
SkylandSallcroft

Arden
Marsh's Surf·N·Sea

Af/antic Beach
Greenville

Sal}boats LTD
Greensboro

BaysideWatersports, Inc.
NagsHeod

B W'.SurfShop
Ocrocefe Island

Off the Beach
Raleigh

Sol/or: Sourcl
Roonoke Rapids

Ships Storo North Coro/Ina
Wi/minglon

NORTH DAKOTA
Schee/5 Sporting Goods

Fargo
Washburn Boaf Shop

washburn
OH/0
S.;ling Spirt

Bath
Stricity Sall

Cincinnati
Dayton

Harbor Norf h
Huron

A hiood Lake Boal
Mineral Ci'y

Sal/boof Sa/es·Toeedo
Toledo

Columbus SIN:ng ConforWestervt"e
OKLAHOMA
Aqua#/c. Center

Edmond
Inland Windsports, Inc.

Norman
Tu/$/ Sot/craft

Tu/$a
OREGON
Boardsports

Eugene
WIndiommers West

Portland
PENNSYLVANIA
pier wes#

Erle
Clews & Sfrawbridg e

Frazer
Sal/boaf Headquarters

South Hampton
PUERTO RICO
Valeria Cor/be Cat, Inc.

Isle Vercle
RHODE ISLAND
Megrews Boafs

Char/esfown
SOUTHAFRICA
Coast Catomaran P fy, LTD.

Cope Town

SOUTH CAROLINA
Timeou# Boots

W. Pleasant
volk Sallboof Center

Columbia
Thes.mng Connie#ton

Myrtle Beach
TENNESSEE
Rooke 301/1

Memphis
TEXAS
Solling imports

Austin
Sollboof Shop

Austin
Houston
Son An#onto

MigleWand,ports
Becumont

tniond Sollboots
Dallas

Ff. Worth Soll and Marine
Ff. Worth

Gulf CoastSailing Center
Kemoh

Woody'$ Poddles'N Salls
lubbock

Padre Marine Sports
So. Padre

Simpson's Sol/boa# Shop
Tyler

UTAH
Rightflt Sporti

Sal toke City
Southern So".

St. George
VERMONT
Ch/of#Martne

Bur/ing'In
VIRGINIA
Backyard 82/s

Alexandria
Trall'N Soll

Richmond
Pentnwia Sailing Center

Tabb
Traffon Mor/n 042

Virginia Beach
WASHINGTON
Mt. pllchuck Ski and Sport

Evereft
Hoble Sports

Kirkland
Beffines' South Sound Marlne

Olympia
Sports and Sall

Richland
Sports Creel

Spokane
WISCONSIN
Little P'ne So ling Center

Newasbon
Spltler. '...

Middleton
Crummey'& Sportond Morina

Whifewofer
WYOM/NG
Mountain Sports

Cosper
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Sports Rack Pads Tie-Down Straps

SPORTS RACK PADS
... --

Protect your sailboard or other light water craft
with these 18" nylon covered pads. t.-.Available in Red, Blue, Gray & Black .ir .>::. -I i

$12.95 PAIR Custom Sizes up to 70" in length 526.95 PAIR .--, ·r_:. 0424-• .. *. t
PATENT PENDING

TIE-DOWN STRAPS
Secure your load with this 12' closed end loop EZ CTED

W.  442
polypropylene strap, with easy to use casted aluminum

cam buckle. This strap is also an excellent way to STEP YOUR MAST WITH EASE & SAFETYSTRAP YOUR CAT to its trailer.
511.95 PAIR Available in Red, Bright Blue, Light Blue, Raise and lower mast single handedly - Attaches quickly without

Black, White, Green 6z Yellow tools - Stabilizes mast completely - No modification to boat - uses
winch on trailer or block and tackle off trailer (optional at extra

Please note when ordering straps if you intend to charge) - Adjusts to fit any Catamaran - Rust proof aluminum and
STRAP YOUR CAI or use with sports rack system. stainless steel.

$95.50 F.O.B. Factory
TO ORDER, SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: See your dealer 3.50 Freight & handling

or order direct.
NORTHWEST CREATIONS
8760 S.W. 69th 1232 E. 2nd Street

Portland, OR 97223 POSTAGE PAID r=Ass Tulsa, Oklahoma 74120

(503) 245-6532 WITHIN CONTINENTAL U.S. ,\__J Products (918) 584-3553
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Hobie 18 Easy Right

Here it is! A '/t" hollow braid with an internal
shock cord: The Hobie 18 righting system. It
attaches to the boat at the front crossbar with
a shackle and ring. Or, it attaches with a cord
thru the daggerboard shock-cord tie-off hole in
the deck. Either way maintains an ultra-low
profile for this righting system. It ties off at the
rudder pin on the transom, allowing access to
the righting system from the lower hull when
capsized. Works great as a crew safety line, tool

See your Local Dealer or order from us:
Sailing Systems, Inc. 4815 Amy Drive
Crystal Lake, 11. 60014 (815) 455-4599

CATAMARAN RACING
by RICK WHITE \ SOLUTIONS. SECRCTS. SPEEDS
A leading champion ./-.......-....

discussesthe unique ' « .
challenges of racing i »
multihulls. Includes 1.t, .-
chapters by Hoble 1 p • \
Alter, Randy Smyth, -1 P -
and other experts. * ..'

82

J.1. .»-0.
4

Sailing Spirit
1619 Mill Street, RO. Box 44
Peninsula, OH 44264

Rush me CATAMARAN RACING. Enclosed is my
check. I have added $1.50 for postage.
Or, VISA # MC#

hardcover ($17.95) _paperback ($12.95)

Credit card holders may also order by calling
(216) 657-2030.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATF 7IP



Ho*Products
Murray's Buys Entire Grippeez
Stock

Murray's Marine of Carpinteria, California, has purchased the
entire stock of Grippeez deck shoes from BC products of Denver,
Colorado. Grippeez, worn by sailors in both the Worrell and Hog's
Breath 1000 races this year, are designed to provide support and
traction on wet decks and rails. The shoes are made with
waterproof PVC uppers and "Octopus Grip" soles. Murray's has
lowered the price from $36.95 per pairto $29.95 per pai[ For
more information, contact Murray's Marine, RO. Box 490, Carpin-
teria, CA 93013 or call 805-684-8393.

Grifgrabbers Presents Deluxe
Harness

In search of greater comfort, Grifgrabbers has created a
Deluxe Crotchless Harness. The new harness is made of quarter-
inch ethafoam and number 400 Denier Pack Cloth. According to
Grifgrabbers, this combination results in more durability and
comfort. Thigh straps are also padded and the full harness has a
separate adjustable pillow for lower back support. The new
harness is equipped with four 2-inch cam buckles and two 1-inch
quick release buckles. The new harness is available in all Hobie
color schemes. For more, contact Gary Griffin at Grifgrabbers
Sailing Accessories, RO. Box 1724, Hurst, Texas 76053 or call
817-282-2812.
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i ' FULL COLOR CREATIVE
ART WORKS FOR ALL BOAT

4

65
• & SAILBOARD LOVERS

....- 1 HAVING THE GOOD FEELING OF LLJ
. -*-.I-"'* 4 SAILING AT ANY TIME YOU WANT

»- • There are many varieties you can choose
from, and special order is-welcome.

.r 16=OA
1 • OEFRUDN• EA• L• I• NF• R• • %• iRRS• • R A CATALOG

4»f M.K. CHIANG STUDIO
'9 49 4 1 952 EAST 107TH ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11236

4 .r
fee ' LA

8-ap
, 11

*• 4.- SHOW YOUR COLORS
i YOUR OWN HOBECAT 442EXPERTLY APPLIQUED • CALY

ON TOP QUALITY SWEATSHIRTS v.·1$29.gs
- Custornized To Yow Specmcations /fPR'P>•
- 50% Cotton / 50% Polyester Shb A f P,Al 4. (2X
- An Ideal Gift
- Sail IUnbers AvaRable ./ A lai'il 'Pr39
CALL NOW [312] 724.3207 • f.... '.• ''

-6 3143 Bellwood Lane
Glenview, Illinois 60025

PERSONAL SAILWEAR

Sizzling Specials
from Helmar Sportst

Deep See Surf Sock. Provides
warmth, comfort & protection. Neoprene 11- *

boot/soft sole. Color: Navy Blue i· I..
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL ,·.14

(Women order one size smaller) 31::-,
Pnce.· $16.95 2··fj'

A39 Ladies' Casio Watch.
Casio'se new ladies racing 1*1522*e4.

10:58
watch with countdown alarm.

Water resistant.
Women: (LW-60) $29.95
Men: Mot shown) (W·26) $24.95

Deep See Gear Bag. Sturdy bag with
exclusive windtunnel design allows damp items inside

lut:ze :01%.t=Ilta:218.91• '212•
Deep See li (27"x 13'7 $31.00 • . 'r....'·,.·;2iZ:iR-S·.1
Deep See 111 (32'0 'x 14') $41.95 • Pr==EZ=• KI

5 : 6=Al R, 1
2 - *-OB6 254Vof=bof

<Em':I.k-'<
d CATA.

i #em,
i :CA 3

To order send check or money order
. for total amount plus $2.00 shipping to:

3 0\2' '5/4
HELMAR SPORTS

P.O. Box 1078-H, Maywood, NJ 076070
:

AO-Ki NJ res. add 6% sales tax.e.'

DANGER
Extreme caution must be
observed when./.1- launching and sailing

1.. near overhead wires. A

V\ mast near a wire could
1 be fatal!



SAIL REPAIR
7

AS SAILMAKERS FOR 14 YEARS
AND HOSIE DEALERS FOR 12 1
YEARS, WE SOLICIT YOUA 8
WINDOW INSTALLATION, BOLTROPE
AND BATTEN POCKET REPAIRS, 2
TRAMPOLINE WORK, ETC. FIVE
TO TEN DAY TURN AROUND. 9
EXCELLENT WORKMANSHIP.
INSURANCE ESTIMATES. -48 HOUR SERVICE AT \• j •
DOUBLE RATES AND 10
TIME AVAILABILITY. 4
CALL FOFl QUOTE OR 1 716 43SEE YOUR HobieCat
OR /1110£DER DEALER
-ALSO- 5

HOLDER COVERS ©
a 6 12

Hobie Cat « * e

)Banatta Yec/'• L-.0 -*ii)

Col)CTS 14

Bana,ta Pee·6" are designed to fit the hulls snugly by utilizlng delrin zippers
along gunwhale and zippers/velcro for sidestay closures allowlng for mast up
storage or mast cia,un ta·able without disconnectlng the bridle or sidestays
Hobie 16 "Sanana Pee£$ are $295 00 a set ani $95 00 for the trarrpoline cover
The Hobie 18 Banana Ped is ane-piece covenng the entire hulls and tran'p
and prices at $389 00 Prices are for our stock colors of white or blue Add
10% to quoted prlces for colors red yellow green or tan allow additional
14-day delivery far special colors All orders prepaid will be shipped UPS
freight paid All other orders will be shipped UPS COD including freight
For price guide on sail repalrs and 1nfo on other manufactured items contact

(90• /744• ROOKE SAILS • jl,1'°s• t• 8• 1

m HOUNTY HUNTERS WANTED
=
=
= To provide information leading to the elimination
= of low power lines in all sailing and launching

areas.
• REWARD Bounty hunters will receive a special Hobie goodie

in return for taking these three steps:
- 1. Scout your sailing areas for low power lines.
= 2. If you see low power lines, write to the power

company who owns the lines, explain the haz·
ards to sailors presented by those lines and
ask the company what they plan to do to
eliminate the hazard.

3. Send a copy of the letter to Hobie Cat, and
when you get a response, send a copy of that
to Hobie as well.

In return, Hobie Cat will send a Hobie goodie to you
and will take up the issue with the power company
to support you in your hunt for outlaw lines.
This program has met with good success over the
years. By working together, we can make the
waters safer for all sailors.

Send copies of letters to:
Hobie Cat Bounty Program
P.O. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA 92054

BECOME A HOUNTY 11!INTER

HOBIE BRIEFS
Continued from page 16

HOTLINE Wants to Hear from
A• pha Sa• ors

This is the fourth issue of the HOTLINE which has included
articles, information, interviews, tips and news about Alpha
Sailboards and Waveskis®. It is time we heard from you. We know
you're out there, and we figure you must be having at least as
much fun as we're having, or more. So, share your good times
with us and the other HOTLINE readers. Tell us about your
favorite hot spots, your travel stories and your humorous days of
walking on water Sefid us some slides of the great times on your
Alpha. By the way, is there anything you'd like to see us do? Any
good ideas? Keep those, slides, cards, letters, and photos
coming in. Send your Alpha communication to Hobie HOTLINE,
RO. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92054, Attention: Alpha Editor.

HOBIE HOT TIPS
Continued from page19

Throw away all plastic nuts and replace them with new stainless
steel ones, but don't overtighten them. Next, check all your tramp
grommets and lacing, then get a friend to help you tighten your
trampoline lacing as tight as possible. With this complete your
boat will be stiff and you will have more control over it.

Check the mast and rigging carefully as this is where mast
force is exerted. Look for loose rivets and small cracks. If your
mast leaks, apply silicone sealant to all pop rivets where mast-
head and mast meet and around the mast tang. Go over
shrouds, forestaz jib halyard, main halyard and bridle wires
checking for frays and rust. Pay attention to the ends where the
loops are.

The rudders and rudder assembly require a little more time
and effort. File the trailing edge of your rudders enough to
remove the bulb. Next, fill in scratches with resin and sand them
down smooth with 400 then 600-grit sandpaper. The rudders
should lock down firmly then kick up with about 20 lbs. of
pressure, one foot up from the tip. If this is not the case, lubricate
the lockdown cam and its parts with an aqua lube or something
similar Adjust the kick up tension by adjusting the screw on the
bottom side of the cam. Thin the rudders where they meet the
casting to prevent slop.

Now for the sails. Remove the battens and check them for
spilts and cracks. Look at the batten end caps for small cracks.
Check those batten ties for wear and see if the small grommets at
the ends of the batten sleeve are pulling out. Make certain your
sail is not wearing through at areas where the battens make
contact with the shrouds. If there is wear, use some colored duct
tape or rip stop over the areas. As for cleaning your sails, I have
heard everything from just water; to soap and water to lemon
juice and water. I have found that the bath tub works great for this,
and while you're at it throw in your sheets, (not off the bed),
wetsuits and life jackets.

Not many things can be more harmful to your boat than the
ultra-violet rays of the sun. I've found that a tarp, canvass or
plastic, with bungie cords is a good route to take.

Having a good preventative maintenance program won't guar-
antee trouble-free sailing, but it will put the odds on your side.

78/HOBIE HOTLINE
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